

























TOQETHER WITH DEPARTMENT REPORTS AND PAPERS






Dover, N. H.,Jan. 6, 1896.
To Fred E. Quimby. City Ci:erk:—
You are hereby directed to pLice the manuscript of





Joint Standing Committee on Printing.
CITY GOVERNMENT, 1895.
ORGANIZATION:
The first Wednesday in January at lo o'clock, A. M.
STATED MEETINGS:
The first Thursday in each month at 7.30 o'clock, P. M.
MAYOR,
ALONZO MELVIN FOSS.
Residence, H 4 Locust St. Office Hours, 10.3(i to 11.30 A.n.
President of Common Council,
Alvah T. Ramsdell.
Residence, 45 Mt. Vernon Street.
City Clerk,
Fred E. Quimby.
Residence, 61 Fourth Street.
Clerk of Common Council,
William E. Whitelev.






Augustus H. Beede, 20 Mt. Vernon Street.
Charles E. Wendell, 34 Mt. Vernon Street.
Ward 2.
Alfred G. Clark, 94 Portland Street.
Charles A. Leathers, 69 Portland Street.
Ward 3.
Charles C. Bunce, 17 Belknap Street.
George E. Buzzell, 10 Lexington Street.
Ward 4.
Irving S. Patten, Durham Road.
James Walter Twombly, 15 South Pine Street.
Ward 5.
James J. Cassidy, 10 Walnut Street.
Frank E. Mulligan, 5 Main Street.
COUNCILMEN.
Ward i.
John D. McIntyre, 50 Mt. Vernon Street.
Alvah T. Ramsdell, 45 Mt. Vernon Street.
Newell H. Shaw, 29 Hough Street.
Ward 2.
Frederick W. Davis, Cocheco Street.
David W. Herrett, 65 Portland Street.

























IN BOARD OF ALDERMEN:
Electiors and Returns- -Bunce.
Bills on Second Reading—Clark, Patten, Mulligan.
Enrollment of Bills—Cassidy.
IN COMMON council:
Elections and Returns—Heirett, Spurlin.
Bills on Second Reading—Brown, Mclnt3^re, McAtavey.
Engrossed Ordinances—Jones, Grime, Brennan.
JOINT vSTANDING COMMITTEES:
Finance—The Mayor, President of the Common Coun-
cil, Aid. Leathers, Mr. Shaw.
Claims^Ald. Wendell, Messrs. Flinn and Grime.
Repairs of School Houses—Ald.Twombly, Messrs. Shaw
and Neal.
Cemeteries*—Aid. Patten, Messrs. Davis and Mclntyre.
Lands and Buildings—Aid. Leathers, Messrs. Brennan
and Jones.
Streets, Sewers and Drains—Aid. Buzzell, Messrs. Pink-
ham and Herrett.
Fire Department—Aid. Clark, Messrs. Brown and Mc-
lntyre.
Bridges—Aid. Wendell, Messrs. Ramsdell and McGlone.
Printing—Aid. Bunce, Messrs. Pinkham and McAtavey.
Lights—Aid. Beede, Messrs. Jones and Spurlin.
City Farm—Aid. Cassidy, Messrs. Davis and Neal.
City Park—Aid. Mulligan, Messrs. Spurlin and Brown.
Recommendations—Aid. Beede, Messrs. Flinn and Mc-
Glone.







Charles A. Fairbanks, Arthur G. Whittemoric
Joseph W. Cate.





Chairman of School Committee,
George S. FrOvST.




Residence, 1S2 Silver Street.
Assistant City Marshal,
Thomas W. Wilkinson.
Residence, i8 Hough Street.
Regular Police Officers,
Stevens, Charles E. Marcotte, Thomas*
TiBBETTs, William H. Sterling, Walter S.








Engineers of Fire Department,
George E.Varney, Chief; M. McGuinness, ist Asst.
H. A. Canney, 2d Asst. and Clerk.
Overseer of the Poor,
John W. Merrow.
'Hi'siiiiiud Nov. lit; succeeiled I))- ^M\vilI•(l S. Youll^^
Health Officers.
Charles A. Fairbanks, M. D., James FoCxErty
Charles M. Jones, Executive Officer.
Cit}- Physician,
Charles A. Fairbanks.
Fish and Game Wardens,
John D. Sowerby, Fred E. Goodwin,
David A. Hammond.





MicAjAH S. Hanscom, James M. Hayes,
James H. Davis, John W. Rines,
Nathaniel C. Hobbs, James E. McSorley
Fence Viewers
Nathaniel Twombly. Charles R. Meserve,
John G. Leathers.






A. MeIvVin Foss, a. T. Ramsdeel,
G. H. Demeritt.
Trustees of Public Library.
A. M. Foss, A. T. Ramsueel,
Daniel Hall, C. H. Sawyer,
J. B. Stevens, J. L. Foster,





A. M. Foss, (ex officio) Wm. S. Stevens,
Hiram F. Snow, Chas. H. Sawyer,
Elisha R. Brown, Henry Law.






Ward I—Oscar F. Kimball, George D. McDuffee,
George J. Foster.
Ward 2—Thomas B. Garland, A. Noel Smith, James
H. Southwick.
Ward 3—William H. Vickery, Charles A. Fairbanks,
George S. Frost.
Waid 4—George E. Varney, Charles H. Foss, George
R. Smith.
Ward 5—James E. Gorman, Dennis Cash, Michael
Sherry.
ASSISTANT SURVEYORS OF HIGHWAYS.








II i-2--Charles H. Morang.
12—Charles H. Twombly.
13—Charles F. Furbish.







District No. 19—David S. Hanson.
" 20—Tristram A. Young.
" 21—Ira Austin Randall.







The first Wednesday in January at lo o'clock, A. M.
STATED MEETINGS:
The first Thursday in each month at 7.30 o'clock, P. M
MAYOR,
WILLIAn F. NASON.
Residence, 9 Hamilton St. Office Hours, 11 A. M. to 12 M.
President of Common Council,
Herbert C. Grime.
Residence, 178 Central Avenue.
City Clerk,
Fred E. Quimby.
Residence, 61 Fourth Street.
Clerk of Common Council,
William E. Whitelev.





Augustus H. Beede, 20 Mt. Vernon Street.
Alvah T. RamsdeIvL, 45 Mt. Vernon Street.
Ward 2.
Alfred G. Clark, 94 Portland Street.
Charles A. IvEAThers, 96 Portland Street.
Ward 3.
Charles C. Bunce, 17 Belknap Street.
George E. Buzzell, 10 Lexington Street.
Ward 4.
Irving S. Patten, Durham Road.
James W. Twombly, 15 South Pine Street.
Ward 5.
James J. Cassidy, 10 Walnut Street.
Frank E. Mulligan, 5 Main Street.
councilmen.
Ward i.
John D. McIntyre, ' 50 Mt. Vernon Street.
Newell H. Shaw, 29 Hough Street.
Charles H. Hersey, 21 Fourth Street.
Ward 2.
Frederick W. Davis, Cocheco Street.
David W. Herrett, 65 Portland Street.
Charles F. Spurlin, 26 School Street.
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Ward 3.
Charles G. Foster, 15 West Concord Street.
George G. Neal, 197 Washington Street.
William T. Pinkham, 241 Washington Street.
Ward 4.
Herbert C. Grime, 178 Central Avenue.
Frank L. Hayes, 30 Union Street.
William H. Peirce, Knox Mar.sh Road.
Ward 5.
James Brennax, 25 Orchard Street.
Patrick McAtavey, 10 Williams Street.
James McGlone, 9 Sonnet Street.
STANDING COMMITTEES.
1896.
IN BOARD OF ALDERMEX:
Electiors and Returns- -Bunce.
Bills on Second Reading—Clark, Patten, ^Mulligan.
Enrollment ol Bills—Cassidy.
IN COMMON council:
Elections and Returns—Herrett, McGlone.
Bills on Second Reading—Mclnt3're, Spurlin, McAtavey.
Engrossed Ordinances—Foster, Brennan, Grime.
JOINT STANDING COMMITTEES:
Finance—The Mayor, President of the Common Coun-
cil, x\ld. Leathers, Mr. Shaw.
Claims—Aid. Ranisdell, Messrs. Pinkham, Foster.
Repairs of School Houses—Aid.Twombly, Messrs. Shaw,
Neal.
Lands and Buildings— Aid. Leathers, Messrs. Brennan,
Ha^'^es.
Streets, Sewers and Drains—Aid. Buzzell, ^Messrs. Her-
rett, Grime.
Fire Department^Aid. Clark, Messrs. Mclnt5're. Spurlin.
Bridges—Aid. Patten, Messrs. Neal, McGlone.
Printing—Aid. Bunce, Messrs. McAtavey, Hersey.
Lights—Aid. Beede, Messrs. Davis, Brennan.
City Farm—Aid. Cas.sidy, Messrs. Davis, Peirce.
City Park—Aid. Mulligan, Messrs. Pinkham, Hayes.
Recommendations—Aid. Beede, Messrs. Hersey, Peirce.
Valedictory Address
OF
HON. ALONZO MELVIN FOSS.
(Delivered before the City Councils, Jan. i, 1896.)
Gentlemen of the City Councils:
It is an established custom for the retiring Mayor to
recapitulate some of the more important matters that
have been carried to completion '.uring his term of of-
fice, as well as to submii a statement showing the finan-
cial condition of the city. I shall, in a very brief man-
ner, endeavor to comply w:th that custom.
We have rebuilt the Washington Street bridge at an
expense of $28,743.31, making a very substantial struct-
ure and one which will undoubt<:dly last for years; iu
addition has been made to rhe High School house, neces-
sitating an outlay of $3,843.25. It was the expressed
opinion of the Board of Education that this addition
would defer, for several years, the necessity of building
a new High scho-.d house. The stone crushing plant
has been rebuilt and a new crusher put in, co.sting S2,-
605.00. The Broadway brook, which has been regarded
as a serious menace to public health for years by the
residents in that vicinity, has been covered from Chapel
street to the railroad and froniBroadwav to Baker street.
making a large and substantial stone sewer from the
Cocheco river to Baker street. It cost $7,158.53
to carry this work to completion. The New York street
sewer, so called, has been extended up Central avenue
nearly to the top of Garrison Hill at an expense of $5,-
284.80. During the past year Home street extension,
which has been so persistently advocated for several
3'ears and has called for so many meetings of the Board
of Aldermen, has been constructed at an outlay of $1,-
198.03 As the result of the suit against the cit}^ on ac-
count of the claims for building the City Building, we
were compelled to pay $8,883.69. During the past three
years the bonded debt has also been reduced $30,000.00.
During our connection with the management of the
Opera House the sharing system has been changed to a
fixed rental. This change has appeared to be for the
better, as before the year just closed there was always a
large deficiency to provide for. With the obligations
due at the time of my election, the Councils have appro-
priated $3,831 .07 to balance the overdrafts in this de-
partment. During the vear just ended the Commission
has been practically self-sustaining. For bills and costs
in the Fire commission suit we had to pay $1,204 50.
In the Highway department we have expended some
over $6,000 for Fisher street exten.sion, work on Gage's
hill, new stone culverts, special sewers, sewer plans,
steam drill, road machine and new apparatus. An in-
crease in insurance rates, and reduction in the amount
of money coming fiom the State (the result of a decrease
in the Savings bank tax), has also materially reduced
the nninicipal revenue.
In the different departments tlie ap]-iropriations have
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been judiciously expended. The Street department has
with increased facilities for preparing road-building ma-
terial, been enabled to accomplish a large amount of
work in a verj' satisfactory manner. We have several
streets which have been substantially macadamized dur-
ing the past year, which have caused man}^ favorable
comments for the thoroughness and business-like man-
ner in which the work has been performed.
Just prior to my first election two new hose houses had
been prepared for the Fire department, but they had not
been occupied. Since that time the department has
been thoroughly reorganized, a permanent steward or
driver located at each of the hose houses and at Lincoln
Hook and Ladder house, and the Cocheco Hose Com-
pany withdrawn from the department. The changes
made have resulted in a decided improvement.
At the last session of the Legislature an act was
passed creating a Board of Trustees for Pine Hill Ceme-
tery, supplanting the old method of municipal control.
We believe the change to be a move in the right direc-
tion, as it must necessarily nullify the evils resulting
from an annual change in management, and the expan-
sion of multifarious theories, and give the Commission an
opportunity to adopt and maintain a permanent policy.
It is unnecessary for me to make allusion to the needs
of the various departments, as the^^ will be apparent to
the various joint standing committees when thej^ make
their investigations at the beginning of their official ca-
reer. I wish, however, to take this opportvmity to re-
cord my conviction that the several departments have
been ably and conservatively managed.
Our financial condition is as folio vs:
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LIABILITIES.
Bonds not returned, $300 00
Missing bonds, 10,000 00
P. & D. R. R. bonds maturing Jan. i, 1897, 33,000 00
Four per cent, loan, 100,000 00
City Opera House bonds, 181,00000
Notes due Strafford Savings Bank, Water
Works loan, 326,500 00
Currier fund, 1,00000
Notes outstanding 60,000 00
571 1,800 00
ASSETS.
Cash in treasury, $15,789 88
Uncollected taxes, 45-594 22
Public Water Works, • • • • 355,00000
P. & D. R. R. stock at par, . 33,000 00
$449,384 10
Net municipal debt, $262,41590
Public Water Works debt 326,50000
Total net debt of the City of Dover • • • $588,915 90
Total net debt Jan. i, 1895 610,84559
Reduction of debt during 1895 $21,93069
The Tredick fund of $5,000, heretofore considered as
a liability, is not so regarded in the foregoing statement.
And now. Gentlemen, in giving way to my successor,
I wish to say that I am under deep and lasting obliga-
tions to you, indixidually and collectiveh-, and also to
the members of the City Councils of 1893 and 1894, for
your kind consideration and cheerful a.ssistance, and for
the faithful manner in which you have aided me in car-
ing for the city's interests. I also wish to acknowledge
my sincere appreciation of the uniform kindness and





HON. WILLIAH F. NASON.
(Delivered before the City Councils, Jan. i, 1896.)
To THE Councils:
No question creates more anxiety among thoughtful
people than that of municipal taxation. The public tax
is levied upon the assumption that the revenue derived
is essential to the best interests of the body corporate,
and makes for the welfare of the mass of the citizens.
What is of benefit to the communit}- is desirable;
whether it can be had depends upon the ability to pur-
chase. A public debt created for a legitimate purpose
and in a reasonable sum is permissible; when the debt
exceeds a reasonable sum, any increase is a crime
against society.
In calling your attention to the present condition of
our cit3^ I make bold the assertion that no municipality,
considered with reference to its population, possesses
more modern improvements, or is better equipped for ex-
pansion than our own. The appropriations have been
liberal and have been made so as to include such variety
of subjects as come within local legislative control. We
4
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have reached the point where it becomes necessary to
reverse the policy of expansion.
With the valuation high; with the tax rate two per
cent.; when our portion of the state tax is nearh^
tw^enty-three thousand dollars, and our portion of the
county tax nearly thirty-five thousand dollars; wdien it
takes fourteen thousand dollars to pa}' the annual inter-
est on our funded deV.'t, exclusive of the water debt, it
becomes imperative that we pause where we are, and
grow to what we have. If you ask me wherein we can
check a further increase of debt, and be resolved to a
normal financial condition, I make reply that I know of
only one way. We can refuse to build new highways;
decline to erect additional lights; cease the construction
of sewers; stop the construction of brick sidewalks and
crossings, and some additional matters to which I shall
refer.
Dover, wdth eas}^ access to the sea by tide water that
floats a substantial tonnage; with excellent railroad
facilities; the logical center between Boston and Port-
land; beautiful for situation, seeks an increase in her
population and her industries.
PRUDENTIAL ADMINIvSTRATION.
The City Charter and the General Laws of the state
prescribe the duties and define the powers of the Coun-
cils and the Mayor. The rights and obligations thus
established are not subject to modification by means of
local ordinances, or the adoption of rules. "Each
branch ma}^ make, alter, or repeal rules for the orderl}'
transaction of its business; and the iwo branches, by
concurrent vote, may make and alter joint rules for the
transaction of the business of the two branches," is the
language of the statute. All rules thus adopted must
of necessit}- be in harmony with the general powers con-
ierrecl b}' law.
I make mention of this fact in order to call j-our
attention to the rule contained in section 4 of the rules
of the board of aldermen, which has been adopted from
year to year.
Said rule reads as follows: Sec. 4. "The mayor
may call any member to the chair, provided such sub-
stitution shall not continue longer than one meeting.
He may express his opinion on any subject under
debate, but in such case he shall leave the chair and
appoint .some other member to take it, and he shall not
resume the chair while the same question is pending;
but he may state the facts and give his opinion on ques-
tions of order without leaving the chair."
Were it within the power of the Aldermen to estab-
lish such a rule, there wou'd seem to be no necessity for
the office of Mayor. If, in order to express an opinion
on any question before the board, he should be obliged
to leave the chair, and not resume it until the business
was completely disposed of, his responsibility would be
small, and his attitude that of a special pleader for the
adoption of his views.
The rule in question is nugatory. The duties of the
Mayor are fully defined by statute. Chapter 47 of the
Public Statutes reads as follows:
"He (the Mayor) shall have a negative upon the
action of the aldermen in laying out highways, and
in all other matters: and no vote can be passed or
appointment made by the board of aldermen over his
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veto, unless by a vote of two-thirds, at least, of all the
aldermen elected." I suggest that this rule be elimi-
nated.
I recommend that you pass an ordinance making the
City Clerk a purchasing agent for all supplies furnished
the various departments.
As the matter now stands each department contracts
such bills for supplies as the various members think
best, and there is no regularity or supervision in such a
system.
FINANCE.
In computing the indebtedness of the cit}', I do not reck-
on the three hundred and twenty-five thousand dollars
debt created for the construction of the city water works.
The debt now stands practically at that sum, and is in
the form of notes held by the Strafford Savings Bank.
It has been the policy of the commission to reduce the
indebtedness b}' some few thousand dollars each year,
and the department is self sustaining. It would not be
in appropriate to make mention, in this connection, that
our water department is efhciently and conservatively
managed. If it ever becomes necessary to increase the
supply of water the commission will detect the necessity
in due season.
I believe that experience has demonstrated the wisdom
of the creation of this commision, and that it is the best
method by which to control the department.
PORT.SMOUTH AND DOVER RAILWAY BONDS, DUE
JANUARY, I, 1897, fej-OOO.
These bonds represent a debt created in aid of the
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construction of the above named road, and the city has
in its treasury three hundred and thirty shares of stock
in the same road to meet their retirement. This stock
has been made a sinking "fund bj^ the councils for that
purpose, and by law must be so used. When the coun-
cils voted to create the stock a sinking fund, they also
made provision that any premium obtained from the
sale of said stock should be applied to the reduction of
the debt of the water department. During the latter part
of the year it will be necessary to convert the stock into
cash. In view of the fact that there will be a substan-
lial premium to be placed to the credit of the water debt
it would seem that we might be able to decrease our ex-
penditures for water. During the year 1.894 it cost the
cit}' $5,547.19 for water. This included the sum of $3,-
960 appropriated for hydrants. The balance, being
$1,587.19, was charged to the various departments as
follows:
Water used to sprinkle streets, $400 00
Water used in school houses, 63888
Miscellaneous, drinking fountains, 192 00
Police rooms, 42 00
Highwa3'S, 35 00
Fire department, ; 59 00
Cemetery, 36 00
City hall, 178 31
City farm, 6 00
$1,587 19
It will be seen that the city is raising b}' taxation an-
nualh^ for water a sum sufficient to pay two-fifths of the
interest on the water debt. It would seem to be a better
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method for the councils to appropriate a specific sum
for water, and to include in said sum all expenditures in
that line.
On May 3, 1888, the city councils, b> an ordinance,
voted to borrow of the Strafford Savings Bank the L'um
of $275,000 for the construction of the water works, at a
rate of interest not exceeding four and one-quarter per
cent, per annum. The ordinance provided that the
notes should be made payable as the joint committee on
finance should direct.
The mayor was also instructed to enter into a written
agreement binding the city to the terms of the ordinance,
and to such other conditions as the committee on finance
deemed advisable. In accordance with the ordinance
the mayor entered into an agreement with the bank,
whereby the cit}' agreed to give its notes for twent}- years
at a rate of four and one-quarter per cent, per annum,
with the understanding that the city could not pay an}^
part of said notes until maturity, except such sums as
might arise from the surplus revenue of the city over
and above its current expenses, and the premium from
the sale of Portsmouth and Dover stock. Additional
sums were hired on the same terms.
As I have before stated, the debt of the water depart-
ment is $325,000. The city will not have any surplus
revenue over and above its current expenses, and will
be obliged to paj^ the quarter of one per cent, above the
ruling price for some time; a difference of some eight
hundred dollars per annum. In view of the fact that a
substantial premium might be had from the sale of bonds
in case this loan could be funded on a foui per cent,
basis, I suggest that j'ou pass a resolution requesting the
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water commissioners to confer with the bank officials,
and ascertain upon what terms, if any, it would consent
to the fnnding of the loan.
Coming to the debt proper we find it to be as follows:
Bonds that have matured, but which have not
been presented for pa^'tnent, $10,30000
Four per cent, loan dated Juh^ i, i8go, • • • 100,000 00
City Opera House bonds, 181,00000
Notes payable, floating debt, 60,000 00
Total, $351,30000
Whether the floating debt of sixty thousand dollars
should be funded, or whether it would be better polic}'
to let it remain in the form of notes, renewable once in
six months at a low rate of interest, is a matter that will
need our consideration. By an act of the General Court,
approved March 19, 1895, a verj^ decided limitation was
placed upon municipalities with reference to the crea-
tion of debt. Previous to that time the law allowed towns
to fund indebtedness without restriction as to amount,
or the time of maturity, of the debt.
B}- the act in question, five per cent, of the valuation
fixes the limit of bonded indebtedness. In computing
the debt, liabilities for the construction of water works
and sinking fund-i are to be deducted. Any new issue
of bond<, representing an indebtedness not funded pre-
vious to the passage of the act, must mature within
twent}' years from the date of the issue, and the debt be
wholly paid at that time.
The law makes it imperative that an annual tax shall
be levied to create a sinking: fund sufficient to meet and
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retire the full amount of any new funded debt within a
peiiod of twenty years. This law was not enacted any
too soon. If members of a community are compelled to
face the consequences of tl\eir own acfs, and pay, in the
form of taxes, a portion of the debts created b}- them,
the experience will be salutarj^
EDUCATION.
A community is judged by the character of its
schools. It is a source of gratification to know that the
schools of our city stand second to none. The}^ are
under the control of a board, consisting of fifteen mem-
bers, servdng without compensation. To the ability and
effort of the school committee, together with the efficient
servdce rendered by the officers and teachers within its
supervision, is to be attributed the success of this
department. Our school reports contain every variety
of information that can be of interest to the public. I
commend them to careful perusal.
Closely allied to our schools is our. ably managed
public library. When it is considered that sixty-five
thousand books are taken in one year from this depart-
ment by our citizens for their instruction and amuse-
ment, no argument would seem to be necessarj-to obtain
for this branch of instruction our hearty support.
Clever reports are made from this part of the service.
PUBLIC CEMETERY.
During the last session of the General Court an act
was passed creating a commission, composed of six trus-
tees, to take entire charge of our public cemeteries.
Shortly after the passage of the act the trustees organ-
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ized and assumed control. Ordinances and regulations,
looking to a more perfect system in the care and beauti-
f,ving of the grounds and lots, have been promulgated
by the board.
One very important feature of the act creating this
board should receive the attention of the owners of lots.
I refer to section 4, which reads as follows:
"The trustees may receive from the owners of lots a
deed of trust, which may be so written as to forever pre-
vent any sale or exchange of said lot by any heir-at-law
or any other person. ' ' B}^ comphung with this provision
owners of lots will have the assurance of security.
It should also be remembered that ample provisions of
law exist whereby people ma}' give in trust to the city
sums of money for the care and preservation of the cem-
etery, or for separate lots and monuments thereon. It
is not b}' any means necessary that this money should be
left by will; it can be given and the trust created equally
as well during the life of the donor. All funds received
b\' the city in this capacity are carefully invested, and
the income applied according to the terms of the trust.
I believe that these two subjects to which I have
referred, should receive the careful attention of our citi-
zens.
LIGHTS.
Our cit}' is lighted by one hundred and twenty-eight
electric lights, at a cost of ten thousand dollars.
On the second day of November, 1892, the city entered
into a contract whereby it agreed to purchase of the
Consolidated L,ight and Power Company what lights it
then had in use, and such additional lights as might be
erected, for the term of five vears, and at a cost of
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seventy-five dollars per light. On the first day of
November, 1897, this contract will terminate. At the
expiration of the contract the city will be at liberty to
make such arrangements for its lights as may seem best.
It may determine to operate a plant of its own in
connection with the pumping station. Possibly some
company may ask for a location of poles, and estab-
lish competition in the business of public and private
lighting.
It would not seem to be necessary to erect additional
lights, but may be necessar}- to decrease the number of
those now in use at the expiration of the contract.
POLICE, FIRE, AND HEALTH DEPARTMENTS.
Our police department is ably and prudently con-
ducted. I do not know of any suggestion that I can
make looking to the betterment of the sennce.
Our fire department is an efficient organization,
capable of meeting all the requirements that may be
presented.
The cleanliness of our city is due in great measure to
the activity of our health department.
HIGHWAYS.
By an act approved March 10, 1893, the General
Court made a radical change in the management of the
highways in towns. By that act towns are made one
highway district, and all sub-divisions of any town
into several districts were abolished. Towns are now
permitted to elect one or more, not exceeding three,
highway agents, who have control of the highways
throughout the town, and who are held responsible for




By an ordinance of our city the councils choose a
superintendent of streets, who is supposed to have charge
of all the highway districts of the city. The same
ordinance provides that in the month of March of each
year the councils shall choose one person in each high-
way district, except in districts one, two and three, who
shall be st3^1ed assistant surveyors of highwa3\s, and shall
hold their office for the same time and under the same
conditions as the superintendent of streets.
There is nothing in the ordinance defining the bound-
aries of the different districts, and the lines are only de-
termined by resolutions of the councils passed from time
to time, and b}' what comes to us by tradition. It has
been the custom to choose twenty-three assistant survey-
ors who, together with the surv-eyor, make a force of
twenty-four.
No appropriation is made for any .special district, and
the surveyor has no knowledge as to what amount is be-
ing expended in any one district, or what the expendi-
tures in the aggregate will be.
We therefore have a system, in one of the most im-
portant branches of municipal regulation, that cannot be
defended from any standpoint. It would be absurd to
hold the surveyor, or the twenty-three assistants, re-
sponsible for the condition of the streets, or the amount
expended, under such a system. I urge jou to repeal
such portions of the ordinance as relate to the election
of assistant sur\^eyors, and let us try the experiment of
one road agent.
VITAL STATISTICS.
Chapter 17 of the Ordinances of the city is, in sub-
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stance, a copy of tlie requirements of Chapter 173, of
the Public Statutes of our state. Each has reference
to the return of certificates, to the cit}^ clerk, by the at-
tending physicians, stating the cause of deaths occurring
in the city. There is no requirement contained in the
ordinance that is not made imperative by the laws of the
state. The laws of the state provide that the fee for re-
turning a certificate of death shall be twent3'-five cents.
The ordinance makes the fee one dollar. Thus the city
has been paying one dollar and twenty-five cents for
every death certificate returned. There is no reason
why the city should pay two hundred and fifty dollars
annually more than the law requires, and I ask 3^ou to
repeal that portion of the ordinance relating to the fee.
HISTORY OF DOVER.
I have had presented to me for the consideration of
the councils a petition signed by numerous citizens ask-
ing that the city co-operate with certain gentlemen in
providing a history of Dover. Specific provision is
made by statute for this purpose, and it comes within
the legitimate expenditure of municipal management.
Doubtless an arrangement could be made by which
one thousand dollars could be appropriated this year,
and one thousand next. I hope you will give this mat-
ter serious attention.
CONCI,U.SION.
Gentlemen of the City Councils—I have followed a cus-
tom in reading to you these suggestions. I would not
have you suppose that I regard them as containing all
that might be said, or that I have said anything that
vou have not alreadv considered.
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Let it be our pleasure to give to each other such sup-
port and suggestions as we ma}'.
Let us bring to these duties what ability we may have,
and if we do not succeed in much, we will at least have





TOGETHER WITH OTHER OFFICIAL ACTS OF THE CITY
COUNCILS NOT ELSEWHERE RECORDED.
January 3.
Bonds of Marshal and Assistant Marshal presented
and approved.
Elected joint standing committees.
Ushers granted use of Opera House, provided they
pay expense of heating and lighting.
Ordinance passed granting equivalent of one day's
leave of absence to stewards of Hose Companies, Nos. i,
2 and 3.
Ordinance passed governing night lunch carts.
January 16.
Ordinance passed fixing compensation of City Treas-
urer, and requiring the city to furnish bond for Treasurer.
Authorized the hiring of $20,000, in consequence of
inability to use city's deposit in Dover National Bank.
Authorized the joint standing committee on finance






Finance committee's report on late Treasurer's ac-
counts presented and accepted.
Amendment to Chapter IX of the Revised Ordinances
passed.
March 7.
Authorized Treasurer to accept Dover National Bank
receiver's certificates issued to C. W. Demeritt.
Accepted report of finance committee in regard to
Dover National Bank receiver's certificates, and in-
structed Treasurer to deposit certificates in Strafford
National Bank.
Authorized the purchase of $1000 worth of fire hose.
Temporary bond of Treasurer approved.
Authorized presentation of six copies of Dover His-
torical Collections to Dover Public lyibrary.
Authorized Ma3'or to draw city's check for awards in
matter of Home street extension.
Frank C. Gorman granted pay during temporary dis-
ability occasioned by injury on highway.
March 14.
Accepted report of finance committee in regard to
Treasurer's bond.
Section 5, chapter XV, of the Ordinances amended.
Fixed salary of Water Commissioners at $300.
Bond of City Treasurer fixed at $25,000.
March 20.
Bond of Treasurer accepted.
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March 27.
Joint standing committee on streets, sewers and
drains instructed to secure survey and make return rela-
tive to giade petitioned for by M. P. Bennett.
April 4.
Voted to construct sewer on North Pine and Durell
-Streets.
Special committee appointed to secure proper uten.sils
for sealer of weights and measures.
Compensation of Tax Collector fixed.
Officer Marcotte granted full pay during disability
occasioned by injur^^ received while on duty.
Authorized the hiring of a sum of money not to
exceed $60,000.
Ordinance pa.ssed creating annual vacations for mem-
bers of the police force.
April 8.
Prayer of petitioners in regard to Broadwaj' Brook
sewer granted and land damages awarded.
April 23.
Joint standing committee on streets, sewers and drains
instructed to establish grade on Ivcxington street, and
make return.
May 2.
Authorized the furnishing of office supplies for Tax
department.
Rebate on rental of City Opera House granted stage
hands.
Referred petition for stone crossing on Durell street to
6
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joint standing committee on streets, sewers and drains,
with power to act.
Referred petition for sewer on Central avenue from
Central Hall building, north, to joint standing com-
mittee on streets, sewers and drains, with power.
Accepted report of joint standing committee on cem-
etery in regard to city's rights and privileges in Pine
Hill cemetery.
Adopted recommendation of joint standing commit-
tee on streets, sewers and drains in regard to construct-
ing sewer on Mt. Vernon street.
May i6.
Petition of J. E. Godfrey for extension of sewer on
P'isher street referred to joint standing committee on
streets, sewers and drains, with power.
Report of committee on plans for general sewer system
accepted, and the proposition of E. W. Bowditch
accepted.
Authorized the hiring of $500 for use in paying for
sewer plans.
Granted prayer of petitioners in regard to widening
and .straightening Payne street, and land damage
awarded.
June 6.
Accepted report of auditors on accounts of G. W.
Gray, Overseer of the Poor.
Petition of C. H. Dearborn to erect a blacksmith shop
on Washington street presented; remonstrance fiied;
petition granted.
Authorized the hiring of $50,000.
Granted prayer of petitioners in regard to new high-
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way from Central avenue to Mt. Vernon street, and
awarded damages.
Granted prayer of petitioners in regard to new high-
way from Rutland to Silver street, and awarded
damages.
July i i .
Authorized joint standing committee on lights to
locate electric light near junction of George street and
Central avenue.
Voted to construct sewer on Nelson street.
Appropriated $200 for band concerts.
Accepted report of City Opera Commission.
August 1,2 P. M.
Grade fixed at junction of Park and Hill streets.
August i, 2.30 P. M.
Kstablished grade in front of J. F. Roberts's and C. E.
Wendell's land on Mt. Vernon street.
August i, 3.30 P. M.
Established grade in front of C. H. Foss's premises on
Central avenue.
August i, 7.30 P. M.
Union Street Railroad Co. instructed to repair their
road bed.
Assigned the name of Hanson avenue to that part of
the highway leading from the end of Court street to land
of Samuel I. Hanson.
Joint standing committee on fire department and
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Chief Engineer authorized to purchase pair of horses
for lyincohi Hook and Ladder Co.
Ordinance passed disconnecting Cocheco Hose Co.
No. I from the municipal fire department.
Permanent driver and pair of horses ordered located at
Lincoln Hook and Ladder house.
Fixed compensation of driver of Lincoln Hook and
Ladder truck,
September 5.
Mayor and Water Commissioners authorized to sell
a certain parcel of land.
September 20.
Granted petition of S. B. Horton and others in regard
to establishing grade of new highway from Central
avenue to Mt. Vernon street, and a survey ordered.
October 3.
Hon. C. H. Sawyer re-elected Trustee of Public Li-
brary.
Authorized the discontinuance of Court street reser-
voir.
His Honor, the Mayor, and Aid. Buzzell chosen to
represent the city of Dover at Portsmouth & Dover rail-
road meeting.
October 10.
Petitioners in regard to publishing history of Dover
presented argument'- . No action.
Authorized the hiring of $1,750 for purpose of com-
pleting Broadway Brook sewer.
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October 21.
Transferred $149 from money received from miscel-
laneous licenses to sewer appropriation, to construct
spur sewer for relief of Strafford Savings Br:-.nk.
November 7.
Transferred $200 from appropriation for bridges to
highway appropriation, to reduce ledge on Mt. Vernon
street.
Granted u^e of council rooms to Commercial club.
S. C. Fisher granted permission to straighten southerly
end of Belknap ;:treet, opposite his land, under direc-
tion of join"; standing committee on streets.
November 25.
Established sidewalk grade on Silver street from Lex-
ington to Arch street.
December 5.
Resignation of Officer Thomas Marcotte accepted and
Edward S. Young elected to the vacancy.
Amended ordinance granting leave of absence to cer-
tain firemen.
Transferred $37 from money received from miscel-
laneous licenses to appropriation for Broadway Brook
sewer extension.
Authorized the hiring of $60,000 to retire city notes.
Passed ordinance governing night lunch carts.
Transferred $400 from money coming from state to




Annual department reports accepted and ordered
printed.
Transfers of money made to balance overdrafts.
Authorized re-investment of Currier fund.
Annual Report
OF THE
Joint Standing Committee on Fire De=
partment.
Gentlemen of the City Councils:
For general information in regard to list of officers and
companies, together with inventory of property, list of
fires and alarms, locality of reservoirs and fire alarm
boxes, we respectfull}^ refer you to the report of the
Chief Engineer hereto attached.
The function of the joint standing committee on fire
department is largely advisory, the Chief Engineer, un-
der and by virtue of authority in him vested by the Pub-
lic Statutes, being the chief executive and disbursing
officer.
A brief summary of matters coming within our
province, and not especially enumerated in the Chief
Engineer's report, is herewith submitted.
During the year, under instructions from the City
Councils, we purchased 2000 feet of 2 1-2 inch XXXX
knit jacket hose, coupled, at an expense of $1,000.
On the 6th of June, a petition signed by several of the
fire insurance agents in the city, requesting the estab-
lishment of a pair of horses and a permanent driver at
Lincoln Hook and Ladder house, was referred to us for
a report, and on the i itli of July, after thoroughly in-
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vestigating the situation, we recommended that the
prayer of the petitioners be granted. It was not untill
August ist that the matter was finally disposed of by
the City Councils, at which time the recommendation of
the committee was adopted, the purchase of a paii of
horses authorized, and Mr. Wesley B. Sterling was
elected steward. On the 12th of August Mr. Sterling
was installed in his position, the Street department kind-
ly permitting the use of a pair of horses until the 2 2d
of the same month, when they were supplanted by the
present pair of grays. In the selection of a pair of
ho:ses the department has been particularly fortunate,
the animals proving even better than was expected.
On the ist of August the City Councils took forma-
action on the proposition of Mr. C. H. Fish, agent of
the Cocheco Manufacturing Company, by detatching
Cocheco Hose Company, No. i, from the municipal fire
department. This action rendered it desirable to make
a small increase in the regular force and eight permanent
men were added and assigned to Hose Companies, Nos.
I and 2.
Court street reser\-oir, for a number of years main-
tained as a reserve water supply, was discontinued Octo-
ber 3.
The sickness and su'osequent death of the horse at the
Fifth street fire station on the 22nd of October, left the
department without motive power at that point. Pend-
ing the purchase of a new horse the needs of the depart-
ment have been supplied from sources at command.
We would suggest that provision for the purchase of a
horse for this station be considered in the annual depart-
ment appropriation for i8g6.
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Several other matters of minor importance have
claimed the attention of your committee, the substance
of which it is unnecessarv to particularize.
The efficiency of the department is a matter in which
we have just reason to be proud; the harmou}' of action
and universal good feeling existing between officers and
men prodiicing results which have won for the entire
force sincere and grateful recognition.
For a particular account of the expenditures of the
department for the year, we refer j-ou to the financial





Joint Standing Committee on Fire Department.
Dover, N. H., December 31, 1895.
Annual Report
OF THE
Chief Engineer of the Fire Department.
Gentlemen of the City Councies:
I have the honor to submit for j'our consideration,
the annual report of this department for the fiscal year
ending December 31, 1895, showing lists of officers, and
companies, together with inventory of property, location
of reservoirs, hydrants, and alarm boxes.
There have been several changes in this department
during the year. Cocheco Hose Co. has been taken
from the city department, eight men have been added
to the department, and a permanent driver and pair of
horses located at Hook and Ladder house. This latter
departure adds greatly to the efficiency of that branch
of the service.






Second Assistant Engineer and Clerk,
Herbert A. Canney.
Steward and Driver at Central Station,
James A. Thompson.
Steward and Driver of Hook and Ladder Co., No. i,
Wesley B. Sterling.
Steward and Driver of Hose Co., No. 2,
William E. Rand.
Steward and Driver of Hose Co., No. 3,
Louis H. Steuerwald.
Steam Fire Engine Driver,
Oliver W. Coleman.
Engineers of Steamers,
Fountain, No. 3—William P. Hilliard.
J. S. Abbott, No. 4—Eugene Smart.
Cocheco, No. 2—James Stevens.
Stokers of Steamers,
Fountain, No. 3—Alonzo Whitehouse.
J. S. Abbott, No. 4—John D. Babb.
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Lincoln H. & L. Co., No. i—First vStreet.
Captain—James M. Varney, 17 Hill street.
Lieutenant—Geo. M. Baker, 9 1-2 Sixth street.
Clerk—Wm. H. Foss, 81 Court street.
Members—Frank L. Brackett, 18 Fourth street.
Hiram H. Decater, 27 Chestnut street.
Thomas F. Drew, 38 Orchard street.
Fred Goodwin, 4 Reservoir street.
Wm. H. Ham, 26 Portland street.
Chas. F. Hammond, 18 East Brick street.
Wm. King, Horn street.
Thomas H. Leavitt, 5 Chestnut street.
Chas. E. Mitchell, 12 Everett street.
Wm. J. Murray, 38 Orchard street.
Frank E. Nason, 56 St. Thomas street.
Thomas J. Robinson, 18 Essex street.
W. I. Venner, 71 Court street.
Orrin A. Dimick, 3 Baker street.
Albert W. Willand, 9 Twombly street.
Chas. H. Clark, 90 Broadway.
Wm. L. Boston, 102 Broadway.
Hose Company, No. i—Orchard Street.
Captain—Geo. P. Burleigh, iii Silver street.
Lieutenant^ohn E. Leizer, 30 Cushing street.
Clerk—Newell FI. Young, 19 Folsom street.
Members—Geo. McKenna, 19 Young street.
Edwin I. Burnham. 31 Atkinson street.
James A. Home, 44 St. Thomas street.
Samuel B. Abbott, 43 Atkinson street.
Michael Kidney, 35 First street.
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Members—Chas. A. Thompson, 39 First street.
E4win J. Stackpole, 17 Folsom street.
Fred L. Stackpole, 17 Folsom street.
Chis. W. Tuttle, 12 Atkinson street.
Geo. W. Clark, 11 Second street.
Joseph Heeney, 10 Middle street.
David Y. Robinson, 12 Federal street.
Harr}' E. Burnham, 31 Atkinson street.
Geo. Shapleigh, 44 Belknap street.
John H. Parson, 152 Washington street.
Frank Tuttle, 13 Federal street.
Hose Company, No. 2
—
Fifth Street.
Captain—Geo. A. Swain, 8 Franklin court.
Lieutenant—Chas. E. Clark, 14 East Concord street.
Clerk—Wm. H. H. Walker, 27 Grove street.
Members—Edgar M. Foss, 2 Lothrop court.
Hiram K. Leighton, 67 Sixth street.
Nelson U. Drew, 62 Sixth street.
John B. Hull, 5 Sixth street.
Nathaniel M. Whitehouse, 34 Fifth street.
Chas. H. Merrill, 8 Home street.
Walter S. Burnham, 547 Central avenue.
Chas. Shapleigh, 28 Rogers street.
Chas. Rollins, Home street.
John E. Dame, 11 Essex street.
Geo. E. White, 25 Fifth street.
Hose Company, No. 3-—Central Avenue.
Captain—Henry H. Sterling, 11 Union street.
Lieutenant—Fred O. Coleman, 143 Locust street.
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Clerk- -Chas. E. Clark, 2d, 290 Locust street.
Members—Chas. E. Burnham, 3 South Pine street.
Geo. E. O'Niel, 77 Central avenue.
Chas C. Swain, 76 Central avenue.
Chas. E. Smart, 32 Central avenue.
John F. Brown, 13 Fisher street.
Edward F. Grimes, 10 Burnham and Demer-
rit court.
John McDonough, 248 Locust street.
APPARATUS.
LOCATED AT CENTRAL STATION ON ORCHARD STREET.
Steamer Cocheco, No. 2, built by Amoskeag Manu-
facturing Co. in 1866.
Steamer Fountain, No. 3, built by Amoskeag Manu-
facturing Co. in 1875.
Two horse Hose Wagon, No. i, built by Abbott-
Downing Co. in 1892.
Two horse Suppl}^ Wagon, No. 4, built by H. A.
Worthen in 1882.
Two horse Hose Sleigh.
LOCATED AT HOOK AND LADDER HOUSE ON FIRST
STREET.
Lincoln Hook and Ladder Truck, No. i, built bj^
Abbott-Downing Co. in 1889.
LOCATED AT STATION, NO. 2, FIFTH STREET.
Steamer J. S. Abbott, No. 4, built by Amoskeag
Manufacturing Co. in 1884.
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One horse Hose Wagon, No. 2, built by Abbott-
Downing Co in 1892.
One horse hose sleigh.
I.OCATED AT STATION, NO. 3, AT SAWYER MILLS.
One horse Hose Wagon, No. 3, built by Abboit-
Downing Co., in 1888.
One horse Hose Sleigh.
LOCATED AT CITY STABLE AT CITY FARM.
One horse Hose Reel built by Amoskeag Manufactur-
ing Co. in 1865.
Cataract, No. 4, built by Hunneman in 1847.
HORSES.
There are six horses in the department as follows:
One pair that hauls Hook and Ivadder Truck, No. i,
located on First street.
One pair that hauls Hose Wagon, No. i, located on
Orchard street.
One horse that hauls Hose vVagon, No. 2, located on
Fifth street.
One horse that hauls Hose Wagon, No. 3, located at
Sawyer Mills.
HOSE.
There are 9650 feet of hose in the department as fol-
lows:
2,000 feet of good hose.
7,650 feet of inferior hose.
HYDRANTS FOR STEAMERS.
One on Atkinson street.
Two on Hale street.
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Five on Ivocust street.
Two on Payne street.
Two on Washington street.
One on Folsom street.
Two at Pine hill.
RESERVOIRS—NORTH SIDE.
One on Chapel street.
One on Portland street.
Two on Broadway.
One on Sixth street.
One on Central avenue.
One on Reservoir street.
One on Maple street.
One on Chestnut street.
One on Grove .street.
Two at High School house.
Three on Central avenue bridge.
Two at Garrison hill.
One on New York street.
Fourth street bridge.
RESERVOIRS—SOUTH SIDE.
One corner Walnut and Washington streets.
One corner Belknap and Washington streets.
One on Washington street.
One on Hale street.
One on Silver street.
One on Locust street.
One on Mt. Pleasant street.
One on Pleasant street.
Two on Tuttle square.
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HOUSES.
The central station, located on Orchard street, is in
need of slight repairs; the hose tower needs to be
strengthened and painted.
Lincoln Hook and Ladder house, located on First street.
This house has passed beyond repairs; it is rotten, damp,
cold, and unfit for horses or apparatus. In fact, it is in
a dangerous condition.
Hose house No. 2, located on Fifth street. This
house has no underpinning, and is settling fast. It
should be attended to at once.
Hose house No. 3, located at vSawyer Mills. This
house is in very good condition.
FIRE ALARM.
This important branch of fire service needs 3'our
attention. During the last two years there have been
several demands for boxes in locations where they were
greatly needed. One reason \\hy the requests were not
granted, was because we have all on two circuits that
can be safely put there. I would recommend changing
our old repeater for a six circuit repeater, putting our
system in four circuits, reserving two extra circuits in
ca.se of accident. Another reason was because of
insufficient battery room. More room can be secured at
small expense by making slight changes at the central
station.
LOCATION OF FIRE ALARM BOXES.
Box No.
7, corner Cocheco and School .streets.
8, corner Payne and Hanson streets,
i^, near American House.
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Box No.
15, corner Broadway and St. Johns street,
16, corner Portland and Essex streets.
17, corner Broadway and New York street.
19, corner Broadway and Hill street.
21, First street near Hook and Ladder house.
23, Boston & Maine depot.
24, corner Fourth and Grove streets.
26, corner of Central avenue and Sixth street.
27, corner Hough and Grove streets.
28, corner Central avenue and Hill street.
29, Central avenue near Harrison Haley's.
31, corner Central avenue and St. Thomas street.
32, corner Central avenue and Orchard street.
34, corner Central avenue and Silver street.
35, corner Spring and Locust streets.
37, corner Central avenue and Locust .street.
38, Central avenue near John Scott's house.
42, corner Washington and Belknap streets.
45, corner Washington and Lexington streets,
46, corner Silver and Atkinson streets.
47, corner Washington and Arch streets.
51, corner Mt. Pleasant and South Pine streets.
324, Sawyer upper mill.
325, Sawyer lower mill.
FIRE ALARM.
One tow^er striker attached to City Opera House bell.
One tower striker attached to Central Avenue Bap-
tist church bell.
One tower striker attached to Sawyer mill bell.
One steam gong attached to Williams' belt factory.
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LIST OF FIRES AND ALARMS DURING 1895; WITH LOSSES
AND INSURANCE.
Jan. 29, 5.12 p. M., box 13; brick building-, No. 514
Central avenue, occupied as a store, owned by the estate
of Geo. W. Page, occupied by Chas. H. Gushing; no
damage to building; damage to contents, $400; insurance
paid, $250; loss, partial; cause of fire, kettle of candy
boiling over.
March 9, 10.29 -^- ^i-' t)Ox 23; wooden building, 26
Third Street, owned by Patrick McKenna, occupied by
tenants and Frank P. Plummer; damage to building,
$25; insurance paid, $25; no damage to contents; loss
very small; cause of fire, pan of naphtha igniting.
March 16, 9.34 p. m., box 13; brick building, 508
Central avenue, occupied as a bakery, owned by the es-
tate of Geo. W. Page, occupied by Henry H. Clifford;
no damage to building; damage to contents, $65.00, in-
surance paid, $61.50; loss partial; cause of fire, lamp
exploded.
March 26, 10.24 p- m., box 13; w^ooden building, cor-
ner Broadway and Central avenue, occupied as a shoe
store, drug store, grocery store and clothing store, owaied
by Martha S. Tash, occupied by Edward H. Foss, B.
F. Kennard, E. S. Tash & Co. and James Russell; dam-
age to building, $921.00; insurance paid, $921.00; dam-
age to contents—Foss, $7,643.66, insurance paid, $7,-
643.66; Kennard, damage, $1,600, insurance paid,
$1,600; Tash, damage, $600, insurance paid, $600; Rus-
sell, damage, $65.98, insurance paid, $65.98; loss partial;
cause of fire, unknown.
March 30,9.05 p. M..' box 32; wooden building, corner
Washington and Myrtle streets, occupied as a hall, ofhces,
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stores and store room, owned by Independent Order of
Odd Fellows; occupied by I. O. O. F., Y. M. C. A.. Dr.
Richmond, Geo. E. Horton, Wiggin & Newliall, Cate
& Grimes; damage to building, $4.90, insurance paid,
$4.90; damage to contents—Cate & Grimes, $25.00, in-
surance paid, $25.00, no damage to others; loss very
small; cause of lire, caught from lamp hanging over head.
March 31, 7.45 A. M., no alarm; brick building, 313
Central avenue, occupied as halls and stores, owned by
Dennis Cash, occupied by Dennis Cash and Temperance
societies; damage to building, $2.60, insurance paid,
$2.60; no damage to contents; loss very small; cause of
iire unknown.
April 3, 12.04 -^- M., box 23; wooden building on
Grove street, occupied as engine and boiler room of
Dover Iron Foundry, owned by Chas. E. Marston, oc-
cupied by Chas. E. Marston; damage to building $225,
insurance paid $225; damage to contents, $193, insurance
paid, $193; loss partial; cause of fire unknown.
April 23, 5.14 A. M., box 31; wooden building on lane
between Central avenue and Payne street, occupied as
a wood shed, owned by John Haughey, occupied by Ed-
ward O'Hare; damage to building, $15, insurance paid,
none; damage to contents, $10, insurance paid, none;
loss total; cause of fire unknown.
Ma}' 8, II. 10 p. M., box 36; wooden building, factory
yard, occupied as a waste house, owned and occupied
by Cocheco M'f'g Co.; damage to building, $174.94,
insurance paid, $174.94; damage to contents, $14.47.
insurance paid, $14.47; loss partial; cause of fire, spon-
taneous combustion.
May 9. 6.09 p. M.. box 19; brick building on Broad-
way, occupied as a machine shop, owned and occupied
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b}' Somersworth Machine Co.; damage to building,
$250, insurance paid, $250; damage to contents, $50,
insurance paid, $50; loss partial; cause of fire, sparks
from furnace.
May 10, 10.28 A. M., box 32; brick building on First
street, occupied as a store room, owned and occupied b}^
Con.solidated lyiglit, and Power Co.; no damage to build-
ing or contents; cause of fire, sparks from soldering stoves.
Ma}' 12, 6.34 A. M., box 32; wooden building on Cen-
tral square, occupied as a fruit store and doctor's office,
owned by Strafford National Bank and the Misses Wyatt;
occupied by A. Allotti and Dr. T. J. Ward; damage to
building, bank none. Misses Wyatt, damage $35.25,
insurance paid, $35.25; damage to contents, Allotti,
$30, insurance paid, none; Dr. Ward, damage, $300,
insurance paid. $225; loss partial; cause of fire, sup-
posed to be spontaneous combustion.
May 17, 6.57 A. M.; box 31; brick building on Central
square, occupied as a meat market, owned by Stephen
W. Roberts, occupied by John J. Mclntyre; no damage
to building or contents; cause of fire, caught from oil
stove.
May 23, 1 1.30 p. M., still alarm; brush fire on Broad-
way, land beside the railroad, owned and occupied by
the B. & M. R. R. Co.; no damage; cause of alarm,
burning brush.
May 24, 9.21 A. M., box 21; First street on land
behind Electric Light station, owned by Cocheco M'f'g
Co., occupied by Consolidated Light and Power Co.; no
damage; cause of alarm, a fire built to take insulation
from old wires.
June 2, 9 p. M., still alarm; wooden building on Cen-
tral square, lunch wagon, owned and occupied by Daniel
6o
Allen; no damage; cause of alarm, kerosene, stove ex-
ploded.
June 8, 10.33 P- M-) box 7; alarm for fire at Conway
Junction.
June II, 12.30 A. M.; no alarm; wooden buildings on
Barrington road, 4 miles from city; occupied as a dwell-
ing house and barn, owned and occupied by Frank
Bradley; damage to buldings, $600; insurance paid,
$300; damage to contents, $100, insurance paid, none;
loss, total; cause of fire unknown.
June 19, 8.15 p. M., still alarm; brush fire on Chapel
street; land owned by Charles H. Trickey; no damage;
cause of fire, burning brush.
July 2, 12.02 p. M., still alarm; wooden building, 27
Orchard street, dwelling house, owned and occupied by
Mrs. Lawrence McArdle; damage to building, $1.85,
insurance paid, $1.85; no damage to contents; loss par-
tial; cause of fire, caught from chimney.
July 24, 2.35 p. M., Engineers' call; brush fire in Bel-
lamy woods on land of Simon Torr and Mrs. Cole; no
damage; cause of alarm, burning brush.
Aug. I, 5.33 p. M., Engineers' call; cord wood on
Dover Point road on land of Isaac Varney, wood owned
by Chas. H. Seavey & Co.; damage $25; insurance paid,
none; cause of fire, caught from passing locomotive.
Aug. 15, 1. 15 p. M., still alarm; wooden building on
Waldron street, occupied as a laundry and shoe manu-
factory, owned by the Misses Woodman, occupied by D.
L. Furber and Frank H. Morrison; damage to building,
$5, insurance paid, $5; no damage to contents; loss very
small; cause of fire, caught from furnace.
Aug. 16, 9.55 A. M., still alarm; wooden building, rear
of Central avenue, occupied as a wood shed, owned b)'
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Henry Law. occupied by Edward Dav^is and otliers; no
damage; cause of alarm, careless use of matches.
Aug. i6, 10.15 A. M-> still alarm; wooden building,
24 First street, occupied as a dwelling house, owned bj'
Cocheco Manufacturing Co., occupied by Geo. Stacy;
damage to building $3.00; insurance paid, none; dam-
age to contents, $2.00; insurance paid, none; loss very
small; cause of fire, supposed to be mice and matches.
Sept. I, 1.30 A. M., no alarm; wooden building, 5
Maple street, occupied as a dwelling house, owned by
Patrick Devlin, occupied by Asa R. Crediford; damage
to building, $22, insurance paid, $22; damage to con-
tents, $40.65, insurance paid, $40.65; loss small; cause of
fire, caught from kerosene lamp.
Sept. 2, 12.40 A. M., box 32; wooden building on
Washington street, occupied as a dwelling house, owned
and occupied by Mrs. David Lawrence; damage to build-
ing, $23.50, insurance paid, $23.50; no damage to con-
tents; loss partial; cause of fire supposed to be rats and
matches.
Sept. 10, 6.44 p. M., box 23; wooden building on Cen-
tral avenue, occupied as a wood shed, owned by estate
of Geo. W. Page, occupied by Joseph Dione; no damage
to building or contents; cause of fire, unknown.
Sept. II, 12.36 P.M., Engineers' call; wooden building
on County Farm road, a barn owned and occupied by
Eli Page; damage to building, $1,000, insurance paid,
none; damage to contents, $2,000, insurance paid, none;
loss total; cause of fire, struck by lightning.
Sept. 23, 12.45 P- M., still alarm; wooden building, 27
Orchard street, dwelling house, owned and occupied by
Mrs. Lawrence McArdle; no damage to building or
contents; cause of alarm, caught from chimney.
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Oct. 3, 1.22 p. M., box 34; wooden buildings, 151 Cen-
tral avenue; house and barn owned and occupied by
Chis. S. Cartland, also barn owned and occupied by
Henry Sayward; damage to buildings, Cartland's, $900,
insurance paid, $480.60; damage to buildings, Sayward,
$106.60, insurance paid, $106.60; damage to contents.
Cartland, $1,100, insurance paid, $908.75; no damage
to contents in Sayward's barn; loss partial; cause of fire,
unknown.
Oct. II, 10.48 p. M., box 32; wooden building, 16
Fayette street, a dwelling house; owned by John J.
Gorman, occupied by John Quinn; damage to building,
$2.38, insurance paid, $2.38; damage to contents, $15;
insurance paid, none; loss partial; cause of fire, sup-
posed to have caught from kerosene lamp.
Oct. 26, 10.20 A. M., still alarm; wooden building, rear
of 85 Washington street, occupied as a store house,
owned by Mrs. Chas. Kingman, occupied by Chas. A.
Tufts; no damage to building or contents; cause of alarm,
guy wires of derrick coming in contact with trolly wire.
Nov. 4, 7.12 A. M., box 7; wooden building on Cocheco
street, occupied as a coal shed, owned and occupied by
Consolidated Light & Power Co.; damage to building,
$50, insurance paid, none; damage to contents, -$405. 57,
insurance paid, loss partial; cause of fire, coal
became heated.
Nov. 13, 9.15 P. M., Engineers' call; wooden building
on Tolend road, 21-2 miles from cit}-; a barn owned
and occupied by John J. Gorman; damage to building,
$100, insurance paid, none; damage to contents, $325,
insurance paid, none; loss total; cause of fire, supposed
to be incendiary.
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Nov. 24, 12.35 .\. .M., Engineers' call; wooden build-
ing, Tolend road, 2 miles from cit}'; barn, owned and
occupied b}* Martin V. B. Wentworth; damage to build-
ing, $700, insurance paid, $500; damage to contents,
$400, insurance paid, $200; loss total; cause of fii'e,
supposed to be incendiary.
Nov. 28, 12.30 A. M., box 34; wooden l:)uilding on
SiU^er street, occupied as blacksmith shop, owned by
Oliver A. Gibbs, occupied by Henry A. Hall; dam-
age to building, $20, insurance paid, none; damage
to contents, $10, insurance paid, none; loss partial;
cause of fire, caught from forge.
Dec. 2, 9.13 p. M., Engineers' call; wooden building.s
on Bellamy road; house, barn and shed, owned by
Mrs. Reuben Twombly, occupied by Frank E. Davis;
damage to buildings, $855, insurance paid, $730; dam-
age to contents, $190, insurance paid, $75; loss, house
partial, barn and shed total; cause of fire, supposed to
be incendiar}'.
Number of Bell alarms 20
Number of Still alarms 9
Number of Engineers' calls 6
No alarm 3
Total 38
Total amount of losses for 1895 $21,65340
Amount of insurance paid 15,788 63
Net loss above insurance paid 5.864 77
PERSONAL.
I desire to return to the City Councils my thanks for
courtesies received; to His Honor, Mayor Foss, to the
committee on fire department, who have striven hard for
9
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the efficiency of the department; to the City MarsTial
and his police force for aid rendered at fires and
parades, to my associate engineers, and to the officers
and members of the several companies, who are entitled
to the highest praise for their fidelity and the prompt
manner with which the}^ have responded to all calls






Joint Standing Committee on Lights.
Gentlemen of the City Councils:
Under the provisions of an existing contract with the
Consolidated Light and Power Compan}', the City of
Dover pays an annual rental of $75.00 for each arc light
in use, and a trifle less than fiftj^-eight cents per candle
power for each of the four 65s. There were in use at
the beginning of the year 127 arc lights which, with the
one voted by the City Councils on the nth of July, and
located near the corner of Central avenue and George
street, makes 128 in operation at the present time. The
aggregate annual expense for maintaining these lights
is $9^600 for the arc sy.stem, and $150 for the four 65
candle power lamps.- In order to determine the expense
of the department we should add the cost of maintain-
ing the gas lamp at Central square drinking fountain,
which for the past year was $80.36.
The appropriation for lights this year was $9,850; the
disbursements of the department have been $9,786.61,





Joint Standing Committee on Lights.
Dover, N. H., December 30, 1895.
Annual Report
OF THE
Joint Standing Committee on Streets,
Sewers and Drains.
Gentlemen of the City Councils:
While acknowledging, at the outset, that departure
from custom which will at once be recognized, your
committee undertakes the task of preparing a resume of
the important work accomplished during the year under
the direction of this department, with the belief that it
will not be unwelcome to the gentlemen of the Councils,
nor to the citizens of Dover.
At the close of the municipal year the report of the
Superintendent of Streets has usually covered the
ground sufficiently, in the estimation of former City
Councils; but, as the Superintendent acts by and with
the advice of your committee appointed for the purpose
of carrying into effect the instructions of these honorable
bodies, his report can by no means be an account of the
stewardship of your committee,—or at least but in a
vague wa}^ Hence the determination, on the part of
the street committee of the present year, to render such
an account as will not conflict with that of the Superin-
tendent, which is hereto annexed.
To every one familiar with the usual routine of busi-
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ness coming each month before the two branches of the
municipal government, the fact must be apparent, that
there are more matters referred to the street committee
than to any other department in the Councils. Petitions
from tax-payers for new crossings, sewers, and side-
walks, and for repairs; bills and claims, etc., are con-
stantly pouring in, and must, of course, receive some
recognition. In many cases such matters are referred
to the committee, with power, and the department is
thus left to exercise its own judgment and discretion.
Realizing that these many calls demanded frequent
consultations, the street committee for 1895 determined
to hold regular meetings immediately after the regular
meetings of the Councils, the Superintendent being
requested to be present.
Accordingly at the beginning of the 5'ear the commit-
tee organized, choosing one of its members as secretarj^
and we have taken up, in business order, the matters
referred to us, and have kept a record of the proceedings
of each meeting. We have exacted from the Superin-
tendent a report of his progress in his work at each
meeting, thereby being enabled at all times to keep
informed of the total amount of monej- expended, and
just what had been accomplished by its outlay.
The resources of the year have been:
Highways $18,375 00
Sewers 2 ,400 85
Broadway Brook sewer 4.787 00
Sidewalks 2,500 00
Home street extension i ,025 00
and we trust we are only taking pardonable pride in our
ability, instating that we have in no way exceeded the
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resources at our command, and that the balance, insig-
nificant though it may be, is in the city's favor.
Almost the first moneys called for in this department
was for the payment of bills contracted in 1894. The
exact amount of this unwelcome legacy, was $644.75,
and the liquidation of these claims made a heavy cut in
our appropriation.
As will be seen by reference to the annual reports of
1894, the amount of money expended in work upon high-
ways in the outside districts, was nearly one-half of the
resources then available. In view of this fact, your com-
mittee this j^ear recognized the need of some restriciing
method, whereby these expenses could be materiall)^
lessened to prevent an excess of appropriation.
In the formation of such a plan, the committee took into
consideration the interests of our suburban residents,
who, by an unequal system of taxation, are made to
share the burdens jointly with the citizens of the city
proper for privileges, many of which they are unable to
enjoy. The least that the city can do for its people in
the outskirts is to provide good roads, and such, we
think, is the prevailing sentiment. It is a lamentable
fact, however, that in many cases assistant highwa}'
surveyors have not, in the past, expended the amounts
allotted to their use to the best advantage, and as a re-
sult, heavy bills incurred in one district would prevent,
at times, really needed repairs in another, thus causing
general dissatisfaction.
The cost of making our highwa3^s passable can never
be regulated to a nicety, hence no stipulated sum can be
set aside at the beginning of the year for use in a given
district, simply because the action of the elements can-
not be prevented or forestalled. Snows will drift in, and
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necessitate removal and breaking down, and heavy rain-
storms make bad roads which must be repaired if we are
to have any regard for the public safety. But it has
been apparent to those familiar with the management of
the street department, that frequently assistant survey-
ors, in making improvements such as grading and turn-
piking, have incurred heavy bills, when the actual work
done did not, from a practical point of view, seem to war-
rant the outlay. In these instances, generally, the as-
sistant surve5^ors have acted independently, and not un-
der the direction of the Superintendent of Streets. The
amendment to the ordinances relating to highways,
which was passed early in the year, the object of which
was to place the outlying districts more closel}^ under
the supervision of the Mayor, Committee and Superin-
tendent of Streets, has very materially aided your com-
mittee in their efforts for better results.
We instructed the Superintendent, early in the year,
to notify each of his assistants that before an^^ improve-
ments were made, the advice of the former must be ob-
tained, said advice to be given only after his careful in-
spection of that part of the highway where the outlay
was contemplated. We further instructed the Superin-
tendent to approved no bills incurred in a district unless
the outlay had been authorized. The amount of money
expended in the outside districts is $1,993.66 less than in
1894. We believe this saving is largely due to the in-
auguration of this new plan.
By virtue of the ordinance before mentioned the
assistant surve^^ors are now appointed by the Councils
upon the Superintendent's recommendation, thereby
producing harmony between the Superintendent and his
assistants.
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The committee, by and with the advice of His Honor,
Mayor Foss, carried into effect a cherished plan in the
purchase, for the use of the department, of a new steam
drill. We paid for the machine out of our appropriation,
and results have demonstrated that the drill is an inval-
uable acquisition to the citj-'s property. Having a
modern crushing plant, the city could no longer afford
to be without a drill. By its use the Superintendent has
been enabled to cover with crushed stone large areas of
our streets.
As will be seen in his report, 2560 cart loads of this
material has been spread upon our thoroughfares, a
product far in excess of any previous year. The work
of macadamizing this year has been of a permanent
character, and the maxim of doing well that which is
worth doing, has been carried out.
A practical illustration of modern road building was
given our citizens early in the summer, when Hale street
and a portion of Washington street, were macadamized
with the aid of a steam road roller. The machine needs no
better recommendation than is offered b}^ the roads made
by it. The city would be making a good investment in
the purchase of a roller.
The sewer w^ork accomplished by the committee under
authorization of the Councils during the year, has been
of some magnitude. An appropriation of $3,000 was
made by the Councils for the completion of the Broad-
way Brook culvert, and its construction was left to the
committee to superintend. We therefore advertised for
sealed proposals for doing the work, and gave all per-
sons engaged in the stone business an opportunity to bid
for it. Mr. J. S. Abbott of this city was the lowest bid-
der, his offer for furnishing stone and building the
7^
'culvert, complete, (so far as the $3,000 would allow),
being $7.14 per lineal foot. Mr. Abbott was awarded
the contract and began work late in the summer. An
additional appropriation of $1,750 was necessary to com-
plete the work, $3,000 being an under estimate. We
exceeded the appropriation by $37 (which was provided
for by a transfer from money received from licenses), on
account of necessary w'ork occasioned by the presence of
a bog hole, which was filled up at the city's expense.
Details of minor sewer work will be found in the report
of Superintendent Lucas.
Many of the buildings on lower Washington street
are imperfectly drained, so the owners claim, on account
of the old sewer being inadequate to take care of the
sewage and surface water during a heavy rain fall.
The only remedy for the defect is a new and deeper
sewer from Locust street down Payne to outlet in the
lower Cocheco. Your committee was instructed to have
a surve}^ made of this proposed sewer, and carefulh'
drawn plans and specifications are now in possession of
the city.
The Cit}- Councils ordered a map of a complete S3'stem
of sewerage for the city early in the year, and His
Honor, the Mayor, and the committee on streets, were
instructed to oversee the work. The task involved con-
siderable labor on the part of the engineers who made
the maps now in the city's possession. Scaled drawings,
with grades and distances correctly outlined, .show a
complete system, which will prove valuable in the years
to come. All new sewers should be built to conform to
this general plan. We invite those interested to inspect
these extensive drawings.
Drawings of all sewers built during the year have
10
been made, and are on file at the office of the City
Clerk.
In new work Home street extension has been most
important, and we think the money appropriated for the
work was well spent, as enough was saved to purchase a
new road machine, which is a necessary implement, and
one that will last many years.
Abbott street, so called, laid out by the Aldermen, has
been put in passable condition, although no money was
appropriated to build it. Important improvements have
been made on Payne street, at the point commonly
known as McGuinness's hill, on Mt. Vernon, Forest,
Essex and Watson streets.
It will be apparent to everybody that with the limited
means at a department's disposal—especially such a
branch of city government as that having the care of
streets, sewers and drains,—it is impossible to grant the
petitions of all. While it has been our policy to make
every improvement in our power, and to make such
improvements of a durable nature, we have followed rule
and custom to a certain degree, knowing that the same
are satisfactory- to the citizens in general. However,
there has been no request or petition that has not
received the attention it deserved, and the people have
been met in their natural appeals for better conditions
with all available help from the department. Where
there was no outlay made the petitioners have been
made to understand that the city could not afford to
make the expenditure.
In conclusion we wish to express to Mr. Lucas, the-
Superintendent, our appreciation of his faithful and effi-
cient work; and to His Honor, Mayor Foss, and to Mr.
Quimby, the City Clerk, our acknowledgments for
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To His Honor, the Mayor, and the City Coun-
ciivS OF the City of Dover:
Gentlemen:—-! have the honor to submit the following;
report of the operations of the street department for the
year ending December 27th, 1895.
Before entering upon a general review of the year's
work, I wish to call your attention to the following
financial summar}-:
General highway appropriation. $18,00000
Transferred from appropriation for Home
street extension 1 75 00
Transferred from appropriation for bridges-. 200 00
Making the total highway appropriation $18,375 00
Expended on highways 18,190 64
Leaving an unexpended balance of $18436
For more general information the highway expendi-
tures are classified as follows:
Checks outstanding January 1 , 1895 $101 92
Payrolls, District No. i 10,265 60
Payrolls, outside districts 3,63900
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Steam drill and connections, road machine,
snow plow, sleds, carts, wheels, lad-
ders, flagging stones, paving blocks,
cement pipe, horse shoeing and repairs,
dynamite and miscellaneous hardware... $2,334 23
Surv-eying and expense created b}- special
order of the City Councils 32404
Ha}", grain and bedding 936 18
Veterinary ser\nce, lumber, gravel, gas,water,
paint, coal, oil and miscellaneous sup-
plies 58967
Total expense $18,19064
Appropriation for Home street extension $1,200 00
Transferred to general appropria-
tion $175 00
Paid for awards and construction— 1,023 ^3
$1,19803
Leaving an unexpended balance of $1 97
General appropriation for sewers . $1,50000
Appropriated from sewer entrance fees 50000
Appropriated for Strafford Bank sewer 8793
Received from Strafford Bank on account of
sewer 87 92
Received from sewer entrance fees, in excess 225 00
Making total sewer appropriation and in-
come $2,400 85
Expended for sewer pipe and construction... 2,318 26
Leaving a balance in favor of the department
of $82 59
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The extension of the Broadway brook sewer from
Chapel street to the Boston & Maine Railroad was also
constructed this )^ear, at an expense of $4,787.00, which
was provided for by a special appropriation and the
transfer of money from other sources.
General appropriation for sidewalks $2, 500 00
Paid bills contracted prior to pres-
ent administration $167 10
Paid for brick, edging, concret-
ing, etc. 2,327 85
$2,494 95
Leaving an unexpended balance of $5 05
GENERAL REVIEW.
We began the year's work by breaking out the roads
which had been badly blocked by late snow storms, and
were obliged to employ from twenty-five to thirty men in
addition to the regular force. The road machine was
used for about two weeks in order to level off drifts and
make the highways passable. Additional horses had to
be secured, as the number at our disposal was inadequate
to the demand. On several occasions it was necessary
to run the snow plows all night, and in every instance
the new snow plow demonstrated its utility, and made a
great saving, both in labor and expense. The sidewalks
were sanded nineteen times during the month.
In February the sidewalks were sanded on thirteen
different days, and an average of about thirty men were
employed most of the time during the month in this
work and in breaking roads and sidewalks.
In March we devoted our time to opening gutters.
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sanding the sidewalks, and keeping the streets and side-
walks passable. The last time we were called upon to
use the snow plow was on the 28th of March. The
gutters on every street in the city were opened during
the month, involving quite an expense. While this
work evidences but little of a tangible nature, j-et it is
one of the greatest importance.
On the 4th of March we began to put cinders on the
sidewalks, and continued the work until nearly every
sidewalk in the city had been repaired, either with cin-
ders or gravel, excepting those that were paved or con-
creted. Over one thousand two- horse, and a large
number of one-horse loads, of cinders, were used, also a
large amount of gravel.
In April the work of cleaning the streets was begun,
and more than 250 loads of scrapings were hauled to the
dump by the city teams. All the main thoroughfares in
in the city, excepting those that are macadamized,
have been scraped five times during the year.
CLEANING GUTTERS.
Every gutter in the city was cleaned out during the
summer, necessitating the employment of five or more
men for nearly two months. If the accumulations had
not been removed from the gutters the streets would
have been badly washed out by the rains which, during
the summer and fall, were both heavy and frequent.
The scrapings from the gutters were given away to
those who would haul them away without cost to the
city, and thus considerable expense was saved.
ROAD MACHINE.
The road machine was used with good effect on
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Court, Silver, Hamilton, Belknap, Washington, Fifth,
Maple, George, Park, Hill, Oak, Portland, West Con-
cord, Arch, Essex, Richmond and Lexington streets,
and also on Stark avenue. It was also frequently called
into requisition in the outside districts, where it did
especially good work, saving no little time and expense
NEW WORK.
Home street has been extended this year from a
point near the junction of Hough and Home streets, to
Glenwood avenue, the terminating point being near the
residence of the late George W. Page. Although the
appropriation for this work was only $1,200, we have
succeeded in saving enough, after paying the awards,
cost of construction, fencing, etc., to pay for the new
road machine.
The new highway laid out from Central avenue to
Mount Vernon street was also opened and practically
built this year without any special appropriation.
McGuinness's Hill has been cut down and Payne
street widened at that point, which necessitated the
removal of 150 loads of earth. The surplus earth was
used in grading Watson street. Watson street was
also gravelled, it being necessary to haul the gravel
from Home's hill, as no suitable material could be
secured nearer than that point.
Three hundred and fifty-eight loads of gravel have
been put on Forest and Essex streets. Forest street,
which has alwa}^s been in a bad condition, now compares
favorably with other thoroughfares in the city.
Mount Vernon street has been ver>' materially cut
down, 240 loads of earth having been taken from the
southerlv end of the street to the northerlv end, where it
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was advaiitageoiLsly used in bringing that section to grade.
A new sidewalk was also laid on the same street. The
ledge in front of the Mclntyre estate has been reduced,
and the street gravelled. The ledge in front of the
Brown property has also been removed. The monej^ for
this latter piece of work was provided for by the trans-
fer of $200 from the appropriation for bridges.
Gravel has been put on Park and Maple streets, 296
loads being used; 220 loads of clay and 95 loads of
gravel have been put on Baker's hill.
lycxington street has been cut down and brought to
grade, and Sonnet street and one end of South Pine
street thoroughly gravelled.
CRUSHED STONE.
The crusher was started up on the 14th of April, and
practically continued in operation until December 6th,
when the weather was too severe to secure satisfactor}'
results. Enough crushed stone has been obtained to
macadamize several streets, and whatever has been done
in this line can safely be classed as permanent work, A
street properly made with crushed stone will last many
5''ears, and require little or no expense, either for clean-
ing or repairing. Had this policy been inaugurated
with the completion of the water system, the streets of
our entire city would have been in a far more satisfactory
condition than they are today.
Crushed stone has been distributed as follows:
Washington street 400 loads
Central avenue 600 '
'
Portland street 325 "
Silver street 375 "




Hale street 389 loads
Broadway 75 "
Fifth street 25 "
Payne and River streets 50 "
Patching on cross streets 25 "
Making in all 2
,
560 loads
The new steam drill has been of material assistance
since it has been in operation, and has saved the city
many hundreds of dollars. It makes no less demand
for individual employment, but enables us to get out
much more stone for the monej^ than formerly.
The crusher and steam drill are run at the same time,
thus saving fuel and expense. Had the crusher been
larger, the showing would have been even more satis-
factory' . As can be seen in the financial summary, the
steam drill and new snow plow were purchased from this
year's general appropriations.
EDGING AND SIDEW^ALKS.
While it may be expensive at the outset, yet it must
be admitted that permanent sidewalks of brick or con-
crete are much more economical in the end, and with
this end in view we have, while attending to the varied
demands of the department, encouraged work in this di-
rection.
New edging has been set as follows:
St. John street 75 feet
Sonnet street 100 "
Summer street 1 1 o "
Perl street 120 "
IvCxington street 385 '
'
Washington street 98 feet
Pa,vne street 68 "
Silver street 85 "
Cushing street 50 "
Kirkland street 'xi "
Making in all 1,128 feet
Estimating the edging at 60 cents per foot, the total
cost of this item alone would be $676.80.
Edging has been reset as follows:




West Concord street 75
Waldron street 95
Making in all 675 feet
A large area of old brick sidewalk has been repaired,
and a new walk laid on Central avenue from Hale street
to Kirkland street. This latter work was authorized b}-
the Cit}^ Government, and called for an expenditure
from the general appropriation of about $700. It was a
job of long standing, and it must be conceded that it
w^as one very much needed.
Gutters have been paved with cobble stones as fol-
lows:







Hough street 25 feet
Main street 100 "
Arch street 50 "
Making in all 1,2 15 feet
CROSSINGS AND SIDEWALKS.
New stone crossings have been laid on Locust, Durell,
and Main streets, and old ones relaid on Central avenue,
Portland, Rogers and St. Johns streets. Concrete cross-
ings have been repaired on Cushing, Belknap, Wash-
ington, St. Thomas, Green, Sixth and Third streets,
and the large block of concrete in front of the American
House has also been pvit in good condition.
Driveways have been put in on Central avenue,
Broadway, Grove, Maple, Hough, West Concord, Rich-
mond, Mt. Vernon, Highland, Forest and Watson
streets, and four on Home street extension, making a
total of fifteen.
SEWERS.
Work in the sewer department can be classified as
follows:
Maple street 350 feet
Ceder and North Pine streets 650
Mt. Vernon street 78
Swasey's hill. 358
Nelson street 350
West Concord street 150
Central avenue 1 46
Strafford Bank sewer, so called 78
Making a total of 2, 160 feet
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Two sewer inlets have been put in on Maple street,
six on Central avenue, one on Ivexington street, one on
Arch street, one on Richmond street, two on Park street,
one on Forest street, one on Silver street, one on Wil-
liams street, making a total of sixteen.
MISCEIvLANEOUS.
It has taken about $ioo of our appropriation to cut
down and remove trees during the year.
I would recommend that Central avenue be paved
with block stone paving from Tuttle square to the Bos-
ton & Maine railroad crossing. Owing to so much
travel over this part of the main thoroughfare it is
difficult to keep it in repair. A small piece was paved
last summer as an experiment, with verj^ satisfactory
results. It costs about $4. per square yard for material
and labor.
In addition to the city proper there are twenty- three
outside districts which must be kept in repair. Each of
these outside streets or roads lead into the city, and it is
not only for the convenience but for the material interest
of all concerned, that they be kept in the best condition
possible.
With the small sum of money available each year for
permanent improvements, it is impossible to do a large
amount of macadamizing, but I would earnestly recom-
mend that this work, as begun this year, be continued
in the future.
CONCLUSION.
In conclusion I wish to thank His Honor, the Ma3^or,
and the Committee on Streets, the City Clerk, and also
all members of the Citv Councils, for the uniform kind-
ness they have shown me during the j'ear, and for the
encouragement and assistance they have so cheerfully
rendered me in my official labors. I also wish to record
my appreciation of the faithfulness of the various
employees of the department.
Our relations during the year have been unusually
pleasant, and in the discharge of mj^ official obligations




Dover, N. H., December 31, 1895.
Annual Report
OF THE
Joint Standing Committee on City Park.
Genti^emen of the City Councils:
The municipal department which at the beginning of
the 5xar was placed under our especial care, while
regarded, in the ratio of its appropriation, as one of the
least important among the various divisions, is neverthe-
less subjected to as minute an inspection, and open to as
wide a range of criticism, as many of those for which
thousands of dollars are raised.
While we believe that the public is entitled to the
exercise of the most exacting care and painstaking
management from its chosen representatives, no matter
how trivial or apparently unimportant may seem the
duty assigned them, yet we submit that but little can be
expected in the line of improvment or practical reform,
when the total sum for such work does not exceed $ioo.
Imbued with a determination to keep within the limits
of the sum assigned us, the disbursement of the appro-
priation at our command has been fraught with some
perplexities. Many things really needful to be done
have been deferred, our aim being to prevent deteriora-
tion, and turn over our charge to our successors m as
good a condition as possible.
The disbursements of the department can be classified
as follows:
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For labor cleaning grounds, trimming trees,
removing underbrush, etc. $8050
Carpenter work, hardware, etc. 1089
Total expenditures $91 39





Joint Standing Committee on Cit}' Park.
Dover, N. H., December 31, 1895.
Annual Report
OF THE
Joint Standing Committee on City Farm.
Gentlemen of the City Councils:
The general clamor for an economic administration
of public affairs, which has been heard so frequently dur-
ing the past few years, has awakened the echoes even in
the most remote corner of the Citj^'s broad domain, the
City Farm, and has incited your committee to carefulh'
consider suggested needs before authorizing any demand
upon the public funds.
Considering the sum unexpended in this department
in its ratio to the amount appropriated, we shall return
to the City Treasury about thirty per cent, of the sum
assigned us.. Had we not been obliged to meet obliga-
tions contracted in 1894, the percentage would have
been at least one-third larger.
The appropriation for 1895 was $10000
Paid 1894 bills $1100
H. C. Patterson, lighting i 30
Dover Water Works, water service 3 00
J. F. Murph}', labor 4 75
E. H. Frost, shingling and repairs 50 09
$70 14
Leaving an unexpended balance of $29 86
12
Just why we should be called upon to liquidate light-
ing and water bills, when the sennce is rendered the
Highway department, is a problem, and can only be
justified by precedent. As a matter of fact the various
sources of income which naturally accrue from the farm
are absorbed by the Highway department, our main
province being to keep the buildings and premises in
repair.
We believe that the latitude of the departments
which, under present regulations, jointly exercise






Joint Standing Committee on Cit}' Farm.
Dover, N. H., December 31, 1895.
Annual Report
OF THE
Joint Standing Committee on Lands and
Buildings.
Gentlemen of the City Councils:
There are but few municipal departments where the
nature or extent of the demands upon it are shrouded in
such uncertaint}-, as that which it has been our official
duty to supervise during the past year. There are cer-
tain expenditures which might be quite accurately pre-
determined, but the greater part of the demands upon
this department are purely local in their character, and
must necessaril}'- be left largely to conjecture. The very
nature of these demands compel prompt adjustment, the
question of expense being entirely regulated by the
seriousness of the situation.
Predicating our necessities upon the experiences of
previous years, we early realized that but little latitude
was permitted us in which to inaugurate anj^ special
reforms, however urgent they might appeal to our sense
of fitness.
With a large and costly municipal building, supplied
with all the modern conveniences, in which is an
elegantly equipped opera hall, a commodious public
library, and a well appointed police station, to be main-
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tained in all its original freshness and beauty, the
expenditure of quite a sum of mone}- is imperative.
We submit herewith a summar}^ of the department
expenditures for the year:
—
Bills left unpaid from 1894 $243 95
Hardware, plumbing, and repairs to heating
apparatus 189 24
Electrical work and supplies 1 74 35
Carpenter work, lumber, etc 177 SS'
Repairs to iron stairway on St. Thomas street 50 20
New carpeting and new furniture 5668
Repairs necessitated by defective water pipe-. 49 36
Stand pipe, fire hose and nozzle-... 35 50
Material for, and labor on, lawn 29 75
Miscellaneous articles... 34 07
Repairs other than carpenter work 3283
Gas range for banquet hall.... 3800
$1,1 1 1 24
As can be seen by the foregoing statement, nearly one-
quarter of the entire amount expended in this depart-
ment was occasioned b}- cancelling obligations con-
tracted in 1894, while quite a considerable sum was
devoted to the replacement of exhausted parts for
which no responsibility can be charged, and for improve-
ments demanded in the library rooms.
It is only a question of a short time when the offices
most in use will have to be tinted, as they are beginning
to present a dingy appearance and suggest too marked a
contrast with the painted walls of the corridors and the
remaining parts of the building.
We would respectfull}' call 3'our attention to the
iiecessitv for increased facilities for egress from the
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opera house, and reiterate the need, as communicated in
the report of the joint standing committee on lands and
buildings for 1893, of an asbestos or fire proof curtain
for the proscenium arch, thus minimizing the danger
of fire communicating from the stage to the audience
room.
A separate heating apparatus for the basement would,
we believe, be an economic measure, and one which
would prove especially gratifying to those who are com-
pelled to occupy that part of the building. As it is at
present, the large boiler has to be started up much
earlier in the season, in order to communicate warmth
to this part of the structure, than would otherwise be
necessary.
Several other matters of minor importance might be
suggested, but we have no desire to anticipate the
necessities which may confront the committee of 1896,






Joint Standing Committee on Lands and Buildings.
Dover, N. H., December 31, 1895.
Annual Report
OF THE
Joint Standing Committee on Printing.
Gentlemen of the City Councils:
For several years prior to 1894, the appropriation for
printing and stationery was not less than $1,000, but
after carefully considering the needs of the department
for 1895, we asked for only $800, which has proved
ample for all demands. The printing of the annual re-
ports calls for the expenditure of a large part of this ap-
propriation, and from the balance we are called upon to
supply various municipal needs.
We believe that the taxpayers are entitled to an earlier
opportunit}' than has been given them in former years to
investigate, and make themselves familiar with, the
status of the city, as presented in the various department
bulletins, and respectfully suggest that the annual reports
for 1895 be issued as early in the coming year as possible.
The financial statement of the department is as follows:
Appropriation $800 00
Expended 553 7°





Joint Standing Committee on Printing.
Dover, N. H., December 31, 1895.
Annual Report
OF THE
Joint Standing Committee on Repairs of
School Houses.
Gentlemen of the City Councils:
With nearly a score of school buildmgs, many of which
have been standing for years, demanding attention, the
expenditure of quite a sum of money is imperative in
this department, in order to neutralize the ordinarj^ rav-
ages of time and use, and maintain the premises in a
suitable and satisfactor}- condition. Each demand, how-
ever small, has been carefull}^ weighed, and no expendi-
ture has been authorized or permitted, that was not sus-
tained by a clearly defined need, or which did not ap-
peal to our best judgment.
The department appropriation for 1895 was $2,400.00.
Of this sum $775.00 was set apart for the introduction of
a new S3'stem of heating in the Hale school house, and
about $300.00 additional was called for at the same build-
ing for plumbing and incidential repairs. Add to this
sum the amount paid to the Dover Water Works for
water service at the various school buildings, amount-
ing in the aggregate to over $600.00, at least $100.00 for
new tubing for, and repairs on, the boiler at the High
school building, and $28.25 ^or new school furniture and
furnishings and we JSind a balance of less than $600
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with which to meet the manifold needs of thirty-seven
separate and distinct school rooms, or an average, in
round numbers, of about $16.00 per room. For this
sum we are not only expected to keep the buildings in
repair, but the fences and grounds come in for a certain
share of the annual outlay.
A sum much larger than that at our disposal might
have been judiciously expended in and about the school
buildings, in painting, whitening, concreting, grading,
fence building, etc., but your committee concluded early
in the year, to keep their expenditures within the limits
fixed by the appropriation, and consequently have given
preference to those matters which have seemed most
urgent.
The appropriation was $2,40000
Expenditures 2,141 20
Leaving an unexpended balance of- $258 80
For a detailed statement of the expenditures of the
department we refer you to the published statement of
the receipts and expenditures of the various departments
for the year.
CIvEANING SCHOOL HOUSES.
It is an old adage that "cleanliness is next to Godli-
ness," yet how to maintain a reputation on $200 a year,
was to your committee on cleaning school houses quite
a serious problem. A rigid analysis of the situation was
first had and after a careful mathematical computation
we launched our $200 sanitary venture, and awaited the
result with no little curiosity. The work was done as
well as could be expected, and after paying all claims
we find an unexpended balance of nearly $6. This
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cleansing process is not onh^ applied to tlie school rooms
proper, but it extends to the corridors, recitation rooms,
cellars, outbuildings, etc., representing in the aggregate
quite a considerable area.
We believe that this department should be alx)lished
as a municipal division, and transferred to the jurisdic-
tion of the school board. The rea.son for this must be
obvious. In the first place the scope of the committee is
limited, and we frequently find it impossible to meet the
requirements of the school board, whose interests, in the
the very nature of things, we are bound to respect.
Second, the annual cleaning occurs in the summer vaca-
tion, and the appropriation is practically exhausted at
that time. Should occasion require further work in
this line the committee has no option but to defer it until
the annual cleaning period again returns.










Joint Standing Committee on Repairs of School Houses.




Joint Standing Committee on Bridges.
Gentlemen of the City Councils:
Your joint standing committee on bridges have
attended to their duties as in their judgment seemed
best, and submit the following report.
This department has been usually allowed $i,ooo, but
at the commencement of the A^ear, with a view to econ-
omy and a desire to keep the tax rate down, your com-
mittee decided the department could be run for $800, and
this amount was appropriated.
From the $800 placed at our disposal, $200 was trans-
ferred to the street department to reduce a ledge on Mt.
Vernon street, leaving $600 to work with.
We have repaired and planked Fresh Creek bridge,
repaired to considerable extent the Fourth street bridge,
built a new bridge in district No. 22, repaired the plank-
ing of Central avenue, easterh^ Washington and Sawyer
bridges, besides several small jobs, and have an unex-
pended balance on hand of $98.78. We have been
obliged to expend considerable of our appropriation on
Fresh Creek and Fourth street bridges. The last
named is in fair condition with the river at its usual
height, but with a high rise of water in the spring it is
doubtful if it would stand; and if it should stand, it must
97






Joint Standing Committee on Bridges.




To THE City Councils of the City of Dover:
I submit herewith a report o( the Police department
for the year ending Dec. 31, 1895.
The Poh'ce force consists of the following officers,
viz:
Marshal—James Fogerty.
Assistant Marshal—Thomas W. Wilkinson.
Day Police—Charles E. Stevens, Edward S. Young.
Night Police—Thomas Fody, William Tibbetts, Wil-
liam A. Brownell, Walter S. Sterling, John Cornell.
Thomas Marcotte served a portion of the year, having
resigned Dec. 8, and Edward S. Young was elected to
take his place.
The number of arrests for the year has been 548, of
which number 506 have been males and 42 females.
These arrests have been for the following causes,
viz:
Drunkenness 315







Keeping saloons open on Sunday 7
Breaking and entering *. 7








Keeping open after ten 2
False pretences 2





Escaped from Boston Institute
Keeping unlicensed dog









These arrests were disposed of as follows, viz:
Paid fine and costs 218
Discharged without trial 107
lOO
Committed to jail 44
Discharged 40
Committed to house of correction 33
Sentence suspended on taking the pledge 25
Disclosed and discharged 20
lyaid on file during good behavior 16
Sentence suspended on leaving city 12
Delivered to out of town officers 8
Complaint laid on file 7
Appealed 5
Bound over to Supreme Court 4
Continued without date 3
Nolle prossed 2
Sent to insane asylum— 2
Married 2
Total • 548
The number of lodgers at the police station haS been
1,072.
Property lost and stolen to the value of $540 has been
recovered and returned to owners.
The doors of 72 stores have been found open by the
night officers and the owners notified.
Number complaints investigated when circumstances
did not warrant arrest, 182.
RECEIPTS.
I have collected from costs and fines, $3,328.43; of this
sum, I have paid $479.45 for complaints and warrants,
witnesses, carting, etc., and the balance, $2,849.38, I
have paid into the city treasury.
A detailed statement of the above amounts has been
submitted to the Councils at every monthly meeting.
lOI
In addition to the above sum, the Clerk of the Police
Court has collected and paid to the City Treasurer the
sum of $81.91, making the aggregate net income, $2,-
931.29.
I wish to thank the officers for their zeal and faithful
service during the past year. The efficiency of this de-
partment has been rendered more effectual by reason of
the entire absence of petty jealousies between the offi-
cers, there having prevailed during the year the utmost
harmon}^ and good will among them.
I wish to extend to the Mayor, the Judge of the Police
Court, City Solicitor, and City Councils and all municipal
officers, my sincere thanks for their kind and courteous






Clerk of the Police Court,
Gentlemen of the City Councils:
I herewith submit my report as Clerk of the Police
Court for the year ending Dec. 31, 1895.
There has been entered on the police court civil
docket forty-four cases. On the police court criminal
docket there has been entered four hundred and sixteen




Brawl and tumult! i
Breaking and entering 6
Bringing pauper into cit}^ i






Keeping open after 10 p. m. 2
Keeping open on Sunday 9
Keeping unlicensed dog i
Keeping disorderly house i
lyarceny 18
103
Malicious injury to propert}' 7
Malicious interference i
Obtaining goods under false pretenses i
Obtaining money under false pretenses i
Selling liquor without license 2
Truancy 3
Violation of liquor law 75
Unlawful discharge of firearms i
Rape I
416
These complaints have been disposed of as follows:
Appealed 3
Bound over 12
Continued without date 3
Committed to county jail 39
Committed to house of correction 27
Discharged 37
Discharged on promise to attend school 3
Disclosed and discharged 19
Laid on file 3
Paid fine and costs 214
Discharged on promise to leave cit}- 16
Sentence suspended on taking pledge 21
Sentence suspended during good behavior.... 16
Sentence suspended on promise to go out of
business 3
416
There has been collected in fees eighty-one dollars
14
I04




Clerk of Police Court.




To THE City Councils:
Gentlemen—I have the honor to submit my report as
Solicitor for the year 1895.
The following actions are now pending against the
city:
BETSEY J. GALE VS. CITY OP DOVER.
This is a suit to recover damages for injur}' to a horse
on account of an alleged defective highway; the case is
in the supreme court on a question of law.
MASONIC BUILDING ASSOCIATION VS. CITY OP DOVER.
This is a petition for an abatement of a tax claimed
by the plaintiff to be excessive.
CHARLES A. PAXON VS. CITY OP DOVER.
A suit to recover for the price of a horse.
The following suits have been entered" neither part}-"
during the year:
Nellie Davis vs. City of Dover.
R. DeWitt Burnham vs. City of Dover.




Dover, N. H., December 31, 1895.
REPORT
OF THE
OVERSEER OF THE POOR.
Gentlemen op the City Councils:
I hereby submit the following report as Overseer of
the Poor of the City of Dover from Jan. i, 1895, to
March 25, 1895:
EXPENDITURES.
Support of soldiers and their families $490 64
Support of paupers and their families 158 99
Transient 3 80
Removing paupers to the farm 4 00
Railroad fares 4 85
Salary of Overseer 25 00
$687 28
RECEIPTS.
June 20, Received of City Treasurer $687 28
Respectfully submitted,
George W. Gray,
Overseer of the Poor.
Auditors' Report.
Overseer of the Poor's Accounts.
Dover, N. H., May 29, 1895.
We, the undersigned. Joint Standing Committee on
Finance, of the Cit}- of Dover, having audited, exam-
ined and investigated the accounts and vouchers of
George W. Gray, Overseer of the Poor of the City of
Dover, from Dec. 28, 1894, to March 25, 1895, find all
correct, with a just balance due said Gray of six hun-





Joint Standing Committee on Finance.
REPORT
OF THE
OVERSEER OF THE POOR.
Gentlemen of the City Councils:
I hereby submit the following report as Overseer of
the Poor of the City of Dover for the year ending Dec.
31. 1895:
EXPENDITURES.
Support of soldiers and their families $1, 202 8
1
Support of paupers and their families 469 77
County of Strafford, for support of paupers at
the farm 7000
Salary of Overseer 100 00
$1,84258
RECEIPTS.
July 5, Received of City Treasurer $50000




Overseer of the Poor.
Auditors' Report.
Overseer of the Poor's Accounts.
Dover, N. H., Dec. 26, 1895.
We, the undersigned, Joint Standing Committee on
Finance, of the Citj^ of Dover, having audited, exam-
ined and investigated the books, accounts and vouchers
of John W. Merrow, Overseer of the Poor of the city,
find all correct, with a just balance due said Merrow of




Joint Standing Committee on Finance.
Annual Report
OF
THE BOARD OF HEALTH.
Gentlemen of the City Councils:
For information as to what has been accomplished by
the Health department for 1895, and the recommenda-
tions for 1896, you are most respectfully referred to the
report of the Executive officer.
Respectfully submitted,
Chas. a. Fairbanks, (ex-officio.)
James Fogerty, (ex-officio.)
C. M. Jones, Executive Officer,
Board of Health.
Dover, N. H., December 31, 1895,
Annual Report
OF THE
Executive Officer, Board of Health.
Gentlemen of the City Councils:
In accordance with the requirements of the City Ordi-













HOUSE TO HOUSE INSPECTION.
Tlie house to house inspection was commenced the
prescribed time in the spring, and all the vaults, yards,
alleys, cellars and out-buildings were examined.
We consider the general sanitary condition of the city
as better than ever before, yet enough bad places are
annually found to prove that eternal vigilance is the
price of public safety. The fact that visitations from
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the inspector are anticipated, acts as a spur upon many
people to keep their premises in good sanitary condition.
NUISANCES.
The following table presents the work of the Execu-
tive Officer during the year:
STATISTICAL.
Sink spouts found out of order 23
Cesspools found out of order 15




Public sewers obstructed 31
Water closets obstructed 4
Waste pipes obstructed 11
Private drains obstructed 23
Filthy hogpens 5
Waste pipes not trapped 18
Wet cellars 7
New vaults ordered 9
Hens in cellar 4
Leaky sink pipes in cellar 14







Horses infected with glanders and farcy 4
Horses, old age and sickness 6
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CONTAGIOUS SICKNESS.
Cases of contagious diseases as reported by the physi-






In regard to diphtheria cases investigation demonstra-
ted that in three cases, infection was imported from a
neighboring town. The origin of the typhoid cases
was, in most cases, plainly traceable to contaminated
water. Out of twelve samples of water analyzed, eight
proved very bad, and in each case the evil has been
remedied. In five of the scarlet fever cases the germ
was transmitted from out of town parties.
The citizens are under renewed obligation to Prof.
Morse of the Agricultural College for his kindness in
anah'zing the various samples of water submitted, there-
b}' conferring a great favor on the public at large.
SEWERS.
I am pleased to record the fact that the cit}' has con-
structed sewers on North Pine, Cedar, Nelson, and
other streets, and from the B. & M. R. R. to Chapel
street. The last named is an honor and a credit to the
city. We are gradually getting these contaminated
streams covered in, thereby abating nuisances which are a
menace to the public health. We still have two that
are very bad; the David ly. Drew brook and the Broad-
way brook north of Ham street. I would recommend
that sewers be constructed on Baker street so as to
relieve the sewerage from the latter brook. There are
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twenty houses in that locaHty that are liable to entrance
fees.
DUMPS,
As in years past we have tried to keep the dumps in
as good order as possible. As a rule, people will abuse
a privilege given them and dump objectionable matter to
other people's discomfiture. We have a good dumping
ground on the north side of Chapel street. Dump noth-
ing objectionable here and you have a dumping ground
for years to come.
PLUMBING.
We respectfully call the attention of your honored
body to the necessity of legislation in regard to plumb-
ing. We deem it necessary to public health that laws
be enacted relating thereto,
INSPECTION OF MILK.
Realizing that infectious diseases are ofttimes trans-
mitted through contaminated milk caused, by impure
water being furnished the stock, we respectfully call the
attention of the City Councils to the importance of hav-
ing a milk inspector appointed.
WORK OF HEALTH WAGON.
The call for the service of the health wagon is on the
increase and it is a problem, hard to solve, what we
shall do under existing circumstances. We are con-
vinced that the general public appreciate the labor per-
formed by this branch. It is our opinion, as in the past,
that the better the service, the freer we shall be from
sickness. Perhaps it may be deemed advisable by your
honorable body to limit the collections to only such gar-
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bage as would be detrimental to the public health. If
so, the expense could be materially reduced.
APPROPRIATIONS.
There is one expense that this department is liable to
under humane law, and that is, the sustenance furn-
ished indigent families while in quarantine. This
expense aggregates about $75 annually. In years past
this expense was met by the Overseer of the Poor.
Three j^ears ago when a special appropriation was made
for the Health department we concluded that it was
hardly just to put one on the pauper list for circum-
stances over which he had no control, and consequently








To THE City Councii^s of the City of Dover:
I have the honor to submit the following report for
the year 1895:
I have vaccinated during the year two hundred and
fifty pupils of the public and private schools and have
made forty-six visits to indigent persons.
Consultations have also been frequently held with the
members of the Board of Health.
Respectfully submitted,
Chas. a. Fairbanks, M. D.,
City Physician.
Dover, N. H., Dec, 31, 1895.
Annual Report
OF THE
Joint Standing Committee on Cemeteries.
Gentlemen of the City Councils:
There is but little for us to submit, as the Legislative
enactment creating the Board of Cemetery Trustees,
approved March 13, 1895, converted to that body all the
powers and responsibilites originally vested in the joint
standing committee on cemeteries and practically termi-
nated our period of usefulness.
On the 4th of April, by vote of the Councils, your
committee, with the Solicitor added, was instructed to
inquire as to the city's position in regard to our public
cemeteries and the appropriation made for their main-
tenance. At the following regular monthly meeting the
findings of the committee were submitted, relating in
substance that "the Trustees will take charge of and
expend the appropriation for cemeteries made this year,
and there is nothing left for the City Councils to do
other than to make the appropriations."
During our term we expended $120.75, turning over





Joint Standing Committee on Cemeteries.
Dover, N. H., December 31, 1895.
Dover, N. H., Dec. 31,1895.
To THE City Councils of the City of Dover:
Gentlemen—By vote of the Board of Trustees of Pine
Hill Cemetery, I have the honor to communicate to you
the first annual report of said Board, to the City,




STATE OF NEW HAHPSHIRE.
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand
Eight Hundred and Ninety=Five.
AN ACT to elect Trustees for the Pine Hill Cemeter\-
in Dover, with power to purchase and secure addi-
tional land for said Cemetery:
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-
tives in General Court convened:
Sec. I. The control and management of the public
cemeteries in the city of Dover, shall be vested in a
board of six trustees, of which the Mayor shall be a
member ex-officio. The first five Trustees shall be
William S. Stevens, Hiram F. Snow, Charles H. Saw-
yer, Elisha R. Brown, Henr}- Law% who shall hold their
offices for one, two, three, four and five years respec-
tively, in the order named. Whenever a vacancy
occurs by the expiration of any of their terms, or the
term of an}^ Trustee hereafter to be elected, it shall be
filled by the joint ballot of the said Board of Trustees
and the Board of Aldermen in convention. Any vacan-
cy from any other cause shall be filled in the same man-
ner, onl}^ for the unexpired term.
Sec. 2. The Board of Trustees shall receive, hold
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and expend the appropriations made bj'^ the city for its
public cemeteries, and shall appoint a Superintendent
and make all ordinances and regulations governing the
cemeteries. They shall also receive, hold and expend
the funds that arise from the sale of any cemetery lots,
and the income of money given, bequeathed, or devised
to the city or any public cemetery for the beautifying
and improvement of the same or such one as may be
designated. Said Trustees shall serve without pay.
They shall enlarge any public cemeter}' whenever they
deem it wise or necessary, and for that purpose they
may from time to time, take, purchase and hold other
real estate for the city.
Sec. 3. If the said Board of Trustees are unable to
make purchase of any land they may deem necessary to
make additions to, or enlargement of their public ceme-
teries at a price which the}' think reasonable, the}" may
apply to the County Commissioners for the County of
Strafford to assess damages on the land taken by them
therefor, and said Commissioners after notice to the par-
ties and hearing, shall assess the value of said land so
taken and award damages therefor, which assessment
shall be in writing, and filed in the office of the City
Clerk for said cit3% as soon as may be after the same is
completed, and upon payment or tender to the party
whose land is so taken, the right of said Board of Trus-
tees to the same shall become vested and complete; but
said party shall have the same right of appeal from said
award to the Supreme Court as exists in the case of
land taken for highways by action of said Commission-
ers.
Sec. 4. The Trustees may receive from the owners
of lots a deed of trust which may be so written as to for
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ever prevent aii}'^ sale or exchange of said lot, by any
heir-at-law, or any other person.
Sec. 5. Whenever any enlargement of an existing
cemetery shall be made under the provisions of this act,
in case a public street intervenes between such cemeter}-,
or enlargement, and any dwelling-house, store or other
place of business, said enlargement may be laid out to a
point distant not less than six rods from said highwa}-,
and such part of Section 2 of Chapter 51 of the Public
Statutes as conflicts with this provision is hereby
repealed.
Sec. 6. This act shall take effect upon its passage.
Stephen S. Jewett,
Speaker of the House of Representatives.
Frank W. Roleins,
President of the Senate.
Approved March 13, 1895.
Charles A. Busiee,
Governor.
STATE OF NEW HAflPSHIRE.
Office of Secretary of State.
I certify that the foregoing is a true copy of an origi-
nal act entitled, "An act to elect trustees for the Pine
Hill Cemetery in Dover, with power to purchase and
secure additional land for said Cemetery," approved
March 13, 1895, as engrossed in this office.
In testimony whereof I hereunto subscribe
my official signature and affix the seal of






Pine Hill Cemetery, Dover, N. H.
1895-
Name. Term Expires.
William S. Stevens March, 1896
Hiram F. Snow " 1897
Charles.H. Sawyer " 1898
Elisha R. Brown " 1899
Henry Law " 1900








Board of Trustees of Pine Hill Cemetery.
Gentlemen of the City Councils:
On the 29th day of March, 1 731, at a public town
meeting legall}- holden in Dover, the following vote was
passed and duly entered upon the records of the town:
"Voted, That there be one acre & an half of Land
Granted for the use of the Town for ever, for a publick
Burying-place, To be Laid out by ye Select men near
ye Meeting-house on pine-Hill at Cochecha."
Ample as this provision may have seemed a centur}^
and a half ago, the intervening 5'ears, freighted with their
accumulated evidence of mortal frailty, have rendered
numerous additions necessary, until the original bounds
of that early "burying-place" have been lost in the
shadowy memories of the past.
In the selection of a spot where the ashes of their dead
might rest in quietude and peace, the wisdom of those
hardy yeomen, whose practicability and ever conscious
regard for eternal laws seems interwoven in all their pub-
lic deliberations, cannot be controverted or impugned.
No fairer spot within the boundary of our good old town
could have been chosen, where the loved forms of those
once instinct with life and hope, might with reverent
tenderness be left to calm repose.
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It is certainly to be regretted that no authentic record
can be found from which we might glean the data for a
connected and comprehensive sketch of Pine Hill Ceme-
tery, wherein might be shown by a series of maps and
plates, the exact location of the original grant, with the
date and extent of its numerous additions. As the
fleeting years pass by the loss of those earlier records is
more keenly felt as we realize how hopeless grows the
task of ever untangling the dim and shadow}^ memories
which grow fainter and fainter with each succeeding
decade.
The policy of those to whom the management of the
original grant was entrusted is, and probably will ever
remain, largely a matter of conjecture. Whether the
land was parcelled out by the selectmen as occasion
required, or whether pre-emption fixed the title to
individual possessions, does not appear. Careful re-
search has practically forced the conclusion that but little
supervisory care was bestowed upon this public bequest
in the earlier years, other than to protect it from profana-
tion and vandalism.
Since the incorporation of Dover as a city in 1855,
however, the record is much more clear and concise, yet
in some essential particulars ev-en this record is incom-
plete and faulty. While the sj^stem of accountability,
so far as the receipts and disbursements of the depart-
ment are concerned, has been rigidly adhered to, no ef-
fort has been made to maintain a complete and accurate
record of lot owners, or even to fix the location or date
of interments. One can hardly estimate the inconven-
ience and annoyance to which this lack of record gives
rise.
The first city government of Dover assembled on
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the 25th day of March, 1856, for organization, and at an
adjournment of that meeting holden on the ist day of
April, the first joint standing committee on burying
grounds was appointed. To this committee was in-
trusted the general supervision and management of all
public cemeteries within the city limits. It was not un-
til the 14th of January, 1864, that an ordinance in rela-
tion to cemeteries was passed, and this ordinance, with
a few minor changes, has continued in force down to the
present time.
We present herewith a complete list of the various
joint standing committees appointed by the City Councils,
from 1856 to 1895, both inclusive, with total receipts and


























































































Oliver Libbey, Reuben Twombly
Uenj. Wiggin', Andrew T. Roberts
lienj. Wiggin, Andrew T. Roberts
Ralph Hough, Morris I). Palmer
Morris D. Palme, Jos. AV. Wingate
Wm. H. Hanson, Gerry R. Gage
Israel Hanson, Ralph Littledeld
Ralpli Littlerteld, Geo. W. Gray
Ambrose Brown, Ira W. Nute
Wm. B. FosB, Geo. W. Gray
Wm. B. Foss, Lorina: Challies
AlvahMoulton, AVilliam Ham
William Ham, Benj. F. Rackley
B. F. Rackley, Thos. B. Garland
.Jolin C. Varney, Wm. IT. Trickey
.lolin C. Varney, Wm. H. Trickey
Daniel Little field, .John .7. Hanson
Daniel Littlelield, Aluert W.Cotion
A. H. Littletield, Gilmau D. Towle
A. H. Littletield, Wm. F. O'Neil
Wm. F. O'Neil, David Howi-roft
James W. Home. Thos. C. Hovey
Eben C. Berry, Hiram F. Gerrish
TimothyH. Hussey, Patrick Rossiter
Patrick Rossiter, Samuel Pray
Samupl Pray, John Haughey
Sumner W. Ilatcli, John Haughey
John H. Ingrah im, C. .Malione.v
.John H. Ingraham, .las. McCooey
Jas. F. Whlteliead, Owen Durnin
Edwin S.Tash,Andrew McDonough
Edwin S. Tash, J. A. Flannigan
.7. A. Flannigan, N. C. Wentworth
Chas. E. Burnliam, Wm. H. Tarr
(jhas. E. Burnham, AValter D. Foss
.John A. (ioodwiu, (jeo. E. Smart
.7ohn \. (joodwin. Fred E. Quimby
FredE. ()uimby, .7ohn W. Welch
Chas. A. Leatli'ers. A. T. Ramsdel















































































*Succeeded by Board of Cemetery Trustees.
Under the old town system the entire management of
pubhc affairs was vested in a board of three .selectmen.
Their compensation was hardl}' commensurate with the
manifold duties which necessarily claimed their atten-
tion, and but little opportunity was- offered to broaden
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and develop any particular theory vmless the project
was sustained by a conspicuous if not altogether impera-
tive public demand. Althovigh a new regime was in-
augurated with the change in government, it required no
little time to revolutionize the customs and prejudices
which had grown with the growth of more than two
centuries.
The joint standing committee on burying grounds
appointed by the first City Councils, made no innovations
on the olden customs, their only expenditure being the
purchase of a small tract of land from William Wood-
man, the consideration being $300.00. In 1857 another
addition was made, Geo. W. Allen and Messrs. E. & L.
Watson receiving $500.00 and $139.00 respectively, for
their concessions. In 1862-3, when the dark cloud of
war hung heavy o'er the Nation, steps were taken to
still further increase the cemetery area, and another
encroachment was made on the domains of G. W. Allen
and the Messrs. Watson. The city paid $2,474.00 to
the former, and $1,031.25 to the latter, for land taken
at this time. No further additions wei'e made until
1868, when Israel Hanson sold a tract to the city for
$900.00 and G. W. Allen parted with another portion of
his estate for $112.00. Daniel Osborn, by deed dated
June 24, 1870, conveyed the land west of Avenue F.,
between Main and North avenues, to Charles W. Saw-
yer Post, No. 17, G. A. R., for burial purposes. Six-
teen years later this tract was surrendered to the city,
the authority and consideration being expressed in the
following resolution which passed the City Councils
June 3, 1886:
"Resolved, etc., That the joint standing connnittee on
cemetery of the cit}- of Dover are hereby authorized to
take for and in the name of the city, a deed of the
Grand Army cemetery, from the Trustees of Sawyer
Post,G. A. R.,No. 17, at a consideration of one dollar."
In 1892 but few lots suitable for burial purposes
remained of these various additions, and the purchase
of more land was a necessity. Negotiations were
entered into with John Brown and Patrick Cragin, and
that part of Pine Hill Cemetery immediately west of the
Court street entrance was secured, Mr. Brown receiv-
ing $570.00 and Mr. Cragin $630.00.
The foregoing table can be summarized as follows:
Total expenditures since 1856 $34,94059
Income 19,302 75
Net outlay $15,637 84
Whatever of criticism may appear in these pages is
directed, not to the individual or official representative
of the City Councils, but to an imperfect and irresponsi-
ble system the errors of which they did their best to
minimize.
The joint standing committee on cemeteries for 1894,
in their closing report to the City Councils, sounded the
keynote to the situation in the following concise and
expressive language:
"Experience has incontrovertibly demonstrated that
the present system of local cemetery management is far
from being productive of the best results. Under exist-
ing laws a new board of officers assume control with the
advent of the year. The partially developed plans and
theories of the retiring board give way for the expansion
of new ideas, and those in turn are supplanted by other
views. The only way to. remedy the evil is to extend
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the term of service, a theory which can probably best be
developed by placing the grounds in the hands of a com-
mission or board of trustees."
The justice of this conclusion must appeal to all.
Although no inconsiderable time, money and individ-
ual care has been bestowed upon Pine Hill Cemetery by
the successive committees of the City Councils, yet the
absence of a well defined and permanent policy has
proven a very serious obstacle to progressive and
economical development.
In speaking of the fallacy and incompleteness of the
old system, the joint standing committee of 1893, said:
"This continual change cannot be productive of the
best results, and the interest centered in Pine Hill Cem-
etery, that hallowed spot where rests the bones of hun-
dreds to memory dear, demands that the premises be
not only maintained in good condition, but that each
year shall add to the beautification and adornment of
the grounds."
The frequent iteration of this theory, coming as it did
from gentlemen whose practical experience entitled
them to full credence, finall}'' culminated in the lyegisla-
tive enactment which created a Board of Trustees for
Pine Hill Cemetery. This act was approved by His
Excellency, Governor Charles A. Busiel, on the 13th
day of March, 1895.
Under and by virtue of this creative act, the Trustees
therein named, Willliam vS. Stevens, Hiram F. Snow,
Charles H. Sawyer, Elisha R. Brown, and Henry Law,
met, with His Honor, Mayor Alonzo M. Foss, ex-officio
member of the Board, at the Mayor's office, city build-
ing, on the nth day of April, and effected a partial
organization by choosing Hon. A. M. Foss, President,
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Henry Law, Secretary pro tempore, and B. Frank
Nealley, Treasurer. An adjournment was then taken
to the 15th of April, at the parlors of the Strafford
National bank, on which date the organization of the
Board was perfected by choosing Fred E. nimby per-
manent Secretary.
No definite policy was outlined at this time, the
Trustees concluding to await the result of inquiries
inaugurated by vote of the City Councils relative to the
scope and powers of the new management, and its rela-
tion to the joint standing committee on cemeteries
elected by the City Councils at the beginning of the
3^ear. This investigation resulted in the renouncement,
on the part of the city, of all supervisory control of the
public cemeteries within the cit}^ limits, and the transfer
of all such cemeteries and all financial interests therewith
connected, to the Board of Cemetery Trustees.
As soon as this decision was formalh' reached and
communicated to the Board, a meeting of the Trustees
was called to discuss theories and develop plans. At
this time Mr. Frank P. Coleman was elected Superin-
tendent of Burials, and a committee was appointed to
draw up and submit a code of laws.
Considerable time was consumed in correspondence,
consultation and comparison, before the rules and regu-
lations of the Board were finally adopted. On the 23d
of September the report of the committee on laws was
accepted, and 500 copies of the same were ordered
printed.
The adoption of a defined and permanent policy, one
sufficiently comprehensive to bear with equal burden
upon all, necessitated serious consideration and careful
study. Each feature has been thoroughly canva.ssed
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and rigidh' examined, and it is the conviction of the
Board that while the scope of the department may be
broadened as time moves onward, yet the underlying
purpose of the original board will remain as the basis
for the more elaborate superstructure of the future.
While no little time has been devoted to the creation
of a definite plan of action, necessary work on the
premises under our control has not been neglected.
The grounds have been maintained in good condition,
and steps taken which must ultimatel}' result in their
beautification and general improvement.
Especial attention has been bestowed upon those lots
placed under perpetual care, and the income of each
separate fund judiciously expended.
For general information we append a complete list of
all funds now held in trust by the cit}' for Pine Hill
Cemetery:
No. D., Ave. B., deposited b}- Sarah E. Page,
Ex'x, in name of Anna E.Williams $ioo oo
No. — , Ave. B., deposited b}' Adeline D.
Walker, being the John Waldron lot 50 00
No. — , J. H. York 50 00
No. 2, Mrs. Timothy Emerson 5000
No. 10, John Weed, deposited by Betsey
Weed 50 00
Nos. 34 and 36, Ave. E., Irene Cheney, de-
posited by Ephraim Jenkins 300 00
No. 56, deposited by James Thurston, Ex'r,
in name of Amanda M. Jackson 100 00
No. 59, Ave. I., deposited by Matilda J.
Rackley, in name of Elizabeth J. Frye 50 00
No. 72, G. A. R. land, Isaac G. Felker 100 00
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No. 75, G. A. R. land, deposited by Thomas
J. Ham, in name of Sarah M. Ham
No. 96, Ave. J., O. S. Sanders, M. D.
No. loi, Ave. K., Emma D. Flagg
Nos. 107, 108, 109, no, WilHam S. Stevens,
Jeremiah Home and Cyrus Bangs
No. 142, Ave. A., deposited by Esther Ban-
field in name of Joshua Banfield
Nos. 214 and 216, deposited by Emily Col-
bath, in name of Martha Guppy and King
Colbath
No. 235, Stephen J. Harden
No. 275, deposited by Annie M. Neal, in
name of Rev. J. S. Neal
Nos. 276 and 278, George L. Shepley, Ex'r..
No. 304, deposited by Thomas Spurlin,
Ex'r, in name of Joseph Young
No. 376, Elizabeth R. Smith and Edwin O.
Hills
No. 459, Elizabeth Foye
No. 503, deposited by W. F. Bodfish and
others, Ex'rs of. estate of Maria T. Rich
No. 574, deposited by Ephraim Jenkins, Ex'r
of estate of Joseph Towle 50 00
Nos. 650, 651, 652,653, deposited by Martha
A. Kelley, Ex'x, in name of Martha C.
Pendexter 100 00
No. 657, deposited by Sarah N. Drew, in
name of John H. Gilman 50 00
No. 738, deposited by Charles Whitney, Ex'r
of estate of Abigail Place 75 00
No. 867, Abby V. Ricker 5000
Nos. 121 6, 1217, 1218, 121 9, deposited by
*50
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Richard A. Waldron, Adnir. of estate of
Martin, Juliet A., and Mary Waldron $10000
Tredick fund 5,000 00
Cit}' of Portsmouth, four per cent, bonds,
Nos. 102, 103, 104, 132 and 133, matur-
ing January I, 1907.
Nos. 145, 146, 147 and 148, deposited by
Joseph Hatch, Ex'r of estate of Mrs. A.
K . McAlli.ster 500 00
Nos. no and 112, deposited b}^ Mrs. Mary L,.
Cross, in name of G. P. Folsom and M. ly.
Cross 100 00
No. 122, deposited b)' vSamuel F. Hurd,
Ex'r of the estate of Mrs. Abra C. Caverl}- 200 00
FINANCIAL STATEMENT.
RESOURCES.
Appropriation $1, 600 00
Tredick fund income 20000
$1,800 00
EXPENDITURES.
Frank P. Coleman, Supt. of Burials $382 00
Frank P. Coleman, horse 118 50
Frank P. Coleman, trees and boxes 6 55




























Dow's Nursery, trees •••
Highland Nursery Co., shrubs, etc
Susan Littlefield, tomb
C. L/. Howe, plants
C. A. Davis, "
Dover Water Works, water
Star Stamp Co., seal •
W..L. Babb, loam
J. H. Seavey, hardware
Mrs. A. Twombly, trees
D. Foss & Son, hot house sash
C. H. Horton, binding
E. B. Lane, supplies
Star Publishing Co., printing
Scales & Quimby, "




Expended by Joint Standing Committee of
City Councils ^120 75
Total expenditures* $1, 735 33
Income of Department from sale of lots and
rent of tomb 5^551000
HrJi?,P.''H*x'''**




To THE Board of Trustees of Pine Hiel Cemetery:
Gentlemen—I have the honor to submit herewith mj'
first annual report, under the new regime, of the work
acconiplished b}^, and demands made upon, the depart-
ment, together with a list of all interments during the
year, giving in each case the date of death, and particu-
lar place of burial of deceased.
In addition to the general work necessary to keep the
premises in order, quite a variety of trees and shrubs
have been purchased and set out, especial reference
having been paid to permanent adornment and the
harmonious blending of shades. The varieties ma}' be
classified as follows: Seventy-seven maple trees, sixty-
three arbor vitae trees, twent}^ spruce trees, twenty rose
bushes and two rose trees.
Under your direction steps have been taken to reduce
the grade of that part of the ground immediately south
of the main entrance, a work which was interrupted bj^
the advent of cold weather. The earth removed has
been conveyed to the northerly part of the cemetery and
used to reclaim ground heretofore unsalable. By this
arrangement nineteen new lots have been made avail-
able, from the sale of which the Trustees will ultimately
be reimbursed for all expense incident to the enterprise.
The income of all trust funds has been judiciously
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expended, the various lots designated in the several
trusts having been objects of especial care.
Thirteen new monuments have been erected during the
5^ear, and an increased interest in the care of lots has
been manifest.
Three new stand pipes have been added, which has
not onh' contributed greath" to the convenience of lot
owners but has stimulated an interest in floral work, a
feature which heretofore has been neglected in certain
quarters owing to an insufficient water supply.
For details as to the expenditures upon lots placed
under perpetual care, as w^ell as a general analysis of
the receipts and disbursements of the department for the
5'ear, you are respectfully referred to the report of the
Treasurer of the Board.
The number of interments during the j-ear ending
December 31, 1895, was 135, ten less than in 1894. For







































Samuel H. Green . . .
Upliani child
Annie E. Foye ....
•J. A. Wiggin
Chas. W. Smith . . .
Carruth child ....
Isaac F. Abbott . . . .
Eleazer Davis ....
Benj. S. Butler . . . .
Alice J. Brierley . . .
Pemelia A. Grant . . .
Martha J. Churchill . .
Chas. A. Nolicini . . .
Abbie P. Nealley . .
Geo. L. Crofrs . . .
Margery H. Owen . .
Mary E. Trickey . . .
Geo. F. Kay
Eunice French ....
Lizzie L. Call ....
Carrie L. Freeman . .
Abbie K. McAllister .
Martha H. Nason . . .
Thaddeus P. Cressey
-Juliette Reynolds . .
Albert R. Nason . . . ,
Leander S. Huntress
Samuel Stevens . . .
Mary Smith
Elsie Trefethen . . .
Pnidence Thompson ,
Eliza A. Varney . . .
W. T. Smith
Hannah Webster . .
Mattie Balier . . . . ,
Sarah M. Watson . .
Edward Cranshaw .
Lena J. Atherton . . ,
Hannah H. Webster .
Edna E. Driscoll . . .
Elizabeth Ogden . . .
Abra C. Caverly . . .
Edwin S. Tash ....
Vienna Wendell . . .
liucinda Cook ....
Forrest L. Nudd . . .
Eliza Dunn
Henry J. .Jackson . .
Chas. J. Brown . . .
Chas. Clark
Elizabeth H. .Jacques
Susan H. Burley . . .
Lafayette Colbath . .
Dorothy E. Staples .
Abbie M. Bickford .
William Hooper . . .
Albert W. Cotton . .
Wallace G. Spinney .
Mary E. Twombly . .
Edward Sampson . .
Lot.
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Desda M. (Jtis . . .
Sarali A. Jenkins .
William C. Pidgin .
Josephine B. Wood
Ellen H. Home . .
John Howart . . .
Harriet S. Dodge . ,
Margaret Hardy . .
Chas. A. Kingsbury
Pamelia A. Chase .
Nettie L. Stanton . .
Geo. W. Colbath . .
Susan J. Furbur . .
Mary Wadleigh . . ,
Frances A. Green .
Geo. Woodus . . . .
John Ricker ....
Sarah A. Cook . . .
Benj. C. Brownell .
Jehoadden Chase . .
Harriet W. Peirce . .
Gerry R. Gage . . .
Betsey Daniels . . .
Frank AVing ....
Marion D. Card . . .
Sarah E. Perkins . .
J. Burley Pinkham .
Sarah A.Tutile . . .
Martha J. Karney . ,
Rena R. Simorids . .
Elniira C. Johnson .
Roland Hutchins . .
Stephen D. Foss . .
Emily M. Flagg . . .
Orlando Young . . .
Mary A. Y. Hackett .
Joseph M. Place . . .
Pamelia A. Warren .
Louisa M. Ham . . .
Richard Rothwell . .
Conlen child
Hattie P. Haley . . .
Thomas Spurlin . . .
Charles Porter . . . .
Mary H. Chesley . .
Deborah Proctor . .
Addie F. Arlin . . .
Druscilla Dame . . .
.James E. INIorrill . .
Abram M. Drake . .
Nettie Littlefleld . . ,
Arthur Howard . . .
Leonard S. R. Gray .
Robert Kisterman . .
Susan Tuttle . ...
Hannah S. Moore . .
Lizzie Meserve . . .
Ephraim T. Brigham
Abigail B. Hill . . . .
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Report of the Treasurer
OF THE
Board of Trustees of Pine Hill Cemetery,
FOR THE YEAR, 1895.
B. Frank Nealley, Treasurer, in account with Cemetery:
1895 RECEIPTS.
To City appropriation $1,10000
Sale of the following lots in cemetery 425 00
Thos. F. Gage No. 956 Ave-
nue U., Sec. 42 I20.00
Jas. H. Priestly, No. 961 Ave-
nue U 15.00
Mrs. Abbie S. Twombly and
Mrs. Geo. H. Teeling,
Lot 1257, Avenue K 50.00
T. W. Atherton on ace. of lot 25.00
John Robb and Wm. J. Far-
ley, No. 1282, Avenue K. 50.00
Edwin E. Jenkins, 1258 and
1259, Avenue K 100 00
Henry F. Eastman, 1280 and
1 28 1, Avenue K 100 00
George S. Fall, 1273, Avenue
^ 50 00






To Rent of Cemetery tomb $8500
Total appropriation $1,610 00
Income, Trust funds.
Tredick fund. Interest on $5000 City of
Portsmouth, N. H., 4 per cent, bonds, for
year 1895 20000
January interest rec'd by Treas.
Abbott 100 00
July interest rec'd b}' Treas. Neal-
ley 1 00 00
$200 00
Income, Trust funds. Received from funds in Savings
bank for the benefit of lots.
Nos. J. H. York $1 50
10 Betsey Weed 150
72 Isaac G. Felker, G.
A. R 3 00
2 Mrs. Timothy Emer-
son I 50
56 Amanda M, Jackson.. 3 00
75 Sarah M. Ham, G. A.
R 150
107 to 1 1 1 Messrs. Stevens, Home
and Bangs 400
142 Joshua Banfield 150
2i4and2i6Emily Colbath 3 00
235 Stephen J. Marden.... i 50
275 x\nnie M. Neal 200
276 and 278 George L. Shapleigh, 3 00
376 Elizabeth R. Smith







" " Benefit of lots-.
" " Deposited in
Savings bank,
Total receipts $2,66300












































By sundry bills as follows:





























No. 738 Abigail Place $200
867 AbbyV. Ricker 150
650 to 654 Martha C. Pendexter. 3 00
34 to 36 Irene Cheney 900
1 2 16 to 1 220 Richard A. Waldron.. 300
$53 00
1895. Cemetery Funds. Perpetual Care.
May 31. Deposited in Strafford Savings
bank, estate of Mrs. A. K. Mc-
Allister for care of lots Nos. 145,
146, 147 and 148, Avenue.T., in
the name of Israel or Wm.
Estes. Income only to be used. 500 00
vSept. 5. Mrs. Mary L. Cross, for benefit of
lots Nos. no and 112, Avenue
I., standing in the name of Geo.
P. Folsom and Mary L. Cross.
Income only to be used 100 00
Oct. I. Samuel F. Hurd, Ex. of estate of
Mrs. Abra C. Caverly, for bene-
fit of lot No. 122, Avenue J., in
the name of Abra C. Caverly.
Income onlv to be used 20000
$2,578 33






Cemetery Funds. lyots where income was not expend-
ed during the year 1895.




for John Waldron lot $50 00
Interest i 50
$51 50
59 Elizabeth J. Foye $5000
Interest i 50
$51 50
96 O. S. Saunders, M. D. $100 00
Interest 225
$102 25
loi Emma D. Flagg $5000
Interest 226
$52 26
304 Joseph Young $10000
Interest 12 21
$112 21







Joseph W. Gate, President.
Arthur G. Whittemore.
Chas. a. Fairbanks, Clerk.
WiLLARD T. Sanborn, Superintendent.
Water Commissioners:
June 14, 1888, election of first Board of Water Commis-
sioners.
Charles A. Fairbanks, Term expired May i, 1889.
Joseph W. Cate, " '' May 1, 1890.
Robert G. Pike,*
Arthur G. Whittemore, " " May i, 1891.
Charles A. Fairbanks, " " May i, 1892.
Joseph W. Cate, " " May i, 1893.
Arthur G. Whittemore, " " May i, 1894.
Charles A. Fairbanks, " " May i, 1895.
Joseph W. Cate, Term expires May i, 1896.
Arthur G. Whittemore, " " May i, 1897.
Charles A. Fairbanks, " " May i, 1898.




To THE City Councils of the City of Dover:
Gentlemen:—We herewith submit to 3^011 our
eighth annual report of the Board of Water Commis-
sioners for the year 1895.
FINANCES.
The receipts of the Water Department from all sources
have been $35,376.55, which includes $5,278.05, balance
from 1894.
The expenditures have been as follows $30,495.46,
leaving a balance in the hands of the City Treasurer of
$4,881.09,
A detailed account of the receipts and expenditures
will be found in the Appendix hereto annexed marked
A.
During the year $3,500 was applied to the reduction
of the water debt, leaving the gross water debt at this
time $326,500. This sum of $3,500 paid in on account
of reduction of the water debt is included in the aggre-
gate total expenditures; deducting this sum, and also
$13,979.97, paid for interest, and $3,509.90, for exten-




The Water Works have been maintained and kept in
first-class repair; it being the policy of the Water Com-
missioners to keep the system in the best possible condi-
tion and equal in efficiency to any system in New Eng-
land or any city of this size.
A detailed statement of the condition, extensions and
important improvements to the system made during the
year, may be found in the Superintendent's report here-
to annexed, and marked Appendix B.
CHARACTER OF THE WATER.
The quality of the water has been good, and this fact
is attested by the condition of health in our city; pure
water being one of the most essential elements in pre-
servdng and maintaining good health in the community.
It will be noticed from an examination of the Health
Officer's report that Dover has been almost free from
such diseases as can be caused by impure water, the
few^ cases that have occurred being imported or from
wells. It will continue the policy of the Commission to
maintain this high standard of purity of the water sup-
plied to the city.
SUPPLY.
We have evidently reached the limit of our present
water supph^- Willand pond being the principal source
of supply has for two successive years reached a level
below the outlet, necessitating our maintaining on the
shore of the pond a pumping station to raise the water
into the outlet conduit, causing an additional annual
expense of $1,309.75. We had hoped that the fall rains
would raise the level of the pond so that we might be
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relieved from the maintenance of this pump, but our
hopes have not been realized and we are brought face to
face with the question of a
NEW SUPPLY.
From the foregoing, it is evident that the time is not
far distant when we shall be obliged to provide an addi-
tional supply of water for the city of Dover, and in
anticipation of our needs in this particular, we have
made experiments in the vicinity of the Kelle^^ springs
by driving test wells, and the result of our experiment-
ing there demonstrates the fact that w^e cannot look to
that source for any considerable supply, the wells
driven yielding no considerable amount of water. We
have also experimented in the vicinity of the Hussey
springs, and while we may be able to get a slight addi-
tion in that vicinity, it cannot be relied upon as a per-
manent relief.
It is evident that in order to obtain a permanent addi-
tional supply, capable of, meeting the wants of the
city in years to come, we must seek to obtain it from
some of the larger ponds or streams in the towns of Bar-
rington or Strafford,
Whenever this extension is made and we have ob-
tained an unlimited supply of w^ater, we can increase
our revenue by encouraging the use of water for motor
service, which we are now obliged to discourage.
WATER RATES.
In fixing and maintaining our system of water rates,
we have endeavored to make them equitable, and at the
same time sufficient in amount to produce an income to
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meet the interest charges on the water debt, the ex-
pense of maintaining the system and to gradually reduce
the debt, so that whenever we shall be called upon to
increase this debt in order to obtain the new supply
above referred to, the interest on the new debt can be
provided for without disturbing the existing rates. We
believe that it would be prejudicial to the best interests
of the city and of the tax-payers to make a reduction at
this time, in view of the possible immediate wants of the
S3'stem.
The amount paid by the city under the present system
of rating is at the same ratio as is paid by a private citi-
zen or corporation, and is undoubtedly less than what it
would be required to pay for the same service if the
Water Works were owned by a private corporation.
The hydrant system is of inestimable value in saving
property from fire, and to maintain the high pressure
service for the purpose of sustaining this hydrant sys-
tem, the annual cost is largely increased, and we believe
that the individual water- taker should not carry the
whole burden of this additional cost, but that it should
be borne b}^ the property protected, and this object is
attained by reason of the fact that the hydrant rental is
included in the annual tax list.
If the management of the Water Department is allowed
to remain in the hands of a Commission as is prescribed
by the city ordinance creating the same, with the powers
and authority delegated to them by that ordinance, un-
hampered by any interference on the part of the Councils
to restrict the full exercise by the Board of those powers
delegated to them, the cost and expense of maintaining
the system will never become a burden to the city,
as the receipts from the Department will fully take
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care of the same and eventually be a source of revenue
to the city.
For the monthly record of the pumping ser^-ice see
Appendix C.
In closing, the Board wishes to express its commenda-
tion and appreciation of the faithful services of its
Superintendent, Mr. Sanborn, and to all other em-






Dover, N. H., December 31, 1895.
APPDENDIX A.
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES OF DOVER
WATER WORKS FOR 1895.
INDEBTEDNESS.
Notes due Strafford Savings Bank bearing
41-4 per cent, interest $326,500 00
RESOURCES.
Balance from 1894 $5,278 05
Collected and paid to City Treasurer by
Superintendent 30,095 00




Total expenditures for 1895 $30,49546
Balance to new account $4, 881 09






Paid Strafford Savings Bank $13, 979 97
REDUCTION OF DEBT.
Paid Strafford Savings Bank $3,50000
GENERAI, ACCOUNT.
Office expenses $156 50
MAINTENANCE.
General $4 .444 1
8
Distribution piping 481 51
Meter service 102 51
Pipe shop 121 21
Pumping station 2,65351
Pumping station, Willand's pond i, 309 75
Service pipes 1 66 85
$9.27952
CONSTRUCTION.
Meters and meter service $9^4 9
1
Service pipes 817 98
Distribution piping 40 11
Extensions and improvements 1,588 45
Hussey and Kelley spring improvements... 158 45
$3,509 90
*Total $30,495 46
Water debt at completion, (1889) $355,00000
Water debt December 31, 1895 326,50000
$28,500 00
*>*OTE. In this amount is included the $3,500, paid in to reduce the debt.
APPENDIX B.
IIEPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENTS.
To THE Board of Water CommiSvSioners:
Gentlemen:—Agreeably to the rules governing the
duties of the Superintendent, I herewith submit my
annual report for the year ending Dec. 31, 1895, it being
the eighth annual report of the Superintendent.
PUMPING STATION.
The pumping plant has required very few repairs
during the year. The coal shed has been given one
coat of paint, the engine room floor varnished, the
pumps given a coat of paint and varnish, aside from
this outlay no repairs have been necessary and they are
in good condition.
The boilers have been regularly inspected, internally
and externally, bj' the Hartford Steam Boiler Inspec-
tion and Insurance Co., who report the "care, manage-
ment and condition good."
The brick fire box of the left hand boiler has been
repaired, the boiler room whitewashed.
RECEIVING BASIN.
The receiving basin has been cleaned and inspected
several times during the year and found to be in good
condition, except that the iron screens on the outlet or
21
i6o
suction pipe were found badly corroded; these were
replaced by new ones. These iron screens were galvan-
ized; this will add considerable to the life of them, and
the extra cost was very small.
PUMPING STATION GROUNDS.
A new fence has been erected around the entire
grounds and the same whitewashed. This greatly im-
proves the appearance of the property. About two tons
of hay were cut.
RESERVOIR.
On April 28^ at 6.45 p. m., the pumps were stopped
Xvith a view of cleaning out the reservoir; while the
water was being drawn down an inspection was made of
the several fire reservoirs about the city, and a large
number of the fire hydrants were flushed out.
At 10.30 A. M., May 2, the pumps were started to
supply by direct pumping.
On making an examination of the reservoir everj-
thing was found to be in excellent condition, 'and the res-
ervoir was subjected to its usual annual cleaning; when
completed, water was turned on at 5.30 p. m., May 3.
No repairs were necessary during the year. The
fence around the reservoir was painted two coats with
white lead and oil and is in fine condition.
HUSSEY SPRINGS.
During the year several test wells were driven with a
view of adding to our water supply; these were unsuc-
cessful, except one south of upper well, which flowed
about six gallons a minute. This was connected to the
12-inch conduit line with a 2-inch galvanized pipe, gate,
i6i
•air vent, etc. Further tests may be advisable the com-
ing season. A fence was built on three sides of the
Hussey field, so called, boundary stones placed where
necessary', and a twenty-foot driveway on the northerly
side of John S. Hussey's land was cut through to Cen-
tral avenue,
KELLY SPRINGS.
During the 3'ear several test wells were driven in
order to test the formation of the ground. The first well
near the main spring was driven 72 feet and nothing but
fine sand was found,—no water. The second to fourth,
inclusive, were driven about 60 feet with like results.
In the fifth well we found water, but not in such quanti-
ty as would warrant its development. Other wells
were sunk but with no favorable results.
The old pipe lines were inspected and a record made
of same. A new building was built over the main
spring, the old one not being worth repairing.
CONDUIT LINE.
A 6-inch blow-off has been put in the conduit line
above the upper spring, running to the brook. No
repairs were required during the year.
WILLAND POND.
This body of water from which our supph^ is supple-
mented has yielded a larger quantity of water than in
former years, having been lowered only 7 1-2 inches
against 11 3-4 inches in 1894, which is evidence that as
the pond lowers its yield increases. The auxiliary
pumping station on the shore of the pond has been run
every night during the year with one or two exceptions.
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A feed pump and heater is in process of construc-
tion, which will heat the feed water to the boiler b}^
exhaust steam from the engine, and will cheapen the
cost of fuel for running at least 25. per cent.
The building, including the tin roof, was painted one
coat. Aside from this no repairs were necessary.
METER SERVICE.
This branch of the department is becoming an impor-
tant factor in our service to the public,, our citizens are
beginning to realize that the only equitable way to buy
water is to pay for what they use and not pay on a basis
of what their neighbor wastes. Sixty-three meters have
been sold and put in service during the year, which is
the largest annual sale of meters during the existence of
the plant. The scales and tank purchased by your
Board for accurately testing meters have been placed in
a convenient corner at the pipe shop, and we are thus
able to test any meter should its accuracy be questioned
by the water taker.
It IS my belief that if every service was metered, the
waste of water would be reduced to a minimum and the
question of adequacy of our present supply would be
almost eliminated, also the cost of maintenance of the
pumping station would be considerably reduced.
PIPE SHOP,
The pipe shop has been given two coats of paint out-
side. At the beginning of the year a list was made out
of all supplies necessary to run the department for the
season, such as pipe, fittings, stop and waste cocks, side-
walk stops, etc., and the contract for the same you
awarded to the lowest bidder. This plan proved
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economical to the department as in buying in small
quantities a larger price is paid.
DISTRIBUTION PIPING—INCLUDING GATES AND
HYDRANTS.
Three hundred and twelve feet of 6-inch pipe has been
laid on Rutland street, beginning at a point opposite B.
F. Vittum's house and running north to F. P. Blais-
dell's house; this will be further extended and connected
to the end of the 6-inch line originally laid to Mrs.
Thompson's house.
Two spur line extensions have been made, viz:
Monroe street, 73 feet 6 inches, Fisher street 81 feet,
I -inch cement lined pipe. Two Ludlow hydrants have
been put in, one on Watson street near the cemetery,
and one on lyocust street near Burnham & Demeritt's
court, to take the place of Chapman hydrants, which
were in bad condition. The remaining h3'drants have
been thoroughl)' inspected and are in good condition.
There have been thirteen leaks on the distribution




Repairs have been made on four servdces, location
and cause as follows:
March i8, Nellie O. Folsom, store, Central ave., corp.
tail piece pulled out.
May 6, D. Foss & Son, steam mill, Cocheco street,
Corp. tail piece pulled out.
Aug. 24, E. M. vSwan, house, Washington street, corp.
tail piece pulled out.
Oct. 29, Chas. H. Hayes, house, corner Chestnut and
First streets, bad length of pipe.
Five thousand, twenty-six feet of i-inch pipe cement
lined during the year.
Ball cocks were put on the water troughs in Central
and Tuttle squares, thereby saving a large quantity of
water that has heretofore run to waste.
METERS AND METER SERVICE.
On December 31, 1895, there were in use 320 water
meters; owned by w^ater takers, 299; owned by the
water department, 21.
1 66









The following is a correct statement of cash received
at the office of the Superintendent from January i, 1895,
to December 31, 1895.
Water rates due Jan. i, 1890 $3 20
" July I, 1890
" Jan. I, i8gi
" July I, 1891






























The following statement shows amount of cash re-
ceived at the office of the Superintendent from January





































The following tables show the rain fall for the year
1895; also, for the past eleven years, kindly furnished by
Dr. Chas. A. Tufts:
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Average rain fall for eleven years 34-53 inches
The following is the rain fall as recorded by the engi-














December 2 . 30
Total 37 -90
CONCLUSION.
In conclusion I wish to pay tribute to the efficiency of
the office clerk, Mr. Charles K. Hartford; his untiring
industry and methodical ways have kept the office busi-
ness in an excellent condition at all times; I also take
this opportunity to testify to the loyalty and fidelity of
all the employes of the department.
Permit me gentlemen, to offer my thanks for the uni-
form kindness which I have received from you through-
out the year, and to assure you that it is my desire to
administer the affairs of the department in a way which
will commend itself to your approval.






















Accounts of the Water Department.
Dover, N. H., Jan. i6, 1896.
We have examined the books and accounts of the
Commissioners, kept by Charles A. Fairbanks, Clerk of
said Board, and find them properly kept, correctly cast,
and vouchers approved by the Commissioners. We
have examined the accounts of the Superintendent of
said Water Works, and find them correct, with proper
vouchers for all pajanents made to the several depart-
ments. We have examined the books of the City
Treasurer, and find a balance in his hands of forty-eight
hundred, eighty-three and fiftj'-eight one-hundredths





Dover, N. H., Dec. 31, 1895.
To THE City Councils of the City of Dover:
By vote of the School Committee of the City of Dover,
I have the honor to communicate to you the annual
report of said Committee to the City, adopted Dec. 30,
1895, as prescribed by Section 12, of Chapter 92, of the
Public Statutes of the State of New Hampshire, of
which report the reports of the Superintendent of
Schools, the Committee on Finance and Claims, the
Music Teacher, and the Truant Officer, also herewith








To THE City Councils of the City of Dover:
The School Committee of the School District of the
City of Dover presents its annual report, it being the
twenty-sixth in the series of reports of the citj- district.
MEMBERS:
Ward I. Term expires.
Oscar F. Kimball Jan. 1896
George D. McDuffee Jan. 1897
Ward 2.
Thomas B. Garland Jan. 1896
Arthur N. Smith Jan. 1897
Ward 3.
William H. Vickery Jan. 1896
Charles A. Fairbanks Jan. 1897
Ward 4.
George E. Varney Jan. 1896
Charles H. Foss Jan. 1897
Ward 5.
James E. Gorman Jan. 1896
Dennis Cash Jan. 1897
23
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CHOSEN BY THE CITY COUNCILS:
George J. Foster, Ward i Jan. 1897
James H. Southwick, Ward 2 Jan. 1896
George S. Frost, Ward 3 Jan. 1897
George R. Smith, Ward 4 Jan. 1896
Michael Sherrj^ Wards Jan. 1897
Annual Meeting—The second W^ednesday in Janu-
ary, at II o'clock A. M.
Stated Meetings—The second Thursday in each









Qualifications of Teachers—Frost, (ex-officio), Gar-
land, Vickery, Foster, Foss, A. N. Smith.
Finance and Claims—Southwick, Foster, Sherry,
Vickery, Varney.
Health—G. R. Smith, A. N. Smith, Fairbanks, Var-
ney, Gorman.
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Text Books—Garland, Frost, Southwick, McDuffee,
C R. Smith.
Music and Drawing—Foster, vSoutlnvick, Kimball,
McDuffee, Cash.
High School—Froiit, (ex-officio), Garland, Vickery,
Varney, A. N. Smith, Cash.
Grammar Schools—Fairbanks, Foster, Kimball, Gor-
man, Foss.
Primary Schools—Vickery, Sherry, Gorman, Foss,
G. R. Smith.
Ungraded Schools—McDuffee, Kimball, Gorman,
Cash, A. N. Smith.
Evening Schools—Kimball, McDuffee, vSouthwick,
Foss, Cash.
Truancy—Sherry, Fairbanks, G. R. Smith,
Superintendent of Schools,
Channing F01.SOM.
Residence, 98 Silver street.
Office, City Building,
Office hours, 8 to 8,30 A. M., 11.45 -^- M. to 12.30 p.
M., on school days; 7.30 to 8.30 p. m., Mondays and








25 St. Thomas street.
Office, City Building.
Office hours, 8 to 9 on school days.
It is unnecessar\' in this report to present a detailed
statement of receipts and expenditures for the past year
as the}^ are fully set forth in the report of committee on
finance and claims. Other statistical information is
given at length in the report of the Superintendent of
Schools.
The past year has seen some improvement in the
schools, with little to disturb the pleasant relations be-
tween teacher and pupil. In this we esteem ourselves
very fortunate.
There has been some criticism of the cost of our
schools and probably there always will be. The answer
to such criticism is in results. The cost per capita for
text books and supplies on the total enrollment is one
dollar and five cents, and on the average enrollment is
one dollar and fifteen cents. When it is considered that
the cit}^ supplies every thing which the pupil uses in the
schools without cost to the parent, it must be evident to
any reasonable person that this part of the appropriation,
at least, has been economically expended.
The law which imposes this obligation on the city
needs no justification from us.
The total cost per capita aside from text books and
supplies is, on the total enrollment, eighteen dollars and
twenty-nine cents; on the average enrollment it is
twent\' dollars and eighty -one cents.
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The annexed table will show that the cost for each
scholar, whether reckoned on the total or the average
enrollment, is less than it has been for several years
past.
Baseii on Total Knrollment.
General appropriations, salaries and inci-
deuial expenses






















towns where no high schools are maintained. As the
cost per capita in the high schools is much greater than
in the lower schools, it can be readily seen that the per
capita of our schools would be less than that in the
towns and cities in Massachusetts where high schools
are maintained, even when reckoned as the average
enrollment.
But all this is of small moment compared with the fact
that our schools are acknowledged to be the equal, at
least, of any in the state. The committee are confident
that our citizens would not tolerate any course which
would impair the present standard.
More than this, the school expenditures could be in-
creased, with advantage to the city, in the establishment
of a kindergarten. This system, while of great benefit
to every child in training the hand and eye, would be of
especial advantage to children whose home influences
are not of the best. They would enter such a school at
an earlier age than at present, and to a considerable
degree be withdrawn from evil surroundings. When it
is remembered that the impressionable age is under
seven, the good influence of such schools must be appar-
ent. The committee do not expect to establish such
schools under present circumstances, but the matter
seems worthy of consideration.
The committee has been often criticised for not giving
preference, in the election of teachers, to the graduates
of our schools without regard to the fitness and experi-
ence of other applicants. This criticism is founded on a
mistaken notion of the obligation of the city to its grad-
uates. The city owes them nothing; they owe the city
everything.
We should encourage our graduates to fit themselves,
i8i
by advanced courses, to become teachers. In this con-
nection, and as illustrating the value of training, it is
worthy of note that of the 707 graduates of the Boston
Normal school between 1885 and 1894, 664 were ap-
pointed to regular positions in the Boston schools.
The committee has, the past j^ear, extended its
policy of closing the small schools in the outer dis-
tricts, and transporting the children into town. When
this course was first proposed is met with violent opposi-
tion. The committee, instead of arbitrarily insisting
upon the change, allowed the matter to work itself out,
with the result that where this course has been adopted
the parents would not voluntarily return to the old sys-
tem.
The coming year will see a further extension of the
plan, with a saving to the city and an undoubted advan-
tage to the scholar.
At the last session of the Legislature many bills relat-
ing to school matters failed of becoming laws. The
most important of these were the measures intended to
reinforce the present law relating to the illegal emploj--
ment of minors. Of the bills which passed we ma)^
mention that which requires the amount of the school
tax to be computed at the rate of $500 for every dollar
of the public taxes apportioned, instead of $400 as this
year. Under this change the amount which the cit}-
will be required b}' law to raise is $21,205, ^^ against
$16,964 the past year. This change is not of much
interest to this city, which has always appropriated
monej' in excess of the amount required by law. But
its importance is in holding up less intelligent communi-
ties to a higher standard.
The enrollment of all children of school age, which
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this board had for a long time advocated, has become a
law and the enrollment has been made.
The school laws were further amended so that no cer-
tificate of emplo3a-nent could be issued to a minor for his
attendance at a private school, unless such school had
been approved by the school board as furnishing instruc-
tion in the English language equal to that given in the
public schools. Under this law the Sacred Heart,
St. Joseph's and St. Charles's schools were examined
b}^ a committee of this board. The first two were found
within the requirements of the law.
Whatever view we may take of the value of private
schools in comparison with our public schools, as such
private schools can be legally maintained, it must be a
matter of satisfaction to ever}- good citizen that they are
of such a high standard. While this law onh' b}' indirec-
tion declares English to be the language of the state, it
is a step in the right direction. The law should be that
no person who cannot speak the English language
should be admitted to the rights of citizenship.
There is a pressing need for a new High school build-
ing. The present building is overcrowded. Without
any increase in the population of the city, another year
will undoubtedly bring an increase in the number of
scholars in the school and greater inconvenience to
teachers and pupils. This is a subject in which every
citizen should be interested.
George S. Frost. Chairman.
Chas. a. Fairbanks, Secretary.
Annual Report
OF THE
Committee on Finance and Claims.
To THE School Committee:
The Committee on Finance and Claims makes the fol-
lowing report as to receipts and expenditures of the
Board during the year 1895:
The resources of the Committee apart from the special
appropriations for Evening school and Free Text books,
were as follows:
RESOURCES.
Balance from 1894 $1,94343
Appropriation by law 16, 964 00
Appropriation in addition 7 , 250 00
Tuition from persons 412 11
From dog licenses 96485
Iviterar\^ fund from State Treasurer 1,284 3^









Salaries 24, 1 62 70 .
Care of rooms 1,50044






Balance from 1894 68 89
$368 89
Expended 225 41
Balance • - • - $143 48
TEXT BOOKS.
Appropriation $1,800 00
Appropriation in addition 40000
Sale of books 37 08
From Evening school appropriation for
supplies 15 05
$2,252 13






General appropriation $ 16
Text books 24
Evening school 143 48







Committee on Finance and Claims.




To THE School Committee of the School Dis-
trict OF THE City of Dover:
Gentlemen—I have the honor to submit my fourteenth
annual report upon the schools of this city:
STATISTICS.
NUMBER OF PUPILS ENROLLED DURING THE YEAR ENDING JUNE,
1895, EXCLUDING DUPLICATE ENROLLMENTS.
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Enumeration of children between six and sixteen




Population of city by census of 1890 12,779
Assessed valuation, April 1895 $8,728,977 00
Rate of taxation for all school expenses..3 1-2 mills on $1
Number of pupils under six years of age 145
Over sixteen 126
Between six and sixteen i
, 306







Average enrollment, per cent, in each
grade:




Average enrollment, compared with













Average attendance, compared with






Average for all schools 81.7







Number of pupils neither absent nor
tardy 160
i«9
Number of pupils not absent 1 70
Aggregate membership of the several classes







































Number of visits made by parents,
citizens, and others:
High school 75


















Number of male teachers 6
Number of female teachers 40
Number of teachers who have attended a nor-
mal school 8
Number of teachers who have attended a city
training school 11
Number graduated from college 7
Number of weeks' teaching b)^ male teachers... 170
Number of weeks' teaching by female teachers 1,406
Number of school houses 19
Number occupied at close of year 15






Average for city 283







Number of schools whose average attendance
has been six pupils or less
Number of schools whose average attendance
has been not more than twelve pupils, nor
] ess than six







Average attendance for the year compared





Average per cent, for the city 93.
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The enrollment at this time, the close of the fiscal
year, is less than the statistics show for the school
year, by reason of the opening of a French parochial
school in September.
TEACHERS.
The list of teachers in the employ of the city has
changed but little during the year.
The Committee having decided that a teacher was
needed in the High School for full time in the place
filled by Miss Reynolds, the latter declined to be a can-
didate for reappointment, and Miss Alice B. Courser
was selected to fill the vacancy.
Ivists of teachers January 1,1895, and January 1,1896,
are given for reference in appendixes F. and G.
By an arrangement with the city of Somersworth,
the work of our teacher of drawing is divided between
the two cities, Dover receiving three days, Somersworth
two days per week.
The annual report of the drawing teacher appears as
appendix J of this report.
The programme of the special teachers is annexed as
appendix A.
HIGH SCHOOL.
The present membership (Dec. 20) in the High
School is as follows:
First class, '96 34
Second class, '97 32
Third class, '98 40




The courses of stuch^ in the High School are given in
appendix I.
The graduating exercises of tlie High School were
held at Cit}^ Opera House, at two and one-half o'clock,
Wednesday afternoon, June 19, 1895, when the follow-
ing programme was presented:





2. Singing:—"Bridal Chorus," Cowen.
By the Class.
3. Address to the Graduates.
President Merrill E. Gates, Amherst College.
4. Soprano Solo,
(a) "Thou Art so Like."
(b) "Lullaby."
Miss Alice Coan.
5. Presentation of Diplomas.
George S. Frost, Chairman of School Committee.
6. Class Song. Ida M. Pinkham.
By the Class.
CLASS SONG.
As the restless waves of ocean
Ever beat upon the strand.
With their never ceasing motion,
Bearing tidings to the land.
With a gentle, easy swaying,
Or a louder, deeper roar,
Bearing still a gladsome story.
To the sands that line the ihore;
So our years of patient toiling,
Years that all too soon are o'er,
Leav^e upon life's shore their treasures.
Priceless pearls from learning's store.
May we use our every effort,
For the work we find to do.
Trusting that we ne'er may falter.
From the life that's brave and true.
Though the day has dawned for parting,
Joyous let us be and gay;
Let no tinge of gloomy sadness
Mar the pleasures of this day.
CLASS OF 1895.
IvOrenzo Emley Baer, Mary McDonough,
Albert Josiah Calef, Bertha Wilhelmina Merrill,
Bessie Almeda Clarke, Mabelle Ivocke Mudie,
Grace Mabel Clements, Margaret Emma Neal,
Alice Brayton Coan, Lydia May O'Neil,
Caroline Estes Cushing, Ida May Pinkham,
Walter Andrew Foss, Mabelle Louise Priesth',
Ida Jane Gage. Marguerite Easter Staples,
Lettie May Goodwin, Blanche Louise Stirling,
Alice Edna Ka}^ Fred Tracy,
Kathrina Hill Legg, Lucius Everett Varney,
Eben Locke, Martha Washington Vyth,
Lillian Abbie Winkley.
The number of pupils of the High School attending
to the various branches of study during the 3'ear ending





















Greek and Roman History 24
Drawing r 79
Arithmetic 34
I again call attention to the importance of initiating
some movement which shall result ultimately in the
erection of a new building for the High School. The
present building is inconvenient of access, poorly
arranged for the work, insufficient in capacity, of un-
sightly surroundings, and in a noisy location.
It would seem the part of wisdom to secure a lot while
there is opportunit}^ to make some choice in the matter.
It would be better for the city to hold a desirable lot for
26
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five years unused than to find, when ready to build,,
that there is no suitable site available.
It rests with the School Committee to take the initia-
tive.
GRAMMAR SCHOOLS.
There are eleven grammar school rooms, organized as-
follows:
Belknap, four rooms, classes ist, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th.
Sawyer, four rooms, classes ist, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th.
Sherman, one room, classes 2nd and 4th.
Pine Hill, one room, classes 3rd and 4th.
Peirce, one room, class 3rd.






The graduating exercises of the Grammar schools
were held at City Opera House, at two and one-half
o'clock, Thursday afternoon, June 13, 1895. with the
following programme:
1. Singing—"Revel of the Leaves." Veazie
By the Graduates.
2. Address to the Graduates.
Rev. Arthur Little, D.D., Dorchester, Mass.
3. Singing—
(a) "Behold the Morn." Auber





Chairman of Committee on Grammar Schools.





















































Clarence Edward Kay, Bessie Cartland Thompson^
Grace Maude Moore, Edith Mabel Torr,
Grace Celia Neal, Charles Warren Tuttle,
Mary Alice Preston, Clarence Richard Tuttle,
Emma Bernice Prime, Bertha Adelaide Twombly,.
Charles Fred Ramsdell, Jr., Harris Kingman Vickery,
Alice Gertrude Richmond, Walter Randolph Vickery,
Harriet Eveline Richmond, Alice Walmsley,
Mary Alta Russell, Hazen Carl Wadleigh,
Morris Archer Stewart, Alice Eydia Watson,
Frank Carl Stone, Jr., Martha Louisa White,
Everett Eaton Swan, Sara Elizabeth Whittaker,
Agnes Taylor, Charles William Wood,
Emma Jane Thompson, Moses Nute Young.
Of the seventy-five (75) pupils who were graduated
from the Grammar Schools last June, fifty-nine (59)
entered the High School; twenty-eight (28) from the
Sawyer, thirty-one (31) from the Belknap.
PRIMARY SCHOOLS.
The rooms devoted to the four years of primary school
work are nineteen (19) in number:
Sawyer, four rooms, classes ist, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th.
Peirce, three rooms, classes ist, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th.
Sherman, three rooms, classes 3d, and 4th.
Varney, four rooms, classes ist, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th.
Hale, four rooms, classes, ist, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th.
Welch, one room, classes 3rd, and 4th.
You will undoubtedly be able to reduce this number
at the beginning of another school year.
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The rule adopted by your Board at the beginning of
the current school year, viz:
"That pupils should be admitted but twice a year,
during the first week of the September term and the
first week of the April term, unless qualified to enter
some existing class," has proved of great advantage to
the primary schools.
UNGRADED SCHOOLS.
These schools have been reduced in number during
the year by your votes discontinuing the Upper Factory
and the Long Hill schools.
The plan of furnishing transportation to pupils can be
extended to other rural sections to advantage.
EVENING SCHOOL.
The committee on evening schools decided not to open
a school last winter owing to the difficulty in finding
satisfactory quarters. In October, 1895, a hall was
secured at 335 Central Avenue in which a school was
opened Oct. 21. This school continued nine weeks to
Dec. 20; it will re-open Dec. 30.
The school has been under the charge of Mr. C. W.






The ages of the pupils range from sixteen to forty-
five years.
NON-RESIDENT PUPILS.
We have at the present time in our schools non-resi-
dent pupils from nine different towns. Our rates for
tuition are low, perhaps too low to reimburse the city
for its expenditures. I recommend a consideration of
this matter with a view to revise the schedvile. The
present rates for tuition of non-resident pupils are, per
year,
High school $30 00
Grammar schools 20 00
Primary schools 15 00
Ungraded schools 9 00
CARE OF BUILDINGS.
The care of buildings including repairs and cleaning
is vested in the City Councils, and exercised by their
Joint Standing Committee on Repairs of School-houses.
It seems an anomoly that the School Committee elect-
ed for the special purpose of supervising and directing
the school interests, should have no control or influence
in alterations and changes which may have a vital influ-
ence on the health or comfort of teachers and pupils;
that a Board chosen by the people for its ability to man-
age school matters, should have no authority to spend a
dollar for the convenience of the schools; that such a
Board should have no power to put up a shelf or to
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build a book closet, or to decide on the style of desks
for pupils or teachers.
The present system is childish and absurd.
A man who has never given a thought to schools
except to grumble at their cost, since his own school
days, becomes, upon his election to the City Councils, an
expert in school convenience, school sanitation, and
school-house architecture.
The statute allows the School Board to make "such
occasional repairs of the school-houses and furniture as
may be necessary, not exceding in cost five per cent, of
the school money."
The Councils should have this provision in view in
making the annual appropriations so that the School
Committee might exercise its statutory right without
exceeding its appropriation, in making such repairs,
alterations, or additions as would assist the schools in
their work.
It is especialh^ true that the cleaning of school-houses
should be controlled by your Board. Washing a school-
house floor once a year with cold water can hardly be
called, even by the most economical, sufficient for sani-
tary demands. Neglecting to clean the painted wood
work of a school room during the entire j-ear is not
economy of the right kind. B}' placing this work under
the direction of janitors emploj^ed by the )'ear, the School
Committee could control the cleaning of the buildings,
and do it better and for less money than it can possibly
be done under the present method.
PRIVATE SCHOOLS.
In September the French children who had been in
the public schools less than one school year, were with-
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drawn and a French parochial school established. This
withdrawal, being unexpected, left some of the primary
schools smaller than desirable from an economic stand-
point. As the teachers had been chosen and assigned
previous to this event, the schools have been maintained
in view of the possible return of some of the children
withdrawn. If no change in numbers occurs, a consoli-
dation of schools and a consequent reduction in the
number of our teachers will be possible at the next elec-
tion of teachers.
At the last session of the legislature the following be-
came a law:
An Act to amend Chapter 93 of the Public Statutes,
relating to scholars, by adding the following section.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-
tives in General Court convened:
Section i. Section 20. No certificate as provided
in the foregoing sections shall be issued for attendance
at any private school unless such school shall have pre-
viously been approved by the school board of the district
in which it is situated, as furnishing instruction in the
English language in all the studies required by law
equal to that given in the public schools of said district
and unless the record of attendance shall be kept in the
form required of the public schools and be open to the
inspection of the school board of the district at all times.
Sec. 2. This act shall take effect upon its passage.
The attention of your Board was directed to this law
last spring, but no action was taken at that time inas-
much as there were no applications for approval from
any of the private schools. In September, however, the
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inability of your Superintendent to issue employment
certificates based upon private school attendance made
apparent the necessit}^ of an inspection of such schools.
A committee of 3-our Board was appointed to attend
to this matter. This committee reported that upon invi-
tation of the managers of the parochial schools, they
had examined such schools and recommended the
approval of the St. Joseph's and the Sacred Heart
schools but that they declined to so recommend St.
Charles school.
The vote of the Board was in accord with the recom-
mendations. The committee reported the membership






Early in September by direction ol the Committee on
Truancy, I interviewed the superintendents of the sev-
eral manufacturing establishments of the city relative to
a closer observance of the employment laws. I was
assured in every case of their desire and intention to
employ no help illegally. The agent of the Cocheco
Co. wrote me the following letter:
Dover, N. H., Sept. 4, 1895.
Dear Sir—I have made a personal inspection of all the
mills of this company and found out for myself just what
the situation is as regards the emploj'ment of help under
sixteen years of age.
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I find that we have in some departments a number of
such and we also have a number who have certificates
from their parents and a few who have certificates from
other cities.
I have seen every overseer and have given him posi-
tive instructions to send out to you as fast as is practica-
ble all of this help who are under sixteen years of age,
whether they have certificates from their parents or
from other cities or not, and they are to employ here-
after no children who come under the law, without a
certificate from the superintendent of schools of this
city.
In doing this we are going to interfere with the run of
the work temporarily and I should be extremely obliged
to you if you will kindly favor us as far as possible with-
out interfering with the proper discharge of your duties.
I have advised the overseers, when they are able to
do so, to accompany their help to your office so that
they may give 3^ou' any information you may desire re-
garding them.
I will add further that it is ni}^ intention to comply
with every law to its full extent, and you may rest
assured that 3^ou will have no further trouble from this
company after a reasonable time has elapsed in which
we can find help to take the place of those whom we are
obliged to send out.
Yours Truly,
C. H. Fish, Agent.
To Channing Folsom,
Supt. of Schools, Dover, N. H.
There are legally employed at the present time, Dec.
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15, in all the manufacturing establishments of the city
thirtj'-nine children under sixteen years of age.
There is a popular impression that many more than
this number are actually emplo^-ed. Popular belief,
however, is frequently at variance with fact and may be
in this matter.
Of the thirty-nine, eight are employed in the cotton
mills.
TRUANT OFFICER.
This officer has faithfulh' attended to the duties
assigned him by your rules. In addition to these
duties, he is the agent and almoner of the charitable
people of the city, and as such has clothed many a child
who without this aid would not have been able to attend
school
.
By the following law of the session of 1895, an addi-
tional duty was prescribed for the truant officer:
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-
tives in General Court convened.
Section i. Truant Officers or agents appointed by
school boards of cities and towns shall annual!}', in the
month of April, make an enumeration of the children of
each sex between the ages of five and sixteen )'ears in
their town or city giving such items in regard to each
child as may be required b}^ the school board or the
State Superintendent of Public Instruction and shall
make a report to the school board thereof within fifteen
daj^s after its completion.
Sec. 2. Section 14, Chapter 43 Public Statutes and
any other acts inconsistent with this act are hereby
repealed.
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To carr}^ the foregoing law into effect, the School
Committee adopted the following resolutions, March 27
r
Resolved, That the Truant Officer be directed to-
make an enumeration of all the children in the city,
between the ages of five and sixteen years, in accord-
ance with the statute by the present session of the legis-
lature and to make his return thereof to the School Board
not later than the 15th da}^ of May next. Said enumer-
ation to include by streets and the number of streets,
the name in full, sex, age, birthplace of each child, the
name of each parent in full. Where and how long each
of said children has attended school since the begin-
ning of school year, if at all, and when and how long
each of said children has been employed in any mer-
cantile, manufacturing; or mechanical establishment,
since the beginning of the school year, if at all.
Resolved, That said record be transcribed by said
Truant Officer in a book to be prepared and furnished
by the Committee on Truancy.
Resolved, That said Committee on Truancy be author-
ized to employ one or more assistants with the Truant
Officer as it may deem necessary and to fix the pay of
such assistants, subject to the approval of the School
Committee.
Resolved, That said Truant Officer be paid at the
rate of $2 per day for two weeks in addition to the sum
now paid.
The truant officer subsequently made the following
report:
Dover, N. H., May 15th, 1895.
To THE School Committee:
Gentlemen—I have the honor to submit my report
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relative to the envimeration of children, assigned to me
b}' vote of your Board. In the performance of this work
I have been assisted by Mr. F. E. Roberts and Mr. John
Devlin.
The results of the enumeration are as follows:












The plan of transcribing the record in a book was
changed bj^ the committee on truanc}^ to that of making
the record upon cards suitable for filing, and preserving
the cards alphabetically arranged.
If any benefit is to accrue to us from the change in
method of enumeration, it must come from increased
power to enforce the compulsorj^ attendance laws based
upon knowledge to be gained from the enumeration
and its record. Unless a canvass is to be made, and the
absentees compelled to attend school according to law,




There are three appropriations in charge of the
School Committee, viz.:
I. The general appropriation for schools required by
state law and increased at the discretion of the City
Councils.
The sum required by law is found b}^ assessing $500
for every dollar of the public taxes apportioned to the
city; thus the sum to be raised for 1896 will be found by
multiplying $500 by 42.41, giving $21,205.
In addition to this sum, Section 14 of Chapter 88 of
the Public Statutes provides that all money arising from
licensing dogs, which is not used in paying for damages
to domestic animals, shall be applied to the support of
schools.
The Councils further appropriate such a sum as
seems fit, in excess of the amount required by law.
The other resources for the support of schools are the
receipts for tuition of non-resident pupils and the
amount received from the state as a share of the "liter-
ary fund." This "fund" is explained by Chapter 88 of
the Public Statutes:
Sec. 9. All taxes collected b}' the state upon the
deposits, stock, and attending accumulations of deposit-
ors and stock-holders of savings banks, trust companies,
loan and trust companies, loan and banking companies,
building and loan associations, and other similar cor-
porations, who do not reside in this state or whose
residence is unknown, shall be known as the "literary
fund."
Sec. 10. The state treasurer shall assign and dis-
tribute, in November of each year, the literary fund
among the towns and places in proportion to the number
of scholars not less than five years of age who shall by
the last reports of the school boards returned to the
superintendent of public instruction, appear to have
attended the public schools in such towns and places
not less than two wrecks within that year.
From these various sources, amounting in the aggre-
gate to $28,882 in the year 1895, salaries and incidental
expenses of the day schools have been paid. The total
enrollment for the school year ending in June was 1576;
average enrollment 1385. The cost per capita for sala-
ries and incidental expenses, was $18.29 reckoned on
the total enrollment; $20.81 reckoned on the average
enrollment.
2. Towns are required b}^ law to furnish all text
books and supplies used in the schools. For this pur-
pose the Cit}' Councils make a special appropriation.
The annexed tabular statement shows the cost of this
department for a series of years.
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3- An evening school for adults is conducted at the
discretion of the Committee, under the general powers
given your Board for the support of schools.
Though under the general powers given by statute,
the Board has always made the existence of such a
school to depend upon sanction of the Councils as ex-
pressed in a special appropriation for this purpose.
The method of expenditure is be3^ond criticism if
correctly understood. No expenditure can be made
except by authority of the committee on finance and
claims; no bill can be paid except upon approval of the
same committee regularly convened. If, then, there
is any criticism as to the school expenditures it must be
upon the amount expended.
In my annual report for 1892, I made some extended
comparisons by which Dover did not suffer; I refer to
them for information inasmuch as the situation has not
materially changed since that time. Comparisons, to
be of value, must be upon a common basis. For in-
stance, to reckon the per capita cost in Dover upon the
basis of average attendance and to compare the result
with the per capita cost of some other city based upon
total enrollment, is an evidence of ignorance or dishon-
esty. When expenses are reckoned upon the same
basis, Dover may challenge comparision with other
cities as to economical expenditure of the school money.
Expenses, however, may be very easily reduced.
First, By reducing salaries.
Second, By reducing the number of teachers.
Of course, either remedy would tend to lower the
standing of the schools.
Within fifteen years, the cost of maintaining the
schools has materially increased. The question for the
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citizens of Dover to answer is, Have the quality of the
instruction, and the value of the schools increased in an
equal ratio? In other words, Are they getting their
money's worth?
In 1880, there were three teachers in the High school
drawing aggregate salaries of $2,900; today there are six
teachers drawing salaries of $5,250 in the aggregate.
Then, there was one course of study; now, there are
three courses, with many elective studies. Then,
pupils rarely entered college from our High school; now,
the school is on the "approved list" of colleges admit-
ting on certificate; twenty of our graduates are in col-
leges of good standing.
If the citizens of Dover desire a high-grammar school
in the place of a High school, this could easily be
brought about.
In '8o-'8i, there were six school rooms, in which the
average enrollment was over fifty pupils; in '8i-'82,
there were three, averaging over sixt}^; in '82-'83, there
were three with an average enrollment of seventy-one.
A return to this plan of herding children would satisfy
the advocates of cheapness, but would result disastrous-
ly to the children.
That the condition at that time was the result of
necessity rather than desire may be gathered from an
extract from the annual report of the committee of 1880:
"The increase in the population of our city is alread}^
crowding our school rooms beyond the conditions of
comfort and health. Sixty-five pupils in any room is
not only beyond the capacity of thorough management
on the part of the teachers, but imperils the physical
and mental vigor of the children."




The management of our department is economical;
may it never be cheap!
COURSES OF STUDY.
The addition of Algebra to the Grammar school
course, authorized by you early in the year, has worked
advantageously. I consider it unwise to try further
experiments in enriching this course at present.
The High school course needs an addition of stenog-
raphy and type writing as well as a course in manual
training. The capacity and arrangement of the build-
ing discourage any attempt in these directions, and I
suppose that they must await the new building so much
desired.
Whenever the financial situation will permit, I rec-
ommend the opening of a kindergarten.
The probable closing of one or more "of the primary
classes of the Sherman school by consolidation will
give room for trying an experimental kindergarten in
that building. This is the part of the city where such a
school would be most valuable to the future welfare of
our city.
CONCLUSION.
Gentlemen—I have endeavored in this report to touch
upon all matters of interest, and to give all information
likely to be of value whether required by law or not. If
I have omitted anything which you desire investigated,
you have only to indicate it.
For your assistance and support in my work, for your
kind forbearance in my failures and mistakes, and for
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Dover, N. H., Dec. 30, 1895.
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Thursday—A. m., Pine Hill, 8.45 to 9.15; Belknap
9.25 to 11.45; P- M-. Sherman Grammar, 2.15 to 2.45.
Friday
—
a.m., Peirce Grammar, 8.45 to 9.15; Saw-
yer Grammar, 9.25 to 11.45; High, 12.15 to i.oo p. m.
BI-WEEKLY.
Wednesday—p. m., 1.45 to 3.45—Hale: Sept. 4,18,
Oct. 2, 16, 30, Nov. 13, 27, Dec. 11, Jan. 8, 22, Feb. 5,
19, March 4, 18, April 22, May 6, 20, June 3.
Varney: Sept. 11, 25, Oct. 9, 23, Nov. 6, 20, Dec. 4,
18, Jan. 15, 29, Feb. 12, 26, March 11, Apr. 15, 29,
May 13, 27, June 10.
Thursda}^—p. m., 1.15 to 1.45, Garrison Hill; 2.45
to 3.45, Sherman Primary: Sept. 5, 19, Oct. 3,
17, 31, Nov. 14, 28, Dec. 12, Jan. 9, 23, Feb. 6, 20,
March 5, 19, April 23, May 7, 21, June 4.
3.15 to 3.45, Welch, Sept. 12, 26, Oct. 10, 24, Nov.
7, 21, Dec. 5, Jan. 16, 30, Feb. 13, 27, Mar. 12, April
16, 30, May 14, 28, June 11.
Friday p. m., 1.45 to 3.45, Sawyer Primary: Sept.
13, 27, Oct. II, 25, Nov. 8, 22, Dec. 6, Jan. 17, 31,
Feb. 14, March 13, April 17, May i, 15, 29, June 12.
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2.15 to 3. 45, Peirce Primary: Sept. 6, 20, Oct. 4, 18,
Nov. I, 15, 29, Dec. 13, Jan. 10, 24, Feb. 7, 21, March





a. m., Belknap, 8.45 to 11. 5; Pine Hill,
II. 15 to 11.45.
Tuesday a. m.. Sawyer Grammar 8.45 to 11.5;
Peirce Grammar 11. 15 to 11.45.
Wednesday—High 8.30 a. m., to i p. m.; Sherman
Grammar, 2 to 2.30 p. m.
BI-WEEKLY.
Monday—p. m., 1.45 to 3.45,—Hale: Sept. 9, 23,
Oct. 7, 21, Nov. 4, 18, Dec. 2, 16, Jan. 13, 27, Feb. 10,
24, March 9, April 20, May 4, 18, June i.
Varney: Sept. 16,30, Oct. 14, 28, Nov. 11, 25, Dec.
9, Jan. 6, 20, Feb. 3, 17, Mar. 2, April 13, 27, May 11,
25, June 8.
Tuesday p. m.. Garrison Hill, i to 1.30.—Sawyer
Primary, 1.45 to 3.45,—Welch, 1.45 to 2.10.—Peirce
Primary, 2.40 to 3.45.
Garrison Hill and Sawyer, Sept. 3, 17, Oct. i, 15, 29,
Nov. 12, 26, Dec. 10, Jan. 7, 21, Feb. 4, 18, March 3,
17, April 21, May 5, 19, June 2.
Welch and Peirce,—Sept. 10, 24, Oct. 8, 22, Nov. 5,
19, Dec. 3, 17, Jan. 14, 28, Feb. 11, 25, March 10, April
14, 28, May 12, 26, June 9.
Wednesday—2.30 to 3.45,—Sherman Primary, Sept.
II, 25, Oct. 9, 23, Nov. 6, 20, Dec. 4, 18, Jan, 15, 29,
Feb. 12, 26, March 11, April 15, 29, May 13, 27, June
10.
*Winter time table.—A. M.,8.45 to 11.45; P. M., 1.45 to 3.45.
APPENDIX B.
"NO SCHOOIv" SIGNAL.
The following resolutions' were adopted March ii,
1892:
ResoIvVEd—That the "no school" signal, viz.: 2-2,
2-2, 2-2, 2-2, struck at 7.40 o'clock, A. M., shall be con-
sidered as a notification that no forenoon session will be
held in any of the graded schools; when struck at 7.55,
the signal shall apply to the grammar and primary
schools only. The signal for no afternoon session shall
be struck at 11. 15 A. m., or 1.05 p. m.
Resolved—That the superintendent be hereby di-
rected to instruct the teachers and pupils properly and
thoroughl}' in regard to the foregoing resolution.
"No school" signal given during the year 1895:
February 6, forenoon, very cold.
February 8, all day, snow storm.




List of pupils not absent or tardy during the year
ending June 1895.
HIGH SCHOOL.
James L. Buckley, Grace M. Clements, John W.
Clark, Margaret Conlen, Fred E. Currier, Helen M.
Folsom, Walter A. Foss, Cora B. Gage, Harry W.
Gage, Ruth E. Gray, George F. Gray, Mary A. Hoye,
Chester A. Hull, Grace E. Hull, Frank Kivel, Mabel
Legg, John T. Lancaster, Florence Morang, John R.
Mathes, Mabel Morang. Edwin L. Nason, Ida M. Pink-
ham, Lyman F. Norton, Annie B. Shaw, Edward H.
Quimby, Ina F. Stevens, George P. Stacy, Lavina H.
Twombly, John L- Tuttle, Martha W. Vyth, Laurence
D. Varney, Evelyn S. WalHngford, George Wills, Ger-
trude E. Watson, George L. Winkley, Martha Win-
gate, Sarah C. Hamilton.
SAWYER GARMMAR.
First class—Carrie L. Conlen, Joseph W. Hanson,
Albert E. Hayes, Alice G. Hayes, Etta M. Shaw,
Annie T. Vallily.
Second class—Herbert Baybutt, AHce J. Baybutt,
Grace S. Brackett, Fred S. Caverly, Lyle F. Hodgkins,
Catherine F. Moulton, Martha P. Nutter, George C.
Stone, Ina E. Smith.
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Third class—Everett W. Gage, Fred F. Gage, Ger-
trude M. Drew, Lucinda B. Goodwin, Grace E. Lind-
sey.
Fourth class—Herbert F. Bryant, Herbert B. Canney,
Ralph S. Fernald, Dwight Hull, Harold Snow, Mary
E. Moulton, Fannie E> Pike.
PEIRCE GRAMMAR.
Fourth class—James Nisbet, John Nute, Ralph L.
Sterling, Alice M. Hazelton, Edith B. Sawyer.
SHERMAN GRAMMAR.
Second class—Florence R. Coleman, E. Philip Eas-
key,. Bessie M. Perkins, Walter H. Smith, Henry E.
Swallow, Roy A. Warner.
Third class—Joseph Morrison, Margretta Ramsey,
Austin F. Torr.
BELKNAP GRAMMAR.
Fir.st class—Fred W. Bennett, C. Augusta Fernald,
Grace C. Neal, Frank C. vStone, Jr., Bessie C. Thomp-
son, Emma J. Thompson, Alice E. Watson, Charles W.
Wood, Moses N. Young.
Second class—Henrj^ M. Hall, Arthur J. G. Lancas-
ter, John O. Reynolds, Herbert E. Twombly, Albert E.
Viles, Edith M. Davis, EilHe M. DeVenne, Grace S.
Steuerwald, Ethel M. Stevens.
Third class—Alice Mayman, Grace Tripp.
Fourth class—Ella D. Brown, Wilbur H. PTussey,
Fred C. Waterman, Eillian M. Westran.
PINE HILL GRAMMAR.
Third and Fourth classes—Fred Bonser, Benjamin
Fry, Robert T. J. Jones, William E. Jones, J. Edwin




First class—Charles Atherton, John Greenwood^
Walter Goodwin, Lewis Smith, Ella M. Grant, Eva
Remick.
Second class-—Henry Freeman, William Greenwood,
Ralph Hayes, Sophronia Atherton, Sallie Hodgkins.
Third class—M. Ethel Baybutt, Vera M. Crediford,
Bertha F. A. Snow, Mary B, Whipp.
peirce; primary.
First and Second classes—Elmer W. Chevalt, Edward
A. Hammond, Bernice F. Spencer.
Third class—Maud Young, Ernest Southwick.





Second class—Roy Buzzell, Harold Kimball, Charles
Stevens, Grace Card, Bernice Cartland.
Third class—Harry Wentworth.
HALE PRIMARY.
First class—John W. Cole, Fred H. Hanson, Edna
Jenkinson, Alfred Marshall, Fred Mayman, Grace Pink-
ham.
Second class—Alice M. Brownell, Thomas H. Cox,
Robert W. Greenaway, Harold A. Rutter, Chester A.
Varney.
Third class—Ellen M. Donnelly, Alphonse Rousseau.








lyower Neck—Mabel Pinkham, William Pinkham,
Fred Pinkham.
APPENDIX D.
ORGANIZATION OF SCHOOL COMMITTEE, 1896.
MEMBERS:
Ward I. Term expires.
George D. McDuffee Jan. 1897
Otis E. Moulton Jan. 1898
Ward 2.
Arthur N. Smith Jan. 1897
Thomas B. Garland Jan. i!
Ward 3.
Charles A. Fairbanks Jan. 1897
John Scales Jan. 1898
Ward 4.
Charles H. Foss Jan. 1897
George E. Varney Jan. 1898
Ward 5.
Dennis Cash Jan. 1897
John D. O'Doherty Jan. 1898
CHOSEN BY THE CITY COUNCILS:
George J. Foster, Ward i Jan. 1897
James H. Southwick, Ward 2 Jan. 1898
George S. Frost, Wards Jan. 1897
George R. Smith, Ward 4 Jan. 1898
Michael Sherry, Wards Jan. 1897
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Annual Meeting—The second Wednesday in Jan-
uary, at II o'clock, A. M.
Stated Meetings—The second Thursday in each









Qualifications of Teachers-^Frost (ex-officio), Gar-
land, Foster, Foss, A. N. Smith, Scales.
Finance and Claims—Southwick, Foster, Sherry,
Varney, Foss.
Health—G. R. Smith, A. N. Smith, Fairbanks, Var-
ney, O'Doherty.
Text Books—Garland, Frost, Southwick, McDuffee,
G. R. Smith.
Music and Drawing—Foster, Southwick, McDuffee,
Sherry, Moulton.
High School—Frost (ex-officio), Garland, Varney,
A. N. Smith, Cash, Scales.
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Grammar Schools—Fairbanks, Foster, Foss, Moul-
ton, O'Doherty.
Primary Schools—Varney, Sherry, G. R. Smith,
Fairbanks, Scales.
Ungraded Schools—McDuffee, Cash, A. N. Smith,
O'Doherty, Moulton.
Evening Schools—Cash, Moulton, Southwick, Foss,
Scales.
Truancy—Sherry, Fairbanks, G. R. Smith.
Private Schools—Garland, Cash, McDuffee.
APPENDIX E.
CALENDAR ADOPTED JUNE 13, 1895, FOR THE
YEAR i895-'96.
Schools all open Sept. 2, '95, for 16 weeks to Dec. 20,
'95-
Vacation two weeks.
All open Jan. 6, '96. High and Grammar 12 weeks to
March 27, '96. Other schools 11 weeks to March 20,
'96.
Vacation two and three weeks respectively.
All open April 13, '96. High 10 weeks to June 19,
'96. Other school 9 weeks to June 12, '96.
APPENDIX F.
lilST OF TEACHERS IN THE EMPLOY OF THE CITY, JAN. 1, 1895.
Name.
Channing Folsom . . . .
Frank W. Whitney . . .
Melvin M. Smith
Ada M. Thompson . . . .
Emily H. Ham
Sarah L. Dawes
Kate H. Reynolds . . . .
Frank H. Pease
Sarah L. Hallam
Carrie S. Hanson . . . .
Helen M, Clark
Clifton W. M. Blanchard
Ida B. Hanson





Jennie F. Philbrick . . .
Carrie E. Hammond . . .
Carrie B. Drew





Angle G. Osborne . . . .
Susan F. McDonald . . ,
Mary E. Pinkham . . . .
Mary E. Peirce
Fannie E. Robinson . . .
Alice I. Folsom
Helen C. Varney . . . .
Ella M. Willand
EdithA.Gowen
Nellie P. Wallingford . ,
Cora A. Libbey . . . . .
Vienna L. Hill
James W. McGroty . . .
Hitlie F. Ham
Margaret B. Hamilton . ,
Julia A. Grant
Grace B. Henderson . . .
Alice E. Murphv ....
Alta B. Maxwell . . . . .
George D.Whittier . . .



















Long Hill . .
Tolend ....
Back River . .
Upper Neck . .
Lower Neck .
Music
Drawing . . .
Residence.
98 Silver St . . .
181 Central Ave
102 Locust St . .
158 Central Ave
239 Central Ave
102 Locust St .
45 Silver St . .
98 Silver St . .




116 Silver St .
26 Hanson St .
120 Central Ave
162 Central Ave
26 Mt. Vernon St
6R Portland St .
21 Church St . .
7 Snow's Ave .
17 Rogers St . .
31 First St . . .
16 Mechanic St .
Sixth St . . . .
59 Sixth St . . .
4 Durell St . . .
36 Grove St . .
15 First St . . .








43 Silver St . . .
102 Silver St . .
21 East Brick St
249 Central Ave
Tolend
Trakev St . . .
66 Portland St .
Page's Corner ,
17 Orchard St .
9 Park St . ...
Portsmouth . .
102 Locust St . .
APPENDIX 0.
LIST OF TEACHERS IN THE EMPLOY OF THE CITY, JAN. 1, 18%.
Name,
Chauning Folsom ....
Frank W. Whitney . . .
Melvin JM. Sniilli






Carrie S. fianson . . . .
Helen M. Clark
Clifton AV. M. Blancharil
Ida B. Hanson
Mary K. Twonibly . . . .




Jennie F.Philljrick . . .
Carrie E. Hammond . . .
Carrie B. Drew




Susan F. McDonald . . .
An^ie G. Osborne . . . .
Ina J. Sanders
Mary E. Pinkhain ....
Mary E. Peirce
Fannie E. Robinson . . .
Alice I. Folsom
Helen C. Varnev ....
Ella M. Willanil
EdithA.Gowen
Nellie P. Wallingford . .
C.)ra A. Libbey
James W. McGroty . . .
Hitiie F. Ham
Julia A.Grant
Grace B. Henderson . . .
Alice E. Murphv ....
Alta B. Maxwell
George D. Wliittier . . .
Ethel S. Chute
James W. McGroty . . .
Margaret B. Hamilton . .
School.
















Back River . .
Upper Neck . .
Lower Neck . .
Mfisic
Drawing . . . .
Evening School
Residence.
98 Silver St . . .
181 Central Ave
10-2 Locust St . .
158 Central Ave
•239 Central Ave
102 Locust St . .
IB Summer St . .
98 Silver St . . .
40 Fourth St . .
26 Hanson St . .
94 Portland St .
7 Church St . .
26 Hanson St . .
120 Central Ave
162 Central Ave
26 Mt. Vernon St
66 Portland St .
21 Church St . .
7 Snow's Ave .
17 Rogers St . .
31 First St . . .
16 Mechanic St .
Sixth St . . . .
59 Sixth St . . .
39 Grove St . . .
Long Hill . . .
15 First St . . .




98 Silver St > . .
25 Richmond St
County Farm . .
220 Washington St
43 Silver St ... .
102 Silver St . . .
692 Central Ave .
Toleud
66 Portland St . .
Page's Corner . .
17 (Jrchard St . .
) Park St
Portsmouth . . .
102 Locust St . . .
692 Central Ave .




Martin Galligan, High, Sawyer, Peirce, 42 First
street.
George H. Patterson, Belknap, Varuey, Hale, Pine
Hill, 42 Atkinson street.
George Rutter, Welch, Cataract Avenue.
Daniel Ford, Sherman, 12 Broadwa}'.
TRUANT OFFICER.




First year I252 00
Second year 276 00
Third year 3 1 2 00
Fourth 3^ear 34800
Fifth year 396 00
Sixth year 44400
Principal of SaxAyer school 1,000 00
Principal of Belknap school 900 00
HIGH SCHOOL.
Principal $1,800 00
Sub-master i ,000 00
One assistant 750 00
One assistant 600 00
One assistant 600 00
One assistant 500 00
APPENDIX r.
DOVER HIGH SCHOOIv— COURSE OF STUDY, '95.
§CEASSICAI^ COURSE,
FIRST YEAR.
Latin—L-atin Grammar and Reader; translate English
into Latin, orally and in writing; special attention to
etymology and syntax.
Greek—Greek Historj-, Roman History.
Mathematics—Algebra, throughout the 3'ear.
English—Lockwood's Lessons in English; English
Grammar, including parsing and analysis; readings
from American authors.
SECOND YEAR.
Latin—Grammar continued; Caesar's Gallic war,
books 1-4; reading at sight of easy passages; English
into Latin, orally and in writing; special attention to
grammar work.
Greek—Grammar and Reader; translate English into
Greek, orally and in writing; special attention to ety-
mology and syntax.
French—Van Daell's Introduction to French Lan-
guage; Sauveur's Causeries avec mes Eleves; six of
La Fontaine's Fables.
Mathematics—Geometry throughout the year.
§Latin, iMathematics, Eiiglisli, and one other line of work. College require-
ments will lU'terniiiie whether the other line or lines of work be Greek,
Greek and French, Greek and German, or French and German.
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THIRD YEAR.
Latin—Latin prose composition, ^neid, books 1-4;
Grammar—prosodj'; two orations against Catiline; read-
ing at sight.
Greek—Xenophon's Anah'sis, 1-4; reading at sight;
Greek prose composition; attend speciall}- to forms and
constructions.
German—Otis's Elementarj^ German and Van Daell's
Preparator)^ German Reader.
French- -Keetel's Grammar; Hennequin's Idiomatic
French; Zevort's History of France; two modern pla^^s.
Mathematics —Arithmetic.
English—Literature and Histor}^ throughout the 3^ear.
FOURTH YEAR.
Latin—Sallust's Catiline; Cicero, five orations; Ver-
gil, books 5 and 6 of the ^neid; the Georgics, or the
Bucolics and books i and 2 of the Georgics; Ovid;
reading at sight; Latin prose composition completed;
Roman Histor}' reviewed.
Greek—Homer's Iliad, books 1-3; Greek composition
completed; Grammar thoroughl}^ reviewed; Grecian
History reviewed.
German—German Composition and Literature.
French—Sauveur's Grammar; two classic plays,
Moliere's or Racine's; a French story, "Colomba" or
"L'Abbe Constantin;" A. Daudet's Contes Choisis;
French composition based on Daudet's Contes; special
attention to formation and use of French verbs; compo-
sition and conversation.
Mathematics—Reviewed; solid Geometry-.




Science—Physics throughout the year.
Mathematics—Algebra throughout the year; Book-
keeping may be substituted for Algebra the spring term.
English—Lockwood's Eessions in English; English
Grammar, including parsing and analysis; readings
from American authors.
SECOND YEAR.
Science—Chemistr}^ throughout the year.
French—Van Daell's Introduction to French Lan-
guage; Sauveur's Causeries avec nies Eleves; six of La
Fontaine's Fables.
Mathematics—Geometry throughout the year.
English—English composition throughout the year;
British and American authors.
THIRD YEAR.
Science—second term: Ph3^siology, including com-
parative anatomy; structural botany begun. Third
term: Structural botany and the analysis of plants.
German—Otis' s Elementar}- German and Van Daell's
Preparatory German Reader.
French—Keetel's Grammar; Hennequin's Idiomatic
French; Zevort's Historj'- of France; two modem pla^'-s.
M athematics—Arithmetic
.
English—Literature and Historj' throughout the year.
**ln the English course, French or German is a required study ; both may
lie taken. Tlie Englis-h line of work may be sul)stituted for French during the
second year, provided German is a study of the third and fourth years.
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FOURTH YEAR.
Science—first term: Botony, four weeks; astronomy,
eleven weeks. Second term: Physical Geography.
Third term; Phj'sical Geograph}'.
German—German Composition and Literature.
French—Sauveur's Grammar; two classic plays, Mo-
liere's or Racine's; a French story, "Colomba" or
L'Abbe Constantin;" A. Daudet's Contes Choisis;
French composition, based on Daudet's Contes; special
attention to formation and use of French verbs; composi-
tion and conversation.
English—Literature and History throughout the j^ear.
LATIN-SCIENTIFIC COURSE.
FIRST YEAR.
Latin—Latin Grammar and Reader; translate English
into Latin, orally and in writing; special attention to
etymolog)^ and syntax.
Science—Physics throughout the year.
Mathematics—Algebra throughout the year; Book-
keeping may be substituted for Algebra the last trrm.
English—Lockwood's Lessons in English; English
Grammar, including parsing and analysis; readings
from American authors.
SECOND YEAR.
Latin—Grammar continued; Caesar's Gallic war, books
*Require(i studies : Mathematics, Euglish, and one otlier line. Latin may
be dropped at tlie end of first or second year. Students preparing for Scien-
tific schools must take the first year Greek and Roman History, and all the
Mathematics of the classical course.
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1-4; reading at sight of eas}' passages; English into
Latin, orally and in writing; special attention to Gram-
mar work.
Science—Chemistry throughout the year.
French—Van Daell's Introduction to French Lan-
guage; Sauveur's Causeries avec mes Eleves; six of L,a
Fontaine's Fables.
Mathematics- -Geometry throughout the 3'ear.
THIRD YEAR.
Latin—Latin prose composition; yEnied, books 1-4;
two orations against Catiline; Grammar, prosody; read-
ing at sight.
Science—second term: Physiology, including com-
parative anatomy; structural botany begun. Third
term: structural botany and the analysis of plants.
German—Otis' s Elementary German and Van Daell's
Preparatory German Reader.
French—Keetel's Grammar, Hennequin's Idiomatic
French; Zevort's History of France; two modern plays.
Mathematics. . . Arithmetic.
English—Literature and History throughout the year.
FOURTH YEAR.
Latin—Sallust's Catiline; Cicero, five orations; Ver-
gil, books 5 and 6 of the ^Eneid; the Georgics, or the
Bucolics and books i and 2 of the Georgics; Ovid; read-
ing at sight; Latin prose composition completed;
Roman History reviewed.
Science—First term: Botany, four weeks; Astrono-
my, eleven weeks. Second term: Physical Geograph}-.
Third term: Physical Geography.
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German—German Composition and Literature.
French—Sauveur's Grammar; two classic plays,
Moliere's or Racine's; a French story, "Colomba" or
"L'Abbe Constantin;" A. Daudet's Contes Choisis;
French composition, based on Daudet's Contes; special
attention to formation and use of French verbs; compo-
sition and conversation.
English—Literature and History throughout the year.
31
APPENDIX J.
REPORT OF THE TEACHER OF DRAWING.
To THE Superintendent of Schools:
Dear Sir—The plan of the work in Drawing this year
in the primary grade, and the time devoted to it by each
class, have been practically the same as that of last year.
Owing to the fact that the special teacher gives less
time to teaching in this city than formerly, her visits to
the primary classes have been bi-weekly instead of
weekly.
In the grammar and High schools the first part of the
year is devoted to freehand drawing, the last part to
mechanical drawing and design. In the grammar
classes the work has been advanced, so that now every
class is fully up to grade. The special teacher visits
each grammar class weekly, as before.
Charcoal drawing has been introduced into the two
higher classes in the High school with good results.
A most helpful and encouraging interest has been





ESTIMATES FOR 1896 BY COMMITTEE ON
FINANCE AND CLAIMS.
To THE School Committee:
The Committee on Finance and Claims, having care-
fully considered the necessities of the schools for the
year 1896, reports as follows:
GENERAL APPROPRIATION.
It is estimated that there will be needed for:
Fuel $1, 700 00
Salaries 24, 300 00
Care of rooms 1,50000





Literary fund from State Treasurer $1,150 00
Tuition (from non-residents) 40000
Dog licenses 900 00
Total $2,450 00
Needed from City by appropriation $27,000 00
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TEXT BOOKS.
Estimated cost of text books and supplies.. $i,6oo oo
EVENING SCHOOL.
We recommend an appropriation for even-
ing schools of $300 00
CLEANING SCHOOL HOUSES.
We recommend that the amount, viz: $200, which of
recent years has been expended by the Committee on
Repairs of School Houses of the City Councils, be trans-
ferred to the School Committee for the same purpose,
and that a request be made to the City Councils to this
effect. While this is the amount heretofore appropri-
ated yet it is not to be understood that this committee
believes that this sum is in anyway adequate for the
sanitary needs of the schools. As a matter of fact ordi-
nary cleanliness demands that the floors of our school
rooms should be washed more frequently than once a
year.
PAY-ROLLS.
Three pay-rolls for 1894 remained unpaid at the close
of the year owing to the City Councils not having appro-
priated a sufficient amount to meet such pay-rolls.
While the fiscal year closes with the 31st of December
of each year yet such pay-rolls are not payable by our
rules until the 2d Friday in January.
The same conditions occurred for 1895 as for 1894 as
above stated. While your committee does not recommend
that eleven payments be made on pay-rolls for 1896 yet
should the City Councils desire to make an appropria-
tion to cover all expenditures to the close of the fiscal
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year December 31,1896, and make up the deficit of 1894,








Committee on Finance and Claims.
appropriations for 1896, TO BE EXPENDED BY THE
SCHOOL COMMITTEE.
Required by law $21,205 00
In addition 5 ^ 7^5 00
Total $27,000 00
Estimate for literary fund and dog licenses $2,000 00
Text books and supplies 1,600 00
Evening school 300 00
Cleaning school-houses 200 00
APPENDIX L.
(The following is presented through the courtesy of Mr.
J. T. G. Tuttle of this city.)
School Report of District No. 5, instructed by Mary
A. Tuttle from May 6; to Sept. 23d: making 20 weeks.
Names of scholars. Time of attending




Benjamin F. Dunn 45
Samuel Dunn 54
Andrew Drew •-•- 100
Alfred Drew 96
Charles E. Drew 36
Daniel Drew 88
Gerrish P . Drew •. 65




William H. H. Drew 106
Jacob S. Ford 93
William H. Ford 20
William Hooper 6
Andrew Meserve 66
George A. Martin 9
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Holmes B. Rounds i6







Eliza I. Clark 60
Mary Ann Colman 103
Abigail A. Drew 6
Caroline Drew
y
Eliza I . Drew 96
lyydia Ann Drew 92
Lois A. Drew 99
Mary A. Drew 96
Mary E. Drew 106
Sarah I. Drew 100
Hannah Ford y6




Eliza I. Meserve 66




Eliza Ann Tuttle 106





1. The children are well supplied with books.
2. No difficulty arises in the school from the multi-
plicity of books used.
3. The names of the books used: Emerson's National
Spelling Book, Worcester's Third and Fourth Books,
Rhetorical Readers, Emerson's first part, and Adams'
Arithmetic, Smith's Grammar, Smith's and Michel's
Small Geographies, N. Hampshire Book, Comstock's
and Parker's Philosophies. Wilkins' Astronomy, Good-
rich's History of the United States, Coburn's Algebra.
4. The attendance of the scholars has been regular.
5. The school has been regularly opened at the time
set, and the scholars have been punctual.
6. The daily attendance has probably been 31.
7. Good order is easily maintained; severe punish-
ments have not been found necessary.
8. The scholars all deserve approbation; for each
one made it his or her constant aim to excel the others.
9. The wages paid, per month, including board,
Dover, Sept. 24, 1844.
Ages, from 2 to 14.


















The Teacher of Music.
To THE School Committee of the City of Dover:
We have gained in music the past year in many
ways, especially so in the manner of doing the various
things presented.
The drill given in the lower grades in previous years
is showing to advantage in the higher, by a deeper in-
telligence and stronger independence in part singing,
a very desirable thing in school music.
I believe the best way to learn to sing is to sing, and
that plan has been followed with what results it is for
you to say.
The classes in the different buildings have been
united where it was convenient, and this plan has been
found helpful in many ways.
Good attendance means good singing, but I find many
have been obliged to be absent on account of sickness,
and the plan cannot be followed as closely as it other-
wise could.
New material is much needed in the High school,
and I would advise the adoption of some suitable book
at once.
Music is on a firm foundation in our schools, and it is
a pleasure to meet teachers and pupils willing to teach
and learn one of the most elevating of all studies.
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We hope for more visits from the Board and others,
this year than formerly. A little sympathy and interest
helps wonderfully in the class room. You are very wel-
come to our classes during the singing hour.







To THE School Committee:
I respectfully submit the following report for the year
1895:
Number of complaints from teachers 874
Number of complaints from the Supt 29
Number of complaints from the Parochial
schools 119
Number of complaints from other sources 12
Whole number complaints received 1034
Number cases of absence investigated 573
Number cases of tardiness investigated 43
Number of children found absent without
good reason 280
Number found to be truant 65
Number found at work illegally 18
Number of children not enrolled placed in
school 12
Number of visits to schools 1088
Number of visits to families 1227
Number of visits to manufacturing establish-
ments 40
Number of arrests 3
Number of children prosecuted 3
V. H. Caverly,
Truant Officer.
Dover, N. H., Dec. 30, 1895.
DOVER PUBLIC LIBRARY.
OFFICERS FOR THE YEAR 1895.
TRUSTEES.
A. M. Foss ex-officio, Mayor of the City
A. T. Ramsdell, ex-ofl&cio, Pres. of Common Council
Charles H. Sawyer term expires 1895
John B. Stevens term expires 1 896
Joshua E. Foster term expires 1897
Thomas B. Garland term expires 1898
James E. Eothrop term expires 1899
John Holland term expires 1900
Daniel Hall term expires 190
1












The Mayor, Ramsdell, Garland,








I. The stated meetings of the Board shall be held at
their room on the second Monday of each month, the
Secretary sending written and due notice of said meet-
ings to each member of the Board.
II. Special meetings may be called by the Secretary
in the same manner, at any time, at the written request
of the President, or of any two members of the Board,
the object of the meeting being stated in the request
and in the Secretar5''s call. And no business can be
transacted at such special meeting unless embraced in
the call, save by unanimous consent.
III. Five members of the Board shall constitute a
quorum.
IV. Any question before the Board shall be taken
by a yea and nay vote at the request of any member
thereof.
V. At the stated meeting in January the President,
Secretary, and Standing Committees of the Board, shall
be elected by ballot; but vacancies may be filled by bal-
lot at any subsequent meeting.
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VI. The President shall preside at the meetings of
the Board and perform all duties usually devolving upon
a presiding officer.
VII. The Secretary shall keep a record of all the
doings of the Board, preserve its documents, and per-
form all other duties imposed upon him by the Board.
VIII. The Standing Committees of the Board shall
consist of three members each, who shall report at the
stated meeting in December, and at such other times as
may be ordered by the Board, and shall be as follows:
1. On lyibrary.
2. On Building and Appurtenances.
3. On Accounts and Finance.
IX. The Committee on Library shall have general
supervision of the lyibrary and Reading Room; the
selection, purchase, and binding of books, pamphlets,
and periodicals; the preparation, printing and distribution
by sale or gift, of all catalogues; and the preparation for
the press of all printing required by the Library. It
shall be their duty also, to see that no book is placed on
the shelves of the Library for circulation till it shall have
been properly catalogued, numbered, and stamped; and
to furnish any needed advice to the Librarian, who shall
act under their direction. Said Committee shall be sub-
ject at all times and in all matters to such votes and ap-
propriations as the Board may make. Said Committee
shall every month prepare a list of books for purchase,
and said books, together with lists submitted by other
Trustees and selected by the Librarian, shall be placed
before the Board for examination at the next meeting.
No purchases of books or periodicals shall be made until
after the same have been approved by the Board.
X. The Committee on Building and Appurtenances
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shall consist of the Mayor, President of tlie Common
Council, and Secretary; shall have charge of the building
and rooms for lyibrary and Reading Room purposes; and
the care of the furniture and fixtures; also have charge
of the ventilation, heating, and lighting of the rooms or
building, and all necessar}^ janitorial labor.
XI. The Committee on Accounts and Finance shall
examine all books and vouchers, and audit all accounts
of the Secretary and Treasurer.
XII. The Librarian shall be elected b}" ballot annu-
ally by the Board, shall receive such compensation and
be subject to such rules as the Board may from time to
time establish, and shall be removable at the pleasure of
the Board. All asssistants employed by the Librarian
shall be first approved by the Board, and their salaries be
fixed by the Board.
XIII. Vacancies in any office from any cause may
be filled at an}- stated meeting; and, in the absence of
any officer, a substitute may be appointed pro tempore.
XIV. In the Annual Report honorable mention shall
be made of all who have in an}" way contributed to the
increase or welfare of the Library.
XV. The order of business at the slated meetings of
the Board shall be as follows:
1. Callincc the roll.
2. Reading the records of last meeting.
3. Unfluished business.
4. Reports of Standing Committees.
5. Reports of Special Committees,
(i. Other business in general.
XVI. These By-Laws may be altered or amended by
the votes of five members of the Board; but no motion
for altering or amending shall be acted upon until the







To THE City Councils of the City of Dover:
In compliance with our established custom the Trus-
tees of the Public Library submit their annual report for
the year ending December 31, 1895:
The work and the responsibility committed to us in
the management of the Public Library have" received
our careful consideration, and we think that we can
truthfully say that we are more impressed than ever
with the importance of the work, and its far-reaching
results. And we can also truthfully say that the Public
Library annually increases its usefulness and breadth of
influence in the community. It has been our constant
effort, by all the means in our power, to increase our
facilities for wider and more practical use, so that our
citizens of every age and walk in life may receive from
it those helps which a well managed library is intended
to give. The Trustees here desire to express the
opinion that a well-equipped public library is not a
mere collection of books, but it should be a repository of
information suited to all classes and conditions of soci-
ety, and a source of general literature embracing not
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only books to be read thoughtlessly or carelessly for the
pleasure of the moment, but books devoted to history,
biography, philosophy, science and art.
The Trustees refer with much pleasure to the success
which has attended the effort to bring the Public Schools
and the Public Library nearer together and thus to ren-
der the latter more useful to the former. Teachers are
now permitted to select and to take to their schools a cer-
tain number of such volumes as they may consider to be
useful for reference in studies pursued in the schools, or
such as may be judged proper for supplementary or gen-
eral reading. The plan of more general or extended
instruction than that furnished by our common text
books, which has been introduced into our schools with-
in the past few years, requires a more general reference
to the standard works found in the Library, and it is
with pleasure that it is noticed that our scholars are
largely availing themselves of these helps. In this way
large numbers of school children, children perhaps of
parents who are unable to purchase books, have access
to those of the Library antl are cultivating a love for
good reading which may go with them and influence
them all their lives. In this respect the Librar}^ as an
educational means is second only to the public school
—
indeed, comes close to it. The Trustees believe that if
the friends of our public schools would become better
acquainted with the workings of the Library they would
be convinced that the studies in our schools would be
more interesting and valuable if the scholars were in-
duced to read more largely the books of the Library.
During the past j^ear, as will appear from the report
of the Librarian, a considerable addition has been made
to the volumes on the shelves, and to the periodicals in
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the reading room, and it is quite unnecessary to say that
in the selection of books it has been the aim to put in
very largely works of pennanent value. Our Library is
largel)' and increasingly used by all classes of our citi-
zens, the rich and the poor alike; by one class because it
is much cheaper than to buy for themselves, and by the
other class, because the}^ have not the means to pur-
chase for themselves.
The Trustees desire to express their appreciation of
the help they have received from our public school teach-
ers in introducing library work into our public schools;
also to express their pleasure in saying that the work of
our lyibrarian is of great value to the community, she
being untiring in her exertions in the discharge of her
duties. We are also gratified in being able to say that
all the Library employees have co-operated cheerfully
with her and discharged their duties with fidelity.
For a full statement of the condition and work of the














To THE Board of Trustees of the Dover Public
Library:
Gentlemen—The thirteenth annual report of the
Library, covering its work for 1895, is herewith pre-
sented:
THE year's growth.
The number oi volumes reported in the Library one
year ago was 19,554. It was stated at that time that
this total would probably be altered somewhat by the
result of the recount then in process. This recount was
completed in April. It was a process demanding great
care and was undertaken because of the existence of cer-
tain small decrepancies between the Accessions book
and the Shelf-list. The cataloguing department of the
Librar}^ consists of three parts. The accessions book,
which is a record of books in the order of their purchase
or gift; the shelf-list, which is a record of books in the
order the}' stand upon the shelf; and the card and
printed catalogues which are records of books alphabeti-
call)^ arranged. The public have to do with only the
card and printed catalogues; but for the proper adminis-
tration of the Library the others must be kept with no
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less care. At the time of the opening of the Library the
Accessions book had been made, but the shelf-list was
not completed for some months afterward. In the
meantime a few books had been withdrawn from circula-
tion being incomplete or defaced. This made a little
difference in the count of the two at the start. In the
twelve years of active, often hurried work that have
since elapsed, mistakes have occasionally occurred
though earnest efforts have been made to avoid them.
The recount consisted in taking down each volume from
the shelf and seeing that it agreed with its record in the
Accession book and on the shelf-list and in making a
careful enumeration of all original copies, replaced and
replacing copies, wornout and discarded books and
duplicates. This itemized the count in such a way that
the numerical resources of the Library can now be seen
at once by reference to a tabulated statement; and
though this record must be continually changing it may
now be kept from year to year with entire accuracy.
The result of the recount showed a difference so small
that it may well be questioned whether it was worth the
time and labor bestowed upon it. It was found that the
whole number given last 3^ear, 19,554, should have been
larger by 75, the difference having arisen mostly in the
department of Public Documents. During the past year
the accessions of new books have been 1078, comprising
(i) 694 volumes obtained by purchase, (2) 38 volumes
of bound periodicals; and (3) 346 gifts, making there-
fore, after adding the 75 volumes demanded by the re-
count and deducting 12 wornout books withdrawn dur-




A public librar\- is equipped and maintained in order
that people may read books. The measure of its circu-
lation therefore is usually looked to for an indication of
its success. In this regard the Library is able to report
the most successful year of its existence, 67,183 books
having been issued for home and school use. Last
year there were 63,628. This does not include the
number of volumes issued for use in the room and re-
turned the same day, nor does it include the use of the
Reference Library, the shelves of which are open to the
public. The year, too, has been successful not only in
mere numbers but in wdiat is a better measure of its real
worth to the community, namely, the quality of its circu-
lation. Each year the per cent, of fiction diminishes.
This year it has been a trifle under 50 per cent. If to
this we add the use of juvenile literature which constitu-
ted 21 per cent, of the circulation, we have still but 71
per c^nt. which is not an unreasonable proportion in this
manufacturing community. To state it in another way,
almost 20,000 books outside of fiction and juvenile liter-
ature have been taken out in the city this last year.
The constant reduction of our percentage of fiction is
due not so much to any discouraging of fictional read-
ing,—which is often a means not only of entertainment
but of the acquisition of valuable knowledge,—as to the
development of interest in other and more solid depart-
ments. The intelligent work of many of the teachers in
constantly keeping before their pupils in school interest-
ing books pertaining to their studies, cannot fail to ele-
vate the reading tastes of their scholars. In the line of
this cultivation of good tastes one of the experiments
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tried at the Library this year was the addition of about
forty books of music, comprising scores and collections.
At the moment of writing this report, twenty -six only of
the forty are on the shelf, showing that fourteen are out
in circulation. 0;ie of the books now in has been out
seventeen times during the year. Of the increase in the
circulation in the Fine Arts department from 1 117 last
year to 1653 this, the greater part is due to these books
of music. When it is remembered that less than $30
was expended for these books it will be seen that the
wisdom of the purchase was abundantly justified.
THE PURCHASE OF BOOKS.
The selection of books is no unimportant part of library
work. Most of the books presented to the Trustees for
examination have been personalh^ selected in the book-
stores of Boston. The Publisher's Weekly and the
literary reviews are read each week and every catalogue
and price-list sent to the lyibrary is looked over to see
whether there is anything in it which we ought to buy
or at least to know about. When a book is looked at
with a view of purchasing, several mental processes are
quickly gone through with b)' the person selecting.
Have we anything on this subject? Do we need any-
thing? If we can have but one book, is this the best
book to be had? If w^e already have several books does
this present any material different from that now in the
Library? In these days of making manj'- books the
problem is not to get good books but from the good to
select the best; and of two books equalh' good one may
be specially desired b}" some reader. Therefore readers
are invited to present written requests for books; lists
are kept of books asked for at the desk, and a careful
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comparison is kept up from month to month with the
printed pubHcations of other hbraries showing what they
have chosen. This interchange of publications among
hbraries is a large factor in practical co-operation.
Especially valuable are the reading lists published
monthly by the Providence Public Library, the annotat-
ed lists issued quarterl)^ by the Cleveland Public Library',
and the list of boys' and girls' books prepared by the
librarian of the Hartford Public Library.
During the past year no expensive purchases have
been made. Our accessions have been chiefly good
standard works, but of moderate price. This is a de-
parture from the course pursued by the Trustees in pre-
vious years which has been to add some one work dur-
ing the 5^ear of exceptional value and therefore of larger
price,— a course which has gradually built up an exceed-
ingly valuable Reference Library.
THE READING ROOM.
In this room, as in the circulating department, this
3'ear has been the largest in its history; 21,277 visitors
have been present, an increase of about 3000 over the
preceding year. The Sundaj' attendance is not quite as
large, being then 853 and now 837. An improvement
in the arrangement of this room might be made by the
addition of one or two more tables. This would allow the
new^spapers to be put in the large room and leave the place
now occupied as a newspaper room to be used for other
purposes. Our collection of material on New Hampshire
history is now of fair proportions and is }-earh- growing
larger and more valuable. If properly arranged and
displayed it would be a matter of pride to our citizens
and might naturally become the nucleus of gifts from
34
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collectors. The present newspaper room would make
an excellent place for this collection and the refitting
would be a matter of small expense to the cit3\
THE library's READERS.
The total registration has now reached 7,406. The
number of new readers during the 3'ear was less than for
two years previous, being 401 in all. Of these Rollins-
ford furnished 2, Madbury 2, Somersworth i, Barring-
ton I and Durham 4. This latter item is an illustration
of the fact that the more people have books and use
books, the more they want books. Of all our neighbor-
ing towns, Durham is best supplied with reading mate-
rial. It has an excellent library, well selected, unusu-
ally well managed and kept up to date. Yet four of our
ten out-of-town patrons are from Durham.
THE AIMS OP THE LIBRARY.
The growth of a library should be not only in accumu-
lations of books and statistics of circulation but also in
aims and purposes. Much of the great increase of
library service throughout the country is due to the
advancing ideals of trustees and librarians who make an
intelligent study of the needs in a community that the
public library may be made to supply. The foundation
principle of the modern public library was well stated by
Mr. C. A. Cutter in an address at the recent opening of
the Forbes Library at Northampton, Mass., as follows:
"Liberty, simplicity, elasticity, utility. Libraries like
states, flourish best with the greatest allowable liberty;
but in a library, as in a state, it must be liberty under
law; not license without law. We wish to allow to
every man all the privileges that we can, up to the
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point where his privileges would interfere with the
rights of some one else."
The increasing use of the Library by the public has
brought increasing work to all the library attendants.
This work has been cheerfully met, but even willing
and efficient hands have their limit of capacity and the
presence of an additional assistant has been found neces-
sary much of the time. The I^ibrarian cordially recog-
nizes the fact that much of the Library's efficiency is
due to the excellent work of her assistants in their
respective departments. She also thanks the Trustees
for their kindness and confidence.
. Respectfully submitted,
Caroline H. Garland, Librarian.
Dover, N. H., December 31, 1895.
CASH ACCOUNT.
RECEIPTS.
Cash on hand Jan. i, 1895 $2281
Rec'd from fines 142 76
" " sale of catalogues 1900
" " " " supplements 1750
" " out-of-town registrations 1000
Interest 03
EXPENDITURES.
Expended for incidentals $61 77
Paid to Treasurer 100 00
Cash on hand Dec. 31, 1895 5033
5212 10
52X2 10







Useful Arts . .
Fine Arts . . .
Literature . . .
History ....
Travel
Biography . . .
Periodicals . .









































































TOTAIv NUMBER OP BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS IN THE
I^IBRARY, AND THE CLASSES TO WHICH
THEY BELONG.




Aguilar Free Library i
Americau Swedenborg Printing and
Publishing Society 23
Apprentices' Library Co. of Phila-
delphia I
Authors' gifts 3
Berlin (N. H.) Public Library i
Bronson Library, Waterbury, Conn. 2
Brookline Public Library i
Clapp, George H i
Clarke, Miss Edith E. i
Cleveland Public Library i
Conant, Wm. R i
Des Moines Public Library i
Dover, City of i
Fall River Public Library i
Fletcher Free Library, Burlington,
Vt. I
Foss, Everett 2
Grand Rapids Public Library 2
Ham, Dr. John R 3
Hartford Public Library i
Harvard College i
Hoboken Free Public Library i




Illinois State Historical lyibrary r
Indian Rights Association 4
Indianapolis Public Library i
Lawrence Free Public Library i
Lodge, Hon. Henrj' Cabot i
Lynn Public Library i
Macullar, Parker & Co i
Manchester City Library i
Massachusetts Society of Colonial
Wars 2
Massachusetts Society of the Sous of
the Revolution i
Milwaukee Public Library i
Morse Institute i
Newberry Library i
New Hampshire, Secretary of State 3 i
New Hampshire State Library i
New Haven Free Public Library i
Newton Free Library i
New York Free Circulating Library 2
North Adams Public Library 2
Paterson Free Public Librarj^ 2
Peabody Institute i
Portland, Ore., Library Association 2
Providence Public Library 2
Reuben Hoar Library
Reynolds Library, Rochester, N. Y.
Richards Free Library, Newport, N.
H
Ricker, Mrs. M. M 9




St. Joseph Free Public Library i
St. lyouis Mercantile Library Asso-
ciation I
St. Louis Public Free Library 2
Salem Public Library 2
Sanborn Seminary. i
Scranton Public Library 2
Seaver, Edwin P i
Severance, H. W 3
Sisk, Robert J. t
Smith, Miss M. E i
Somerville Public Library 2
Taunton Public Library 1
Thompson, Lucien r
Thwaites, Reuben Gold i
U. S. Government publications 212
University of Pennsylvania i
University of Tennessee i
Utica Public Library' i
Ward, Rev. Duren J. H. i
Weed, Prof. C. M 3 3
Wells, C. H i
Whittier, J. H i
Wilmington Institute i
Young, Mrs. A. H r
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GIFTS TO THE READING ROOM.
Christian Advocate J. M. Buckley
Dover Daily Republican Publishers' gift









Foster's Weekly Democrat (Dover)
Freeman , The
Home Market Bulletin
Monthly Bulletin of the Bureau of
the American Republics Hon. Wm. Chandler
Union Signal Dover W. C. T. U.
Zion's Herald Chas. Parkhurst
The following Librarj^ publications are received:
Bulletin Des Moines Public lyibrary
I/ibrarj' Bulletin Brookline, Mass., Public Library
Lawrence Free Public Library












Receipts and Expenditures for the Year




































Dec. 31. Incidentals $187 53
$3,714 96






Dover, Jan. i, il
books.
E. B. Hall $750
John McGlenn, Trs 150
Mrs. T. J. W. Pray 150
Ivittlefield Directory Co 200
W. B. Clarke & Co 8 36
Little, Brown & Co 65 73
Publisher's Weekly Co. 7 36
W. B. Clarke & Co 26 36
Little, Brown & Co 24 96
Lucien Thompson 250
James H. Lamb 6 00
Henry T. Thomas i 50
W. B. Clarke & Co 35 69
J. C. Stockbridge r 45
Henry P. Rolfe 4 00
Bradlee Whidden 1 2 60
W. B. Clarke & Co 43 98
Estes & Lauriat 6 02
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Little, Brown & Co $4856
W. B. Clarke & Co 74 07
Little, Brown & Co. 1356
Fords, Howard & Hurlburt 500
Little, Brown & Co 6706
Geo. E. Littlefield ; 24 75
J. G. Cupples & Co 6 00
Frank W. Bird 14 25
W. B. Clarke & Co 16 41
T. H. Castor & Co 90
Geo. E. Littlefield 38 25
Estes & Lauriat 4 40
DeWolfe, Fiske & Co. 14 76
Little, Brown & Co 30 22
W. B. Clarke & Co. no 83
Little, Brown & Co 2 50
Chas. R. Magee 11 78
DeWolfe, Fiske & Co 10 95
B. F. Larrabee & Co 4 23
Estes & Lauriat 9 00
W. B. Clarke & Co 67 17
Little, Brown & Co 42 30
W. B. Clarke & Co 3 38
I879 34
MAGAZINES.
Olin S. Davis $198 45
BINDING.
Charles H. Horton $22001
INCIDENTALS.
Thomas Groom $5 50
$2
279










Dec. 31. Cash on hand











state of New Hampshire.
Inventory
OF
THE CITY OF DOVER.
Description of Property. No. Value.
Polls 3020 $302,00000





Other neat stock 26 41800
Sheep 88 31800
Hogs 21 26200
Fowls 220 115 00
Carriages 144 14,85206
Stock in public funds 15, 200 00
Stock in banks and other corpora-
tions in this State 214,772 00
Money on hand, at interest or on
deposit 196,60600
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Stock in trade $i,034.958 oo
Mills, factories and their machinery 1,169,221 00
Buildings not designated 14,20000
',728,977 00
Amount of taxes levied for all pur-
poses $174,743 6S
Rate per cent, of taxation for all
purposes, $20 00 on each $1,000
Condition of the Tax Lists.
CITY OF DOVER.
1891, Dr.
COLLECTOR C. W. DEMERITT.
To tax list as committed $161,434 07
To interest collected on 1891 list 192 67
$161,626 74
Cr.
By amount paid Treasurer 1891 $135,692 97
By amount paid Treasurer to Dec. 29, 1894 21,058 80
By abatements to Dec. 29, 1894 2,99291
By salary collecting 1891 tax 1,50000
$161,24468
Balance due city on 1891 tax $382 06
1893, Dr.
COLLECTOR C. W. DEMERITT.
To tax list as committed $163,816 70




By amount paid Treasurer ^. $158,719 11
By abatements to Dec. 28, 1895 .. 2,220 56
By salary collecting 1 893 tax i , 500 00
$162,439 67
Balance due on 1893 list $1,90940
1894, Dr.
COLLECTOR C. W. DEMERITT.
To tax list as committed $137,772 61
To interest collected on 1894 tax 34447
$138,11708
Cr.
By amount paid Treasurer $129,43749
By abatements to Dec. 28, 1895 2,36346
By salary collecting 1 894 tax i , 200 00
$133,000 95
Balance due on 1 894 tax $5,116 13
1895, Dr.
COLLECTOR C. W. DEMERITT.
To tax list as committed $175,000 70
Cr.
By amount paid Treasurer $136,14778
By abatements to Dec. 28, 1895 66629
$136,814 07
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Balance due on 1895 tax $38,186 63
Balance due on 1891 tax 382 06
" " 1893 " 1,90940
" " 1894 " 5,116 13
" " 1895 " 38,18663
$45,594 22
The salary of 1891 and 1893 is deducted, $1,500 for
each year, and $1,200 for 1894, but no deduction for
1895.
There will probably be abatements for 1893- 1894- 1895,
together with the Collector's salary for 1895, which will
leave about $42,000 due the city on account of uncol-
lected taxes.
For the Assessors,
. James M. Hayes,
Clerk.
Annual Appropriations for 1895.
PASSED JANUARY 30, 1895.
Resolved by the City Councils of the City ok
Dover:
Section r. That the sum of ninty-nine thousand,
five hundred two and 20-iooths dollars ($99,502.20) be
raised by taxation for the support of the various depart-
ments and interests of the City of Dover, except when
otherwise provided for, during the year 1895; and the
said sum is hereb}^ appropriated and divided as follows:
Bridges $800 00
Cemetery 1,10000




Cleaning School Houses •
Election Expenses
Fire Department










Highways, awards and construction of
Home Street Extension $1, 200 00
Hydrants 3,960 00
Interest — 10,520 00
And $1,980 from income of P. & D. R.
R. stock, and $4,000 from money com-
ing from the State,
Insurance,
$2,850 from money coming from the
State.
Lights — 6,700 00









And $2,250 from earnings of the depart-
ment.
Printing and Stationery
Repairs of School Houses
Salaries
Schools, in excess









Sewers, special, for extension of Broadwa}^
Brook sewer, from B. & M. R. R. to
Chapel street $3,000 00
Sidewalks 2 , 500 00
Street Sprinkling 800 00
Support of Prisoners 1,20000
Warming and lighting corridors and offices,




Schools, bj^ law 16,96400
Sec. 2. The Collector of Taxes shall collect the
above sum voted in money.
Annual Appropriations for 1896.
PASSED JANUARY 30, 1896.
Resolved by the City Councils of the City of
Dover:
Section i . That the sum of one hundred seventy
thousand, two himdred fifty-one and forty-five one-
hundredths dollars ($170,251 45) be raised bj' taxation
for the support of the various departments, interests and
Statute requirements of the City of Dover, during the
year 1896, and the said sum is hereby appropriated and
divided as follows:
City Debt $10,000 00
Interest on City Debt 12 ,000 00
And $4,000 00 from money coming from
the vState, and $1,980 from income
of P. & D. Railroad Stock, to pay the
interest on $33,000 P. & D. Bonds
that mature January i, 1897.
State Ttax 21,20500
County Tax 34.5" 45
Schools, by law^ 21,20500
Schools, in excess 5 > 795 00
And also Literary Fund, and such por-
tion of Dog License mone}' as may be
available, estimated at $2,000.
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Free Text Books $1,600 oo'
Evening Schools 300 00
Cleaning School Houses 200 00
To be expended by School Committee.
Highways 12,500 00
And $4,000 from money coming from
the State.
Fire Department 7,25000
And $2,750 from money coming from
the state.
Police Department 5.250 00
And $2,500 from earnings of the dept.
Lights 6,850 00
And $3,000 from monej' coming from
the State.
Dover Public Library, by law 1,272 30
Dover Public Library, in excess 2,22770
Fourth of July 3500
Cemeteries 1,00000
And earnings of the department.
City Farm 200 00
City Park 100 00
Water for all municipal purposes 2 ,000 00




Health Department 1,900 00
Lands and Buildings 2,00000
Miscellaneous Expenses 1,60000
Insurance,
$3,250 from money coming from the
State.
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Memorial Day--.. $200 00
Military 400 00
Support of Paupers 2 , 500 00
Printing and Stationery 800 00
Repairs of School Houses 2 ,000 00
Salaries 4,500 00





And earnings of the department.
Sidewalks 2 , 500 00
Street Sprinkling 450 00
Support of Prisoners 1,00000
City Opera Commission 1,30000
Total $170,251 45
Sec. 2. The Collector of Taxes shall collect the
above sum voted in money.
STATEHENT
OF THE
Accounts of the Late City Treasurer,
Isaac F. Abbott,
As submitted by Treasurer B. Frank Nealley, and
accepted by the City Councils March 7, 1895.
Dover, N. H., March i, 1895.
To THE City Councils of the City of Dover:
Gentlemen:—The accounts of the late City Treasurer,
with the City of Dover, from Jan. i to Jan. 11, 1895, as
audited by the Finance Committee, are as follows:
RECEIPTS
Jan. I, 1895.
To cash balance from 1894 account $37,28698
Balance from City Opera Com-
mission 72 04
Balance from Dover Water Works 5.278 05
Income Tredick fund 100 00
Rent, cemetery tomb 8000
Dividends P. & D. railroad 99000
Sewers 10000




By paid Bridges $S oo
Fire Department 14598





Miscellaneous expenses 40 75
Police 31 60
City appropriation, Schools 5,00000
Sidewalks 167 10
Special 38 86
Dover Water Works 5.524 17
Total $14,015 88
By balance, City 30,065 27
City Opera Commission 72 04
Dover Water Works 1,653 88
$45,807 07
SCHOOL DEPARTMENT.
As audited by the Auditing Committee of the School
Board.
Jan. I, 1895. Dr.
To balance from 1894 $1,412 74
City of Dover, appropriation 5,00000
School tuition 79 71
Total $6,492 45
Cr.
By paid Care of rooms $rio 42
Fuel 37956
294









B. FRANK NEAIvLEY, TREASURER,
IN ACCOUNT WITH THE CITY OF DOVER.
Dr. Receipts.
1895. Jan. II. Balance from former Treas-
urer $30,065 27
Cemetery 51000
Received for lots from
Atherton, T. W., $2500
Brownell, B. F., No. 958, Ave. U... 15 00
Eastman, Henry F., Nos. 1280 and
1281, Ave. K 100 00
Fall, George S., No. 1273, Ave. E- 50 00
Gage, Thomas F., No. 956, Ave.
U 20 00
Jenkins, Edwin E., Nos. 1258 and
1259, Ave. K 100 00
Priestley, James E., No. 961, Ave.
U 15 00
Robb, John and Wm. J. Farlej^ No.
1282, Ave. K 5000
38
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Twombly, Mrs. Abbie S., and Mrs.
Geo. H. Teeling, No. 1257, Ave.
K $50 00
$425 00
Rent of tomb 85 00
Cemetery funds, perpetual care $800 00
Income only to be used for benefit
of following lots:
Received from Caverly, Mrs. Abra
C, No. 122, Ave. J 20000
Received from Cross, Mrs. Mary L^.,
Nos. no and 112, standing in
name of Geo. P. Folsom and Mrs.
Mary L. Cross 100 00
Received from McAllister, Estate of
Mrs. A. K., Nos. 145, 146, 147,
and 148, standing in name of






Received from funds in Savings
Bank for benefit of lots:
Nos.
, J. H. York $1 50
No, 2, Mrs. Timothy Emerson i 50
No. 10, Betsey Weed i 50
Nos. 34 and 36, Irene Cheney 9 00
No. 56, Amanda M. Jackson 3 00
^12
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No. 72, G. A. R. land, Isaac G.
Felker $3 00
No. 75, Sarah M. Ham, G. A. R.
land I 50
Nos. 107, 108, 109, no, Stevens,
Home and Bangs 4 00
No. 142, Joshua Banfield i 50
Nos. 214 and 216, Emily Colbath.... 3 00
No. 235, Steven J. Marden i 50
No. 275, Annie M. Neal 2 00
Nos. 276 and 278, George I,. Shep-
leigh, Exr., 300
No. 376, Elizabeth R. Smith and
Edwin O. Hills i 50
No. 459, Elizabeth Fo5'e 1 50
No. 503, Maria T. Rich 3 00
No. 574, Joseph Towle i 50
Nos. 650, 651, 652, 653, Martha C.
Pendexter 3 00
No. 738, Abigail Place...- 200
No. 867, Abby V. Ricker i 50
Nos. 1216, 1217, 1218, 1219, Rich-
ard A. Waldron 3 00
Cemetery, Tredick Fund $100 00
Interest on $5000 Cit}^ of Ports-
mouth, N. H.,4 per cent, bonds.
Interest 1,006 25
Dividend P. & D. R. R. stock 990 00
Premium on Notes 16 25
Eands and Buildings 20 00




Lunch carts 75 00
Allen, Daniel $50 00




Clifford & Tasker $500
Corsake, George 7 00
Fremont, J. J., 5 00
Kickapoo Medical Co., 15 00
Lane, Fred J., 500
O ' Council & Salvail 20 00
Rockwell, J. C, 500
Scribner & Smith 1 5 00
Sherry's Working World •• 7 00
Tucker ' s Giant Shows 5 00
WyomingWild West Show 10 00
Traders $50 00
Green & Helperin.
Notes payable 1 50 000 00
Note dated April 25, 1895, 8 mos. $25,000 00
April 25, 1895, 8 mos. 25,000 00
April 25, 1895, 8 mos. 10,000 00
June 7, 1895, 6 mos. 30,000 00
Dec. 28, 1895, 6 mos. 60,00000
Police court
Clerk's fees. >i 91
$2,931 29
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Costs and fines $2,849 38
Sewers $712 92
Anderton, Washington and estate
of George Lowell, First street $25 00
Bartlett, James W., 205 Central
avenue 2500
Folsom, Mrs. Geo. L., Silver street 25 00
Foss, Darius, Fourth street 25 00
Frary, Fred D., West Concord
street 25 00
Frost, George S., Nelson street 25 00
Gailey, John, Nelson street 25 00
Gallagher, James F., Silver street-. • 25 00
Godfre}', James E., Fisher street---. 25 00
Hatch, Mrs. Sumner, 229 Washing-
ton street 2500
Hayes, Mrs. Mary F., 28 Mt. Ver-
non street 25 00
Hobbs, Est. of George, Lexington
street 25 00
Hobbs, Nathaniel C, Lexington
street 25 00
Holland, John, Central avenue 25 00
Michel, Joseph, 82 Broadwa}^ 25 00
Morley, James, Trakey street 25 00
Morrill, George F., 225 Washington
street 25 00
Paradis, Theophilus, 72 Broadway.. 25 00
Ramsdell, A. T., 45 Mt. Vernon
street 25 00
Smith, Mrs. Augustus, 54 Mt. Ver-
non street 25 00
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Storer, Mrs. lyavinia, 15 North Pino
street $25 00
Strafford Savings Bank, Washing-
ton street 8792
Tapley, William R., 12 Nelson
street 25 00
Thurston, Rev. James, 12 and 14
Durell street 25 00
Tuttle, J. T. G., 153 Locust street.. 25 00
Wiggin, Sarah A., Hough street... 2500
Taxes, local.... $169,861 10
1893. Received of C. W. Demer-
itt, collector $4,30093
1894. Received of C. W. Demer-
itt, collector 29,412 39
1895. Received of C. W. Demer-
itt, collector 136,14778
Taxes, State of New Hampshire $24,840 41
Insurance $142 50
Literar>^ fund i , 284 36
Railroad 5,68280
Savings Bank 17,730 75
*$352,2i5 52
Total : 1^382,280 79
•Amount received by Treasurer Nealley.
flncludes balance from former Treasurer.
30I
B. FRANK NEALIvEY, TREASURER,








Cemetery funds, perpetual care $800 00
Deposited in Strafford Savings Bank,
income only to be used, for benefit
of lot No. 122, Ave. J., received
of Mrs. Abra C. Caverly $200 00
Nos. II 0-12, Ave. J., standing in
name of G. P. Folsom and M. E.
Cross 100 00
Nos. 145-6-7-8, Ave. J., standing
in name of Israel orWm. F. Estes, 500 00
City of Dover Bonds
Ten bonds, $1,000 each, Nos. 41

























II 1-2 91 05
12 12673
13 125 10











Dist. No. 24 24400




Income, Trust Funds 9300
Cemetery Funds, Savings Bank books
Paid for benefit of lots:
Nos.
, J. H. York $1 50
No. 2, Mrs. Timothy Emerson i 50
No. 10, Betsey Weed i 50
Nos. 34 and 36, Irene Chenej^ 9 00
No. 56, Amanda M. Jackson 3 00
No. 72, G. A. R. land, Isaac G.
Felker 3 00
No. 75, G. A. R. land, Sarah M.
Ham I 50
Nos. 107, 108, 109, no, Stevens,
Home and Bangs 4 00
No. 142, Joshua Banfield i 50
Nos. 214 and 216, Emily Colbath.... 3 00
No. 235, Steven J. Harden i 50
No. 275, Annie M. Neal 2 00
Nos. 276 and 278, George E. Shep-
leigh, Exr., 300
No. 376, Elizabeth R. Smith and
Edwin O. Hills i 50
No. 459, Elizabeth Foye i 50
No. 503, Maria T. Rich 300
No. 574, Joseph Towle i 50
Nos. 650, 651, 652, 653, Martha C.
Pendexter 3 00
No. 738, Abigail Place 2 00
No. 867, Abby V. Ricker 150
Nos. 1216, 1217, 1218, 1219, Rich- .
ard A. Waldron 3 00
39
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Charity, Currier Fund $40 00
Insurance
Interest
Coupons, City Bonds 10,80000








Note dated July 20, 1893, on
demand $1,488 75
Notes dated Dec. i, 1894, 4 mos-- 20,000 00
Dec. 21, 1894,4 " 40,00000
Oct. 18, 1894, 4 " 20,00000
Jan. 7, 1895, 6 " 30,000 00

























Scliools -. $23,963 21
Appropriation $19,214 00
Dog Ivicenses, (special appropria-
tion) .. 964 85
£)vening 300 00
Free Text Books 2, 200 00
Iviterary Fund... 1,284 3^
•Sewers .,. $7,105 26
Payrolls $1,501 67






Street Sprinkling 864 00










Dover, N. H., Dec. 31, 1895.
3o6
DOVER WATER WORKS,
B. Frank Nealley, Treasurer.
Dr. Receipts.
1895. Jan. II, Balance from for-
mer Treasurer $1,653 88




1895, Dec. 31, Water Commis-
sioners' checks $24,96880





Dover, N. H., Dec. 31, 1895.
DOVER SCHOOI. COMMITTEE.
B. Frank Nealley, Treasurer.
Dr. Receipts.
1895, Jan. II, Balance from for-
mer Treasurer $3,555 20
1895, Dec. 31, City of Dover $23,963 21
Appropriation $19,214 00
Dog Eicenses 964 85
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Evening Schools $300 00
Free Text Books 2 , 200 00
State Literary Fund ... 1,284 3^
Evening Schools, transfer $18 30






Care of Rooms $1,39002
Evening Schools 22541




Printing and Stationery 27835
Salaries 21,808 43
$27,762 31





Dover, N. H., Dec. 31, 1895.
3o8
DOVER CITY OPERA COMMISSION.
B. Frank Neallej-, Treasurer.
Dr. Receipts.
1895, Jan. II, Balance from fro-
mer Treasurer $72 04
1895, Dec. 31,
Armory $40000
Banquet and Opera Halls 3.215 07
Cit}^ Offices '•• 1,022 20











Dover, N. H., Dec. 31, 1895.
DOVER PUBLIC LIBRARY.
B. Frank Nealley, Treasurer.
Dr. Receipts.
1895, Jan. II, Balance from for-
mer Treasurer $117 14
309
i895, Dec. 31,
Appropriation from Cit}^ $3
,
500 00










Sundries 1 70 03
^5^3, 7 14 96







Dover, N. H., Dec. 31, 1895.
Annual Report
OF THE
Joint Standing Committee on Finance.
Dover, N. H., Dec. 31, 1895.
Gentlemen of the City Councils:
The books of the City Treasurer have been examined
and compared with those of the City Clerk, by the
Joint Standing Committee on Finance, and all accounts
are found to be correctly kept, with proper vouchers on
file for all payments.
We have examined the bonds and cash on hand and
also the sources from which the income of the City
has been derived, and are satisfied that the report of
the City Treasurer is correct.
We have examined all appropriations, vouchers and
receipts in the City Clerk's office, and compared the
same with the Treasurer's, and find bills approved, cer-
tified, and checks properly issued. We find the ac-
counts of the office plainly and legibly set forth, and
agreeing with the books of the City Treasurer.
We find the cash balance in the hands of the City
Treasurer to be $15,789.88. The Treasurer's report is











SIX MONTHS ENDING JUNE 29, 1895.
Gentlemen of the City Councils:
We herewith submit the report of the City Opera
Commission for the six months ending June 29, 1895:
RECEIPTS.
Cash on hand January I, 1895 $7204
Democratic Part}', (1894) 1500
LilHan Kennedy Compan}^ 1 20 00
Kankamagus Tribe, ball 39 00
Ushers' Benefit 13 75
C. W. Sawyer Post, G. A. R. 3000
Ullie Akerstrom Company 1 20 00
Cotton King Company 50 00
Young Men's Christian Association 30 00
Dover Fire Relief Association, ball 39 00
Sawyer Rifles, ball 43 00
Humanity Company 50 00
Rev. D . W. Murphy 30 00
Black Sheep Company 50 00
E. B. Steele, free lecture 15 00
40
Trip to Chinatown Company $5000-
Boston Publishing Co., free lecture
Rev. Mr. Lej^den, lecture
Country Sport Company
A. O. H., No. I, ball...
Crescent Div. No. 4, U. R. K. P., ball
Black Crook Company
Trilby Company
City of Dover, rent of offices, etc
Stage Hands' Benefit
Managers Children's Home
Col. R. G. Ingersoll, lecture
Prof. W. H. Hogue, Opera House
Prof. W. H. Kogue, Banquet Hall
Banquet Hall, rentals
A. O. F. of A., ball
J. E. Clough, free lecture
Managers Children's Home
C. W. Sawyer Post, G. A. R.
Class of '95, D. H. S., ball
Water Department, rental
EXPENDITURES.
C. ly. & P. Co., gas and electric lighting.
C. H. Trickey & Co., coal
James Ryan, Jr., postage
G. H, Demeritt, labor to June i
Charles E. King, labor to June i
John A. Goodwin, labor to June i,
Bert E. Fisher, labor to June 10
V. H. Caverly, labor to June i
15
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J. B. Page, printing tickets $7 00
W. G. Hallock, floor brushes 15 50
Knight & Blackmar, gas burners 5 00
J. E. Holland, blue prints of plan of seats-. • 3 00
L. H, Foye, repairing stage carpet 50
Scales & Quiniby, printing 4 75
Pettengill, Andrews & Co., music holdeis-.- 5 00
W. U. Telegraph Co., service . i 52
F. H. Foss, blank books, etc 84
J. F. Ramsey, tuning piano 2 50
$2,486 54
Overdrafts ^ $83 29
LIABILITIES.
Amount due C. L-. & P. Co., held by trus-
tee, 1894 $151 82
Salaries for month of June 131 67
Dover Water Works, water service 106 50
C. ly. & P. Co., lighting for June 38 75
C. H. Trickey & Co., coal... 61 71
$490 45
DEFICIT FOR SIX MONTHS.
Bxcess of assets over liabilities Jan. i $6r 22
Cash on hand Jan. i 7204
Overdrafts 83 29
Liabilities July 1 49045
In order to balance the accounts of the Commission it
will require a sum equal to the liabilities as above set
forth, plus the overdrafts on the City Treasurer, or
$573-74-
313
While the amount necessary to cancel the obligations
of the Commission is ^255.82 less than for the corre-
sponding period last year, yet even the present showing
emphasizes the fact that the rentals are inadequate to
meet the expense necessary for the proper management
of the building and appurtenances under our care, and






Dover, N. H., July i, 1895.
FOR SIX MONTHS ENDING DEC. 27, 1895.
Gentlemen of the City Councies:
We submit herewith the report of the Cit}^ Opera




Lost in New York Company 50 00
Black America Company 5000
Uncle Tom's Cabin Company 50 00
James E. Clough, lecture 15 00
James E. Clough, lecture 15 00
Hi Henry's Minstrels 5000
Cotton King Company 50 00
314
Waite's Comedy Company $240 00
City of Dover, for heating and lighting 511 10
James E. Clough, lectures 10500
Banquet Hall rentals 36 00
Cresent Division, Cotton King Company 50 00
Saw5^er Relief Corps 3500
Young Men's Christian Association 95 00
lyouis Morrison, Faust Companj^ 50 00
Dover Lodge of Elks, Old Lavender Co 50 00
Lillian Kennedy Companj^ 80 00
Naval Cadet Compan}' 50 00
Strafford Guards, ball 39 00
J. E. Lothrop, concert 15 00
Fencing Master Compan}' 50 00
St. Thomas Society, fair 35 00
McCarty's Mishaps Company 5000
Black Sheep Company 5000
Dover Water Works, rent 1 25 00
Dover Cornet Band, on account 1 20 00
Strafford Guards, rent of Armory 20000
Sawyer Rifles, rent of Armor}' 20000
Kankamagus Tribe of Red Men, ball 39 00
St. Thomas Society' 6 00




Add receipts for first six months of the year.. 2,403 25
Making total receipts for the year $4,959 3^
EXPENDITURES.
Consolidated Light & Power Co, lighting.... $764 48
E.J.York, coal 41845
o 15
John A. Goodwin, labor $374 50
Charles E. King, labor 235 50
V. H. Caverly, labor 21250
G. H. Demeritt, labor 14664
Charles A. Nute, labor 5000
Dover Water Works, water 192 15
C. H. Trickey & Co., coal 8471
Converse & Hammond, lumber 83
James Ryan, Jr., postage 800
Scales & Quimby, printing 1450
Postal Telegraph Co. , telegrams 4 94
Western Union Telegraph Co., telegrams 92
D. Foss & Son, lumber 320
E. A. Gowen, sundries i 18
E. B, Foss, trucking i 05
Thomas Hughes, labor i 00
E. Goodwin, trucking 75
E.B.Lane, sundries 160
J. B. Clancey, labor 5 00
J. E. Holland, blueprints ••• 2000
V. Mathes, wood 2 00
Tasker & Cartland, sundries 180
American Express Co., express 45
Hinds & Coan, lamps 2 50
C. E. Hodsdon, badges 500
C. ly. Jenness, hardware 5 25
Eittlefield, Frary & Co., hardware, etc. 17 30
J. H. Seavey, hardware 748
Varneys Pharmac}^ sundries 7 35
F. H. Foss, sundries 25
J. E. Vickery, sundries 25
Whitehouse & Pinkham, sundries 360
W. A. Monill, mdse 6 20
3i6
E. Morrill Furniture Co., mdse $i 75
L. H. Foye, repairs 50
Tilton & Hanson, mdse .. i 50
J. H. Nealley, supplies 295
M. A. Lord, labor i 50
C. A. Faxon, sundries i 25
M.J. Goodrich , labor 3 00
Total disbursements $2,613 7^
Add expenditures for first six months 2,485 87
Making total expenditures for the year $5,099 65
Deduct 1895 check not presented, to balance 6 65
$5,093 00
lycaving a balance against the Commission
for the entire year, of $133 69
To balance this deficit there are available
assets as follows:
Due from Dover Cornet Band $2700
Due from Prof. W. H. Hogue, banquet hall, 144 00
iiji 00
Or a balance in favor of the Commission,
without any appropriation from the Coun-
cils of $37 31
It may not be inappropriate to add that the foregoing
317
statement is the most satisfactory of an\' heretofore pre-






Dover, N. H., December 31, 1895.
Annual Report
OF THE
Joint Standing Committee on Claims.
Gentlemen of the City Councils:
The number of claims filed by the City Clerk during
the year 1895, and presented to your Committee for
examination and approval, has been 1329, represent-
ing demands against the City in the aggregate, $89,-
663.53-
These claims were classified as follows:
No. of Dept. Aggregate
Claims. Department. Resources. of Claims.
12 Bridges $60000 $501 22
2 Band Concerts 20000 20000
3 Cemetery* 1,80000 1.735 33
7 City Farm 100 00 7014
5 City Park 100 00 9039
13 Cleaning vSchool Houses 200 00 194 83
12 Damage by Dogs 1,08905 12420
33 Election Expenses 600 00 361 89
194 Fire Department 10,00000 10,24625
1 Fourth of July 5000 35 00
87 Health 1,90000 1,98828
294 Highways 18,37500 18,19064
18 Home Street Extension 1,025 00 1,023 03
2 Hydrants 3,96000 3,96000














16 Printing and Stationery
56 Repairs of School Houses
87 Salaries
33 Sewers
II Sewers, Broadway Brook
42 Sidewalks
3 Street Sprinkling
5 Support of Prisoners....
19 Special

















































Joint Standing Committee on Claims.
Dover, N. H., Dec. 31, 1895.
MUNICIPAL REGULATIONS
1896.
All person furnishing materials or service for the city,
should be particular to take the name of the person
ordering such servnce or material, and should know that
the person is dul}^ authorized to contract said liability.
No account or claim against the cit}-, except judg-
ments of judicial courts, will be received or acted upon
by the Committee on Claims and Accounts, unless such
account or claim shall be accompanied with a certificate
of the officer or agent authorized in behalf of the city to
make the contract or cause the expenditure to be made,
that the same is correct and just.
When bills are certified to as above and left with the
City Clerk before three o'clock of the day of meeting of
the Committee on Claims and Accounts, they will be
audited by them, and, if approved, be ready for pay-
ment on the Thursday following.
Meetings of the Committee are held on the first and
third Tuesdaj^ evenings of each month, at 7.30 o'clock.
^'yreU^ Ci^^^^H^uyyi^.^
City Clerk.
CITY EXPENSES FOR I895
BEING AN ITEMIZED ACCOUNT MADE UP FROM THE
BOOKS OF THE CITY CLERK AND CITY TREASURER.
BRIDGES.
Appropriation
Transferred to Highway Dept




B. & M. R. R. freight bill, 1893..
Joseph King, damage to team
C. H. Seavey & Co., stock and
labor
Alexander Shaw, stock and labor
Harris M. Shaw, stock and labor
J. M. Willey, agent, sewer pipe-..
J. B. Folsom, brush
Harvey & Butterfield, team hire-.
^800 00
322
J. S. Abbott, use of machinery.... $6 oo
Total expenditures fooi 22
Unexpended.balance 98 78
$600 00




Dover Cornet Band $100 00
Dover Cornet Band 100 00
$200 00




Bonded debt $10,000 00
Coupons 10, 800 00
Interest on notes 3,777 69
Total expenditure $24,577 ^9




Income Tredick fund 20000
$1,800 00












C. S. Clifford, hardware $303
Total expenditures $9039
Unexpended balance 9 61
)ioo 00




Mrs. F. E. Cassidy, pigs, 1894.... $900
H. C. Patterson, gas i 30
A. K. Wormwell, killing hogs,
1 894 2 00
Dover Water Works, water ser-
vice 3 GO
J. F. Murphy, labor 4 75
E. H. Frost, labor and material. • 50 09
Total expenditures $70 14
Unexpended balance 2986
$100 00
Committee:—J. J. Cassidy, F. W. Davis, G. G. Neal.
CLEANING SCHOOI. HOUSES.
Appropriation $200 00
G. H. Patterson, labor and sup-
plies $4 54
Payroll, north side 96 80
" south side 51 59
325
Payroll, Sherman school $12 45
" Outside school houses.... 21 00
" Welch school 4 50
C. A. Faxon, sundries 43
L. Steuerwald, cleaning vault 100
Whitehouse & Pinkham, oil i 80
Tasker & Cartland, oil 72
Total expenditures* $19483
Unexpended balance 5 17
$200 00








Mayor's orders on Treasurer .... $40 00
DAMAGE BY DOGS.
Received from Dog lyicenses $1,08905
Scales & Quimby, advertising
notices $12 35
Star Publishing Co., advertising
and printing 17 35
*To balance with Treasurer's Report deduct check for $1.80 not presented
for payment.
325
'G. J. Foster & Co., advertising
and printing '$2700
'C. M. Bosworth, team for officer 2 00
0. W. Parker, team for officer..-. 2 00
W.T.Page, .sheep killed 400
F. E. Goodwin, fowl killed- i 50
D. Durkin, fowl killed 300
A. G. Paul, heifer killed 25 00
W. P. Hooper, heifer killed 1000
W.T.Page, sheep killed ^ 1200
J. D. Hayes, sheep killed 800
Total expenditures-.. $12420




Transferred to Fire Depart-
ment 137 20
$462 80
Outstanding check Jan. i, 1895-.. $5 55
E. Morrill Furniture Co., supplies
for Ward Houses • 5 20
Scales & Quimby, printing and
advertising 73 05
G. J. Foster & Co., printing and
advertising 63 43
Star Publishing Co., printing and
advertising 4105
lyOthrops & Pinkham, supplies
for Supervisors 6 30
E. L. Currier, Supervisor, Ward i 24 00
42
in
J. W. Rines, Supervisor, Ward 2
J. C. Tasker, Supervisor, Ward 3
J. H. Davis, Supervisor, Ward 4
J. F. Dennis, Supervisor, Ward 5
E. F. Grimes, repairs at Ward 5
house...
Patrick Dobbins, cleaning Ward 5
house
G. H. Patterson, cleaning Ward 4
house
H. I^. Shepherd, gas. Ward 4
house... .^
M. P. Bennett, sawdust. Ward i
house -
J. V. & D. E. Hanson, labor.
Ward 3 house
Cocheco M'f'g Co., rent of land,
Ward 5 house
Joseph E. Porter, inspector, Ward
I
John H. Grover, inspector, Ward
I
Peter T. Hersey, inspector, Ward
2 '
James Sherry, inspector, Ward 2
H. ly. Nighswander, inspector,
Ward 3 -
John D. McCooey, inspector,
Ward 3,






John W. Place, inspector, Ward 5 $2 50
James E. Gorman, inspector,Ward
5 • •••••• • 2 50
FIRE DEPARTMENT.
Appropriation $10,000 00
Transferred from Election Ex-
pense appropriation... 141 20
Total expenditures— $361 89
Unexpended balance 100 91
2 80
$10,141 20
Checks outstanding Jan. i, 1895..
Payroll Lincoln Hook & Ladder
Co...
329
G. B. Palmer, grain, etc.
Electric Gas Light Co., supplies..
N. K. Gamewell Co., supplies
B. & M. R. R., freight
Dover Water Works, water
J. Frank Seavey, team
G. P. Demeritt, hay—
Thomas Fernald, hay
Cocheco M'f'g Co., rent of land...
J. B. Prescott & Son, electric sup-
plies
W. F. Laskey, wagon covers
Police Dept., rebate on telephone
service
J. G. Leathers, carpenter work....
S. Bonser, repairs
E. Morrill Furniture Co., dusters-
S. P. Huntress, pair horses
J. H. Randlett, repairs
H. A. Canney, painting, etc
Converse & Hammond, lumber...
J. B. Folsom & Co., sundries
Jackson & Co., express, etc
Chas. A. Davis, trucking
H. E. Canney, team hire
R. Haley & Co., coal
M. V. B. W^entworth, wood
Eittlefield, Frary & Co., supplies
T. Gordon Lilico, veterinary ser-
vices
M. McGuinness, labor
0. W. Coleman, labor
1. B. Williams & Sons, gong, etc.
20I
330
Geo. P. Burleigh, blacksmithing..
J. S. Abbott, labor, etc
Smart & Mitchell, repairs
W. T. Perkins, repairs
Hemy A. Hall, blacksmithing---.
J. F. Seavey, wood
lyOthrops & Pinkham, stationery-.
Chas. H. Dearborn, blacksmith
work
C. L,. Jenness, hardwai'e
John S. Clark, wood
Furbish & Spinney, blacksmith
work
John T. Peaslee, repairs




E. B. lyane, supplies
Niles & Co., express
Estate Geo. W. Page, hay
W. England, hay




Committee:—A. G. Clark, John F. Brown, J. D. Mc-
Intyre.






Wm. H. Beede, ringing Metho-
dist bell $5 00
Geo. E. Whipp, ringing Belknap
bell 3 00
J. H. Blancbard, ringing First
Parish bell 3 00
Oliver Wentworth, ringing Uni-
tarian bell 3 00
V. H. Caverly, ringing City Hall
bell 4 00
John lyUtolf, ringing Episcopal
bell..... 3 00
T. McKenna, ringing St. Mary's
bell 3 00
S. H. Brownell, ringing Sawyer's
bell 400
H. Blodgett, ringing Baptist bell 3 00
J. W. Fogg, ringing Cocheco bell 4 00
Total expenditures $35 00
Unexpended balance. 1500
$50 00
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Total of payrolls
Sundries.
Outstanding checks Jan i, 1895..
Joseph Frost, hay
Scales & Quimby, printing bulle-
tins
Thomas Twombly, hay
Fred H. Foss, supplies
J. E. Vickery, vaccine points,
etc.
F. L. Hayes, painting
Tasker & Cartland, sundries
John W. Howe, painting
^20 00
334
Cocheco M'f g Co., chloride lime
J. A, Clough & Son, grain...
James Rj^an, Jr., postage -
J. H. Randlett, repairs.
K. S. Tash & Co., disinfectants,
J. B. Folsom & Co,, paint, etc
Jas. J. Woodman, trucking
V. Mathes, grain
T. H. Rollins, hay ..,
C. L. Jenness, hardware
Lothrops,Farnham & Co., clothing
Converse & Hammond, lumber....
B. F. Kennard, sundries
C P. Burleigh, repairs--
Star Publishing Co., printing......
J. T. Peaslee, repairs





To balance with Treasurer's Report deduct check for
$11.78 not presented for payment.
HIGHWAYS.
Appropriation $18,000 00
Transferred from Home Street
Extension appropriation ... 175 00




Outstanding checks Jan. i, 1895..
Bills contracted in 1894
W. F. Wheeler, snow plow
Borne, Scrymser & Co., oil
Gilchrist & Taylor, pipe and coup-
ling
Geo. H. Sampson, steam drill
Geo. Palmer, bedding
A. R. Towle, land damage
J. D. Young, land damage
C. S. Clifford, land damage
Ellen T. Littlefield, land damage
Chas. Hall, bedding
Henry Moulton, ladders
Geo. W. Tibbetts, road machine,
etc
Richard Jones, monument stones
Frank Harvey, monument stones
Geo. I. Stackpole, painting
Frank P. Stevens, stone work
Hugh Kelley, trucking
Charles Hayes, hay
Mrs. B. F. Rackley, damage to
fence
C. S. Clifford, hardware
Frank P. Spencer, ties
T. H. Rollins, hay
F. E. Roberts, injury by defective
sewer
Geo. W. Parker, team hire
F. E. Hayes, painting
lOI
536
-D. Foss & Soil, lumber and mill-
ing $5 53
Smart & Mitchell, repairs - 50
J. W. Hartford, harness work 3 50
Whitehouse «& Pinkham, sundries 23 30
Bracewell Block Pharmacy, sun-
dries 2 00
Wm. Hacking, harness work, etc 415
H. A. Worthen, repairs 8 25
Geo. P. Burlei:gh, blacksmithing.^ 36 20
John H. Neallej^ sundries 32
M. D. Page, sundries i 60
Lothrops & Pinkham, mdse i 00
Varne)^ Pharmacy, mdse 8 75
G. W. Home & Co., brick 6 80
Star Publishing Co., adv.- 6 05
J. A. Grimes, sundries.... 2 62
Thos. Cash, hay 68 35
H. M. Davis, repairs i 00
Alexander Shaw, carpenter work 9 30
Beach Soap Co., building fence... 6 50
J. E. Kennedy, oil 60
M. Gilman', trucking ^...^ 6 75
F. W. Davis, hay 15 61
S. S. Jenkins, surveying 201 03
Iv. M. Chadwick, assisting sur-
veyor 28 00
J. E. Holland, assisti^ng surveyor 8 76
Furbish & Spinney, carts, sleds,
etc 567 67
C. E. Jenness, hardware 139 32
J. H. Seavey, hardware 130 72
F. W. Neal & Co., hardware 32 99
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C. H. Dearborn, blacksmithing...
C. W. Hull, blacksmithing
Peter Drapeau, blacksmithing ....
Scales & Quimby, printing and
adv ' '
J. A. Clough & Son, grain
V. Mathes, grain and coal
C. H. Trickey & Co., coal
N. Twombly, carpenter work
Converse & Hammond, lumber...
A. W. Simpson, hay
J. W. Abbott, hay
J. Frost, hay
Est. G. W. Page, hay
S. Bonser, repairs
J. T. Peaslee, harness work, etc
Dr. F. ly. Farnham, veterinary
service
W. T. Perkins, pipe and labor....
B. & M. Railroad, freight
Dover Water Works, paving
stones and water
J. H. Kennedy, labor
J. B. Folsom & Co., supplies
Consolidated lyight and Power
Co., lighting
E. B. Lane, supplies
G. J. Foster & Co., printing and
adv
Littlefield, Frary & Co., supplies
Snow & Co., concreting
J. M. Willey, drainpipe
J. S. Abbott, labor and material..
$76 IS
338
Henry Saj'ward, gravel. $16 25
Total miscellaneous expense
Work on Mt.Vernon Street.
Superintendent's payroll





Outstanding paj-rolls Jan. i, 1895
Week ending Jan. 5
339
































































Week ending Dee. 28 $16808
II
ve}' or




Asa S. Baker, Surveyor
Wm. H. Johnson, Sur-
veyor




II 1-2. Chas. H. Morang, Sur-
veyor
12. Charles H. Twombly,
Surve3'or
13. Chas. F. Furbish, Sur-
veyor
13 1-2. Wm. P. Tuttle, Sur-
veyor
14. B. F. Brownell, Sur-
veyor




Outstanding bills Jan. i, 1895
No. 4. Freeman Babb, Sur-
veyor
Walter F. Gage, Sur-
$234
341
No.i6. Levi W. Towle, Sur-
veyor $297 90
17. Jerry Towle, Surveyor 155 99
18. JohnF. Torr, Suiveyor 145 11
19. D. S. Hanson, Sur-
veyor 16665
20. T. A. Young, Surveyor 251 85
21. Ira A. Randall, Sur-
veyor 166 95
22. Wm. H. Allen, Sur-
veyor 7656
23. Lewis E. Tuttle, .Sur-
veyor 73 50




Mt. Vernon street 200 33
Payrolls, Dist. No. i 10,065 27
Paj^rolls, Outside Districts 3 > 639 00
Total expenditures* $18,19064
Committee:—G. E. Buzzell, D. L. Pinkham, D. W.
Herrett.
HORNE STREET EXTENSION.
Appropriated $1 , 200 00
Transferred to Highway Dept. 1 75 00
$1,025 00
*To balance with Treasurer's Report deduct checks for $45.60 not presented
lor payment.
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Wm. T. Page, land damage
H. F. Snow, land damage
John Everett, land damage
lycbbeus Hill, land damage
Mrs. J. Brooks, land damage
J. M.'Willey, Agent, cement pipe
Nathaniel Twombly, labor on
fence
J. H. Seavey, hardware
C. L. Jenness, hardware
Converse & Hammond, lumber ...
D. Foss & Son, monument stones















Crawford, T'olles & Co $563 co-
Frank F. Fernald 28000
Daniel H. Wendell— 43500
Herbert C. Grime 6300a
Henry A. Redfield 635 00
Frank P. Shepard 24000
Charles A. Tufts 395 00
Herbert C. Grime 3000




ous appropriation loi 04
$1,101 04
Checks outstanding Jan. i, 1895.. $24395
Knight & Blackniar, lamp 2 50
H. C. Patterson, gas 66
Frank R. Hazelton, fire axes 3 50
Cocheco M'f'g Co., rent of land... 5 00
E. W. Upham, cleaning carpet... 32 12
Littlefield, Frary & Co., plumb-
ing, repairs, etc 105 65
*To balance with Treasurer's Report deduct check for $30 not presented.
344
A. Moulton & Co., stock, labor,
stove, etc
J. G. Leathers, lumber, hardware
and repairs
E. A. Herbert, electrical supplies,
etc
F. H. Foss, supplies
J. H. Seavey, hardware
E. D. Smith, cleaning clocks
Geo. I. Stackpole, painting
E. Morrill Furniture Co., book
case, etc
Samuel Bonser, machinist work'..
C. L. Jenness, hardware •
Converse & Hammond, lumber,
etc .
Preston Roberts, mason work
J. B. Folsom & Co., sundries
Wm. A. Morrill, carpet •
Boston Woven Hose & Rubber
Co., fire hose, nozzles, etc
F. P. Coleman, lawn mower ^
John O'Neil, labor
Thomas Hughes, labor.. >
Charles Cole, labor
James Kennedy, slating
George W. Parker, manure
F. E. Hayes, tinting walls
F. W. Davis, teaming
John H. Nealley, mdse
Chas. E. Hodsdon, repairs to clock
W. W. Cushman, team hire
H. A. Worthen, repairs
P2 31
345
Palmer & Corson, mason work...- $6 30
Total expenditures* $i,iii 24




Consolidated Light & Power Co... $9,777 n
Littlefield, Frary & Co., repairs... 9 50
Total expenditurest $9,786 61
Unexpended balance 6339
$9,850 GO




Charles W. Sawyer Post, No. 17,
G. A. R $200 GO
MILITARY.
Appropriation $400 og
Sawyer Rifles $2gg go
Strafford Guards 200 gg
$4GG GG
*To balance with Treasurer's Report deduct check for $10.20 not presented
for payment.







American Express Co., service-...
Jackson & Co., express
Town of Rollinsford, tax
C. W. Jenkins, bounty on liawks
Dover Water Works, drinking
fountains, etc
Lyons Platinum Pen Co., pens
Chas. E. King, railroad fares and
expense
H. P. Jenkins, bounty on hawk...
F. M. Pinkham, bounty on hawks
A. vS. Varney, bounty on hawks
N. E. Stiles, printing for Tax
Collector
A. E. Martel, manifold book
F. W. George, ink stand and ink
H. C. Whitcomb, electro
Thomas Groom & Co., Assessors*
book
A. W. Hayes, repairs
C. E. Hodsdon, rubber stamp
F. S. Tompkins, recording deeds
1892
J. E. Vickery, vaccine points
Varney's Pharmac3^ supplies
G. W. Parker, team hire
A. Moulton & Co., tin cases
H. A. Catmey, team hire
W. P. Tuttle, care watering
trough
D. Hodgdon, trucking
B. F. Nealle}^, expense to Boston
Lothrops & Pinkham, sundries....
$3 60
349
J. M. Hayes, auditing tax ac-
counts $1200






Note dated Dec. i, 1894, for 4
months $20,000 00
'Note dated April 25, 1895, for 8
months 25,000 00
Note dated April 25, 1895, for 8
months 25,000 00
Note dated April 25, 1895, for 8
months 10, 000 00
Note dated June 7, 1895, for 6
months 30,000 00
Note dated Dec. 28, 1895, for 6
months 60,000 00
'Note dated July 20, 1893, dis-




Outstanding- checks Jan. i, 1895.. $31 60
Payrolls, regular officers 6,903 69
Pa3^rolls, special officers 288 00
Consolidated Light and Power Co.,
lighting 149 23
*To balance with Treasurer's Report deduct check for 75 cents not presented
for payment.
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N. E. Telephone Co., service
Charles H. Moraiig, team hire-...
John Canne}^ team hire >
Chas. E. Stevens, team hire
W. W. Cushman, team hire
H. E. Canney, team hire
G. \V. Parker, team hire
J. McGlone, trucking
H. Sterling, trucking.... >
F. F. Fernald, special justice
John Kivel, special justice
Wm. F. Nason, associate justice-
E. B. Lane, supplies
J. P. Lovell Arms Co., buttons-.-
Western Union Tel. Co., tele-
grams
Scales & Ouimby, printing
Evening Star, printing
Dover Water Works, water
F. H. Foss, supplies
A. Moulton & Co., repairs, etc..
James Fogerty, sundries
M. Killoren, sundries
Tasker & Cartland, sundries
Colbath Brothers, sundries
Mrs. A. F. Smith, sundries
McArdle & Brennan, sundries ....
Whitehouse & Pinkham, sundries
Churbuck & Vittum, sundiies-....
Varney's Pharmacy, sundries
Cocheco M'f'g Co., waste





Geo. K. Durgin, legal paper...
G. J. Foster & Co., printing .
G. P. Burleigh, grapple, etc
Lothrops & Pinkham, nidse...
C. H. Horton, binding
Chas. A. Tufts, telegraphing.





Charles H. Plorton, binding
Scales & Quimby, printing..
C. M. Rice Paper Co., open end
envelopes
Lynian Brooks, checkbooks
G. J. Foster & Co., printing re-
ports, etc
J. E. Vickery, stationery, etc
Star Publishing Co., printing
Varney's Pharmacy, stationery....
Chas. E. Hodson, stationery...





Committee:—Charles C. Bunce, D. L. Pinkham, P.
McAtavey.
PUBLIC LIBRARY.
Appropriation $3 , 500 oo
B. Frank Nealley, Treasurer $500 00
B. Frank Nealley, Treasurer ...... 500 00
B. Frank Nealley, Treasurer 1,00000
B. Frank Nealley, Treasurer 1,00000
B. Frank Neallej^ Treasurer..
—
50000
Total expenditures* >.. $3,50000
REPAIRS OF SCHOOL HOUSES.
Appropriation $2,400 00
Outstanding checks Jan. i, 1895.. $9 13
W. W. Cushman, team hire 8 00
E. A. Herbert, electrical supplies,
etc 1250
S. Bonser, repairs i 38
Somersworth Machine Co., boiler
tubes 90 45
G. W. Parker, team hire 6 50
H.M.Davis, repairs 1032
Ivittlefield, Frary & Co., heating
apparatus, etc 847 25
Geo. S. Perry & Co., furniture-... 28 25
Nathaniel Twombly, repairs 166 34
J. H. Blanchard, labor 20 63
John Baty, labor and material 181 50
Converse & Hammond, lumber.... 26 17
Snow & Co., concreting 600
Aaron Roberts, mason work 18 91
*For Setaileil statement see report of Library Trustees.
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Daniel L. York, repairing flag
poles
J. B. Folsom & Co., paint, etc
—
C. S. Clifford, mdse
Daniel Hodgdon, trucking
V. Mathes, teaming
Geo. I. Stackpole, labor and
material
J. W. Merrow, supplies
F. F. Davis, plumbing, etc 203/
E. Morrill Furniture Co., mdse... • i 2;
Dover Water Works, water ser-
vice
E. T. Hanson, loam and grading
Smart & Mitchell, repairs
C. L. Jenness, hardware
G. A. Webster, mason work





W. W. Scott, Clerk Police Court
9 months 225 00
George T. Hughes, Clerk Police
Court, 3 months 75 00
Wm. F. Nason, City Solicitor 30000
Wm. E. Whiteley, Clerk Com-
mon Council 100 GO
George S. Frost, Justice Police
Court 80000
Chas. A. Fairbanks, City Physi-
cian 100 00
A. M. Foss, Mayor 500 oq
B. Frank Nealley, City Treasurer 550 00
James M. Hayes, Moderator
Ward 1 300
Frank Rines, Moderator Ward 2 3 00
John W. Leavitt, Moderator
Ward 3 3 00
Walter W. Scott, Moderator Ward
4 3 00
Patrick E. Mallen, Moderator
Ward 5
J. Frank Stevens, Clerk Ward i..
Samuel H. Hull, Clerk Ward 2...
Frank E. Nason, Clerk Ward 3...
Chas. E. Hanson, Clerk Ward 4..
Francis Brennan, Clerk Ward 5...
George A. Peabod}^ Selectman
Ward I
M. P. Bennett, Selectman Ward i




Oliver J. Clark, Selectman Ward
2 $6 oo
Arthur h. Snell, Selectman Ward
2 6 CO
William S. Burnside, Selectman
Ward 2
T. A. Young, Selectman Ward 3..
John D. Babb, Selectman Ward 3
Orrin R. Clark, Selectman Ward
3
Joseph W. Peirce, Selectman
Ward 4
Edward H. Flagg, Selectman
Ward 4
James Hayes, Selectman Ward 4
M. C. Kelley, Selectman Ward 5
P. McEnaney, Selectman Ward 5






Appropriation from fees 500 00
Received from Strafford bank 87 92
Received from entrance fees,
in excess 225 00





Grange store, oil, etc
M. G. Cole, land damage
J. M. Willey, Agent, sewer pipe..
G. W. Home & Co., brick
Isaac L. Lucas, brick

























































J. M. Willey, Agent, cement pipe $29 16
Total expenditures • $2,318 26
Unexpended balance 82 59
$2,400 85




Voted by City Councils 1,75000
Transferred from License re-
ceipts 37 00
$4,787 00
Geo. J. Foster & Co., adv. pro-
posals $17 50
Star Publishing Co., adv. propos-
als 1650
Scales & Quimbj^ adv. proposals 18 15
Chas. F. Ramsdell, award for
land damage 100
Benj. Collins, award for land dam-
age I 00
^. G. Cole, award for land dam-
age I 00
S. S. Jenkins, surveying 60 45
J. S. Abbott, contract work 4.619 5^
J. S.' Abbott, extra work 5182
$4,787 00





Solon A, Carter, State Treasurer..
SIDEWALKS.
Appropriation $2, 500 00
Payrolls, etc, 1894
G. W. Home & Co., brick
A. A. Cheney, edging
Snow & Co., concreting
W. Iv. Elder & Co., edging
D. & C. P. Chesley, edging
J. S. Abbott, edging





































Dover Water Works, water service $400 00







George W. Gray, Overseer of
Poor
J. W. Merrow, Overseer of Poor..
J. W. Merrow^, Overseer of Poor..
J. W. Merrow, Overseer of Poor..




Transferred to Special 238 02
$2, 261 98
County of Strafford $76573





WARMING AND LIGHTING CORRIDORS AND OFFICES.
Appropriation $1,022 20
City Opera Commission $1 ,022 20
For an itemized statement of the receipts and dis-
bursements of the School Committee, Water Commis-
sioners, Opera Commission, Cemeter}^ Trustees and
Ivibrary Trustees, see special department reports.
MUNICIPAL ELECTION.
NOVEMBER 26, 1895.
On the evening of December 5, 1895, both branches
of the city government met in joint convention, to can-
vass the vote given in for Mayor at the municipal elec-
tion in November. A committee consisting of Alder-
man Charles C. Bunce, Councilmen David W. Herrett
and Charles F. Spmlin, after a careful examination of
the returns, submitted the following report:
—
To THE City Councii^s of the City of Dover:
Gentlemen:—Your Committee appointed to canvass
the returns made to the City Clerk, of the votes given in
for Mayor at the municipal election holden on the 26th
day of November, 1895, find that the
Whole number of votes cast was 1024
Scattering 9
William F. Nason 1015








The report was accepted, and the following resolution
unanimously adopted:
Resolved by the City Councils op the City op
Dover:
That William F. Nason, having received the largest
number of votes given in at the municipal election
hoUlen on the 26th da}^ of November, 1895, for Mayor,
is hereby declared to have been duly elected.
Dover, N. H., December 5, 1895.
DETAILED VOTE BY WARDS.
Dover, N. H., November 26, 1895.
To Fred E. Quimby, Clerk of the City of Dover:
The following is a statement of'the vote in Ward One,
as declared by the Moderator of said Ward at the close
of the polls on the twenty-sixth da}^ of November, 1895.
POR mayor.
William F. Nason 171
POR ALDERMEN.
Augustus H. Beede 172
Alvah T. Ramsdell 170
Frank S. Hurd i
POR COUNCILMEN.
John D. Mclntyre 173
Newell H. Shaw 173
Charles H. Herse}' 164
Martin P. Bennett i
365
FOR MEMBER OP THK SCHOOIv COMMITTEE.
Otis E. Moulton 172
FOR ASSESSOR.
Micajah S. Hanscom 173
FOR SELECTMEN.
George A. Peabody 172
Walter S. Nichols 172
William H. Beede 172
FOR MODERATOR.
James M. Hayes 173
FOR WARD CLERK.
John F. Stevens 373
A true copy of the record—Attest,
John F. Stevens,
Ward Clerk.
Received at 40 minutes past 3 o'clock, in the after-




Dover, N. H., November 26, 1895.
To Fred E. Quimby, Clerk of the City of Dover:
The following is a statement of the vote in Ward
Two, as declared by the Moderator of said Ward at the




William F. Nason 231
John P. Gage 3
John S. Wood 3
Mark F. Nason i
FOR ALDERMEN.
Charles A. Leathers 237
Alfred G. Clark 235
Benjamin Collins 2
Augustus T. Coleman i
Mark F. Nason i
FOR COUNCILMEN.
David W. Herrett 239
Frederick W. Davis 236






FOR MEMBER OF THE SCHOOL COMMITTEE.
Thomas B. Garland 232
Josiah P. Jenness 2
FOR SELECTMEN.
Oliver J. Clark 236
Arthur L. Snell 237






Frank H. Clark i
FOR WARD CLERK.
Samuel H. Hull 235
Frank H. lyibbey i
Charles H. vShapleigh i
A true copy of the record—Attest,
Samueiv H. Hull,
Ward Clerk.
Received at 50 minutes past 4 o'clock, in the after-




Dover, N. H., November 26, 1895.
To Fred E. Quimby, Clerk of the City of Dover:
The following is a statement of the vote in Ward
Three, as declared by the Moderator of said Ward at
the close of the polls on the twenty-sixth day of Novem-
ber, 1895:
FOR MAYOR.
William F. Nason 245
Job Burleigh 1
William S. Burnside i
FOR ALDERMEN.
Joseph S. Abbott i
368
George E. Buzzell 241
George W. Benn i
Charles C. Bunce 243
John Ackle}^ i
FOR COUNCILMEN.
George G. Neal 244
Edward Blaisdell i
William T. Pinkham 250
Charles G. Foster 248
FOR MEMBFR OF THE SCHOOL COMMITTEE.
John Scales, two years 250
FOR ASSESSOR.
Nathaniel C. Hobbs, two years 250
FOR SELECTMEN.
Orrin R. Clark 250
Alonzo G. Willand 251
Nehemiah Randall 251
FOR MODERATOR.
John W. Ivcavitt 249
FOR WARD CLERK.
Frank E. Nason 251
A true copy of the record—Attest,
Frank E. Nason,
Ward Clerk.
Received at 2 minutes past 5 o'clock, in the afternoon





Dover, N. H., November 26, 1895.
To Fred E. Quimby, Clerk of the City of Dover:
The following is a statement of the vote in Ward
Four, as declared by the Moderator of said Ward at the
close of the polls on the twenty-sixth day of November,
1895-
FOR MAYOR.
William F. Nason 288
FOR AI.DERMEN.
James Walter Twombly 292
Irving S. Patten 291
FOR COUNCILMEN.
Herbert C. Grime 290
Frank L. Hayes •• 289
William Henry Peirce 292
FOR MEMBER OF THE SCHOOL COMMITTEE.
George E. Varney 284
Charles T. Newman i
FOR SELECTMEN.
Joseph W. Peirce 294
Edward H. Flagg 293
James Hayes 292
FOR MODERATOR.
Walter W. Scott 290
FOR WARD CLERK.
Ernest B. Folsom 293
370
A true copy of the record—Attest,
Charles E. Hanson,
Ward Clerk.
Received at 13 minutes past 4 o'clock, in the after-




Dover, N. H., November 26, 1895.
To Fred E. Quimby, Clerk of the City of Dover:
The following is a statement of the vote in Ward Five,
as declared b}^ the Moderator of said Ward at the close
of the polls on the twenty-sixth day of November, 1895.
FOR MAYOR.
William F. Nason 80
FOR ALDERMEN.
James J. Cassidy 149











FOR MEMBER OF THE SCHOOL COMMITTEE.
John D. O'Doherty 151
Frank S. Sloper 10
FOR ASSESSOR.
James B. McSorley 151
FOR SELECTMEN.




John W. Place 10
Joseph Cote 10
FOR MODERATOR.
Patrick E. Mallen 149




A true copy of the record—Attest,
Frank Brennan,
Ward Clerk.
Received at 10 minutes past 4 o'clock, in the after-






BIRTHS, MARRIAGES AND DEATHS,
REGISTERED IN THE CITY OF DOVER,
FOR the;
YEAR ENDING DEC. 31, 1895.
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